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Preface
This dissertation is the result of a combination of micro-eco-
nomic analysis and econometric techniques. Starting point was the wish
to investigate (theoretically and empirically) how internal adjustment
costs and market imperfections might influence the adjustment of factor
inputs. Therefore appropriate models of firm behaviour had to be con-
structed and their properties had to be studied. In order to estimate
the resulting factor demand equations, data had to be collected and
estimation procedures had to be programmed.
It is clear that this work could not have been done without
the help of others. In the first place I would like to thank Dr. A. L.
Hempenius who suggested me the subject of this study and who was most in-
terested in its further progress. The thorough discussions with him and
his careful reading of and critical comments on preliminary drafts were
a great help for me. Mr. F. v.d. Munckhof did an excellent job in col-
lecting the data used in this research project. The assistance of the
Programming Department of the Tilburg Computing Center should also be
mentioned. I am especially grateful to Ir. T. de Beer and Ir. A. Markink
who were so kind as to programm some necessary estimation procedures.
Professors v. d. Genugten and de Jong made valuable comments on sections
of this study. Finally I would like to thank all colleagues of the de-
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The literature on the demand of labour and capital by firms is
large. In this study we are Drimarily interested in the micro-economic
anvroach with its classical result that equilibrium levels of labour
and cavital innuts are determined by the condition that marginal factor
revenues shoiild equal marginal costs. To explain disequilibria between
observed inout levels and equilibrium levels of these factors of pro-
duction ad-hoc adjustment models have been proposed in most econometric
studies. The introduction of dynamic models of firm behaviour (e.g.
Jorgenson 1 421 ) made it possible to introduce explicitly the concept
of ad,iustment costs yielding an ootimal adjustment path to long-run
equilibrium values (e. g. Treadway [921, Plasmans [ 711 ). Other authors
(e.g. Hochman, Hochman and Razin [ 35] ) snecified a dynamic model to stu-
dy the influence of cavital market imperfections and/or uncertainty
on the investment decisions whereas, beginning with the important
nublication "'4 cro-economic Foundations of Employment and Inflation
q'heory",  [ 671 , some attempts  have  been  made to study the consequences
of imverfect labour markets on factor adjustment within a dynamic mo-
del of the firm. In this study we shall try to integrate these three
asvects   in   a dynamic model and derive a multivariate adj ustment model
for factor inputs.
Summarizini the subject of this study is an investigation into
the influence of internal adjustment costs, financial restrictions and
labour market imperfections on the adjustment of labour and capital.
Therefore in the first three chapters theoretical adjustment models
are derived; in Chapter 1 we assume a convex internal adjustment costs
function and derive the resulting adjustment  path. In Chapter  2  the  mo-
del analysed in Chavter 1 is modified to study the influence of finan-
cial  restrictions,  in  the  form of an apriori determined dividend policy
and a rising marginal costs of external funds function (reflecting un-
certainty on future revenues of the firm and/or capital market imperfec-
tions),  on the canital adjustment. In Chaoter  3 the consequences  of  oli-
gonsonistic labour markets for the adjustment model derived in Chapter 1
-2-
are studied. In the remaining chapters an econometric specification of
the resulting factor demand model is proposed and the estimation results
for the factor demand equations are reported. These equations have been
estimated using cross sections of time series for individual firm: data
in three Dutch industries.
Considerable attention has been given, in Apnendix C, to the
econometric and statistical Droblems resulting from the use of expecta-
tional variables, and, in Appendix D, to the consequences of pooling
time series and cross section data for the structure of the error term
and to the develovment of suitable estimation procedures.
Chapter 1
A Dynamic Model of Factor Demand Equations
1.1. Introduction
In this chapter we will analyse the demand of factor inputs
in a dynamic model of the firm under the assumption of internal adjust-
ment costs. In Section 2 and 3 we will specify the production function,
the revenue function and the adjustment costs function. Changing the
level of factor inputs and/or changing the existing factor input
ratio's requires the production of internal adjustment services. The
internal adj ustment costs function measures the production volume
(and the revenues) sacrificed for the production of these adjustment
services.
In Section 4 a long term adjustment model is constructed
and long run oquilibrium factor input levels are derived. The adjust-
ment of factor inputs to this long run equilibrium depends on the
costs of the adjustment services relative to the opportunity costs
of disequilibrium: higher adj ustment costs   will,    c.p.,    slow   down   the
adjustment speed. The influence of cyclical disturbances in the product
market on the demand of factor inputs is studied in Section 4.3.
-3-
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1.2. The Droduction function and the revenue function
1.2.1. The Droduction function
We assume a production function (p. f. ) of the aggregated
tyve, Q = F(X), where Q is output capacity and X is a vector of
aggregated factor inputs, X = (21'···'X ). The factor inputs aren
measured in efficiency units, so that aggregation of different vintages
of one factor is possible. We shall not treat in detail the conditions
for an aggregated p.f. Instead we assume that for the relevant region
of factor inDuts, S, the production relations can adquately be
described by the function
1)
(1)        Q = F(X) , XES,    S  C   
which satisfies the following properties for X E S
(i)       F(X) > 0
(ii) F(X) is continuous and twice differentiable for X€S
(iii)




<O,i=j i = 1,...,n, j = 1,...,n2
(iv) F..(X) =
3F
1J      3X. 3X.1 J L    O  +   i  0  j,         i  -1' . . . ,n,j  =1' . . . ,n
(v)       F(AX) = Av F(X)
A function which satisfies (i) - (v) and has intuitive
aDDeal is the generalized Cobb-Douglas p.f.:
(2)      Q. «  H X: i , a. > 0 for i = 1,...,n0 1 1-i=1
where a. (i = 1,...,n) is the production elasticity of factor i and
1 2) .v = I a. is the scale factor.
i
1
1) Footnotes can be found at the end of the chapter.
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1.2.2. The revenue function
SThe total receipts of the firm can be written as Y = P.Q
where P is the product price and QS is the output sold on the product
market. In general QS will depend on P, which can be formally expressed
by an out·out demand curve (o.d. c.). The form of the o.d. c. depends on
the organisation of the output market. If this market is characterized
by perfect comvetition the o.d. c. is infinitely elastic so that for
a given (exogenously determined) output price P any quantity Qs
can be sold. In an output market characterized by monopolistic compe-
tition Qs depends  on  P  and the  firm can choose  any  pair (P,Qs) which
lies on its o.d.c.
An o.d.c. which has convenient mathematical properties is
the constant elasticity demand curve
(33       QS =a P C<OC
We can modify (3) so that cyclical changes are explicitly incorporated,
e.g. as follows (t is discrete time):
(4)       Qj = b nt p 
where nt is a cyclical indicator.
Combining (3) with the p.f. (2), and assuming QS = Q, we
find for the revenue function
 i (1+    )(5)       Y =c  u X0 1  1
or
(6)       Y =c  M XIi0 1  1
The Yi are revenue elasticities of the input factor Xi and are only
positive  if  C  <  -1.  Let us assume  that  0  < Yi < 1 for i = 1,...,n,
then the function Y(X) defined in (6) has the following properties for
X E S:
6-
(7) i) Y =2 1>0, i = 1,...,n
i   3 Xi
2    f<o;  i=j,i= 1,...,n,j=l '...,n
ii)    Y.. = 3 Y - 
lJ   DX. DX. 11    J Il>  0,     i  t  .j   ,i   =  1' . . . 'n,   j  =   1, . . . ,n
EY.
iii)   Y(AX) = A   Y(X)
iv) If Iyi < 1 the function Y(X) is a strictly concave function
of X.
The Hessian-matrix r of the revenue function (6) is given by
(8)       r. [ 32Y   } = (i-1 G x-1)Y3X. 3X.
1    J
where
-                 -     -         -
(Y 1-1)71    0 ',    71 Yn             X
0
Yl Y2 Y2 Yn
(9)       G.    :
Yl Yn (Yn-l  n           o          Xn
-                 -      -          -
In Section 3 and 4 we will use (9), and we will assume that C < -1,
that  0  <  Yi  <   1   for  i  =  1, . . . ,n  and  that  Eyi  <  1.  Note  that the condi-
tion  Fy.  <   1  does not imply  that  Eai  < 1, since  EYi  =  (1  +   ) Iai1
and (1 + -) is in general smaller than one.
C
The matrix r measures the substitution possibitities between
the factor inputs. If r is a diagonal matrix the influence of changes
in X. on marginal revenue DY/BX. (i 4 j) is completely absent so that
1                                        J
perfect substitution exists. Large positive values of the off-diagonal
elements in r indicate that substitution is difficult.
-7-
1.3.    The adj ustment costs
1.3.1. Introduction
In many neo-classical firm behaviour models the factor in-
outs (labour and cavital) are assumed to be completely variable, so
that the factor inputs   are adj usted immediately to their (long-run)
equilibrium Dosition. The Droduction decisions of the firm at each
point of time are independent of existing inputs levels; the inter-
temnoral decision process can be decomposed into separate decisions
taking vlace at distinct points of time. This assumption is not very
realistic and at variance with the empirical evidence (e.g. the develop-
ment of factor-shares during the cycle). Quasi-fixity of the capital
and labor input can be build in explicitely into the model by intro-
ducing external adjustment costs (e.g. by assuming oligopsonistic capi-
tal good markets or labour markets) or internal adjustment costs
(installation-costs, learning costs) inthe form of output forgone.
In the profit maximizing model the entrepeneur will, given the presence
of adjustment costs, simultaneously determine the equilibrium input
and output levels   and  the adj ustment paths   of input and output   to
these equilibrium levels. Pioneering work in this field has been
done by Eisner and Strotz 114] ; more general models have been
constructed by R.E. Lucas [46] , J.P. Gould [26] , R. Schramm [79] .
A.B. Treadway [93] , D.T. Mortensen [58] and J. Plasmans [711 .
In this chapter we will investigate the consequences of
internal adjustment costs. Output reducing adjustment costs may arise
as planning costs, installation costs, learning costs and other
friction costs internal to the firm. The factor services supplied
by the factors labour and capital are used not only to produce the
firm's output but also to produce adjustment services, necessary to
change the levels of the factors X.. The existence of internal adjust-1
ment costs implies that the (maximum) output produced by the firm
devends not only on the factor inputs, Xi, but also on the relative
changes in these factor inputs.
-8-
1.3.2. The internal adjustment costs function  and the generalized
production function
Following Treadway and Mortensen we could specify a generali-
zed Droduction function (g.p.f.)
(10) Q = f(X,AX) , X>0
They assume that the g.p.f. is continuous and twice differentiable,
increasing in Xi and decreasing in AXi' i = 1,...,n,
(11) ->0
;     3 AXi
3 f                                         __af     <  0
3Xi
The matrix H of second derivatives can be partitioned as
-     -
2                   23 f 3 f
HA HC DX. ix. BAX. 3 X.
(12) H=           =
1 J 1      J
2                   2
P f 3 f
H; HB 3AX. BX. 3AX. 3AX.
1 J 1     J
-      -    -
An  imoortant case occurs  if  Hc  = 0, which implies  that the generalized
vroduction function can be separated in a standard production function
F(X) and an internal adjustment cost function F(AX):
(13) f(X,AX) = F(X) + I(AX)
Tf, in addition, we assume that the matrix HB is diagonal a further
separation of the adjustment cost function is possible: W(AX) =
I W.(AX.).
i l l
In the articles of Lucas, Schram, Treadway and Mortensen
different assumptions are made with respect to the seperability
Dronerties. Lucas  86  1 imolicitly assumes  that  HA  and  HB are negative
definite, that Hc is null and HB is diagonal. Assuming that the firm
maximizes its present value it is possible to derive the multivariate
flexible accelerator
(14) AX = M(X - if)
-9-
where X is the vector of actual input levels and X2 the vector of statio-
nary or equilibrium levels and M a matrix of adjustment parameters.
*
The long-run equilibrium levels X  can be determined independently
of the adjustment process and are, assuming constant price expectations,
equivalent to the long-run equilibrium levels derived form traditional
static profit maximization models. These results are obtained using  a
continuous time model; in Schramm [79] analogous results are derived
using a discrete time-model.
Mortensen [ 58] shows  for a continuous time model  that  the
results of Lucas depend on the assumptions with respect HB and Hc·
Mortensen shows that if Hc is symmetric, which implies 32 f/3Xi 38Xj =
32f/BX. BAX., the results with respect  to the adjustment paths  are
J     1
basically  the  same  as the results found by Lucas.   If in addition  the
matrix  Hc is zero in the point AX = 0, the stationary point X*
is likewise independent   of   the adj ustment process.
1.3.3.  A new specification  of the adjustment costs function
Given  the  p. f. we could also measure the internal adj ustment
costs in terms of the production volume sacrificed for the production
of adjustment services. In a perfectly competitive market the value
of the adjustment services is easily measured by multiplying the
production volume foregone with the output price P. In the case of
imperfect comvetition on the product market some modifications are
necessary.
Let r  be the part of the factor inputs used for the pro-
duction of adjustment services
(15) XA = g(AX,X)
where g is a vector function. The production volume sacrificed  for
the production of adjustment services now follows from (1) and is
equal to
(16) F(X) - F(X -X )
The value of the adjustment services, A(X,AX), can be found from
- 10 -
(17) A(X,AX) = P(F(X)) F(X) - P(F(X-X )) F(X-X )
where P(F(X)) is the outnut price which follows from the firm's o.d. c.
at output Q = F(X). From (17) follows that A(X,AX) can also be written
as
(18) A(X,AX) = Y(X) - Y(X-X )
where Y(X) measures the firm's revenue if no adjustment services would
be ·Droduced and Y(X-X ) the revenue if the part X  of the factor inputs
is  used  for the Droduction of adjustment services3).  We will now
derive a (possible) specification fer the function XA = g( AX, X) and
then use (18) to find the corresponding specification for A(X,AX).
The adjustment costs-function defined in this section contains
both the costs of the learning process complementary to the instal-
lation of new capital goods and the introduction of new workers and
the installation or re-installation services necessary if the ratio
X./X. (i 4 j) changes. As to a reduction in input of factor i, this
1   J
will not be followed by an instantaneous adjustment of the production
technique. The substitution-process is a rather slow one, which
implies a temporary under-utilization of all other inputs. This under-
utilization is measured, in our approach in the form of adjustment
services.
The   magnitude   o f   the adj ustment servi ce depends   not   only   on
the extent of the changes in individual inputs but also on the
direction of these changes.   If all factors change  in  the same direction
(expansion or reduction  of  the  firm' s activity level) the adjustment
services will most likely be lower than if the changes in the factor
in·outs  show opposite directions (substitution).
A reasonable specification of the adjustment services to be
Droduced by factor X. seems1
n   ,., AX. n   n   ,., AX.  AX 
(19)     4=  r  ,(1,(st)2 Xio +  E   E  'jk,(Xl) C   ) xi0 
j=1
v k=1 j=1 jo  -lko
ktj
- 11 -
where rio, i = 1,...,n, is a fixed initial factorinput and ,<:) = ':2·
(i)proin tlie discussion  on adj ustment services follows  that  Ti  -  [ Tjk  ]   is  a  posi-
tive definite matrix with main-diagonal elements T.. > 0 and off-diago-
33 -
nal elements Tjk < 0 (j 0 k). We can write (19) as
(20)
X  = (AX' 201 Ti X01 AX)Xio
where
X        0
10
(2 1)                ilo   =
0        X
n0
The adjustment costs due to internal adjustment services
are assumed to be measured as
(22) Y(X)   -  y(X-XA)   =   (.RI(X())'   XA  =  Yi  XA  =  AlaX)3X
where X  =  (Xf'...,X )', and the gradient yx is evaluated in XO =
CX10,"'.XnO)' Thus, implicitly, separability of Y(X-X ) in Y(X) and
A(AX) is assumed. For the revenue function defined in (6) we obtain
(23) A(AX) = EYi(AX' X01 Ti 201 Ax) Yo
= (AX6 i01(Iyi Ti)X81 AX)YO
= (AX' x01 T X01 Ax)Yo
where YO = Y(XO) and
(24) T = Ifi Ti
T is a symmetric nxn matrix, which is assumed to be positive definite,
so  that the adjustment costs are always  1  0,   and the Hessian matrix
- 12 -
(25) A = ( 32A(AX) } = (281 T i01)YO + (201 T X01),YOJAX. 3AX.
1      J
Since T is a symmetric positive definite matrix and X is a positive
definite diagonal matrix, A is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
-1
In the sequel we will need the matrix A P where P is the Hessian matrix
of Y, defined in (8),
2
(26) r=[ Ax   x.1x  = (X01 G X01)YO1 J O
exaluated in X . Since Y is a strictly concave function of X for X E S,
r is a negative definite matrix. The characteristic values of A-1 r can
be found from
(27) |A-1 r - XII = 0
which is equivalent with
(28) |A-1 r - AI| = |A-11 Ir - AAI = 0
From (28) follows that all roots X. which satisfy | r- AA| = 0 are
4)           -1
1
negative . Further A r has n linearly independent characteristic
vectors5 ).
Finally we define the matrix 201 A-1 r X  which does not
devend on the factor input levels XQ nor on the output level Y  if
we use specification (6) for the revenue function. We can write
(29) X31 A-1 r XO =  01 20 ·  T-1 X0.X01 G i:01 Xo.(YI'.yo)
1  -1
=2 T G
and     T-1   G  does not depend  on  X   nor  on  Y . In footnote   10  we  will
need the characteristic values of the matrix T-  G.
The adjustment costs function, derived  in this section,  is
based on internal adjustment services which consist of learning costs
and (re)-installation costs. This fUnction is more appropriate  to
describe exoansion or substitution then to describe reduction of the
- 13 -
activity level. If the firm reduces its input levels the internal
learning costs have to be replaced by external costs as premiums for
fired workers or capital losses on sold capital equipment. Since
these costs can in general be described by a concave function, we
might expect that even in these cases the adjustment costs function
described in t.his section can be seen as an approximation of the
true adjusment costs.
14
1.4. The long-term ad,i ustment model
1.4.1. Introduction and assumvtions
In this section we will derive the adjustment process of the
factor inputs to their optimal ( equilibrium) values, assuming a profit
maximizing firm behaviour. Further assumptions are:
(i)    the market for investment goods and the labour markets are
characterized by perfect competition, i.e. the prices on these
markets are exogenous variables for the individual firm;
(ii)   the product market is characterized by imperfect competition;
the (long-run) product demand curve can be described by a
constant elasticity demand function;
(iii)  the production function and the revenue function are defined
in Section 1.2, equations (2) and (6);
(iv) the adjustment costs function is defined in Section 1.3,
equation (23).
1.4.2. A profit maximizing model in a stationary situation
We assume that the firm behaves as if maximizing the present
value of cash-flows over an infinite planning horizon under the
condition that for t>T n o further adjustments in output or factor
invuts will be made. Further we assume constant price expectations for
the factor markets and a stable long-run product demand curve. Under
these conditions the object function can be written as
00
(30)      V =  I  Bt(Yt - A(8Xt) - w'Xt - q,Axt) +   I   Bt(Yr - w,Xr)
t=1 t=T+1
where R is the discount factor, B = 1/(1+p), o being a constant dis-
count rate depending on the risk class of the firm, w is a vector of
factor rewards and  q a vector of investment goods prices.  We  can
6)
also interDret (30) as the objective of a finite horizon problem with
CO
the term   I   At(YT - w'XT) measuring the final value of the firm at
t=T+1
the end of the ·Dlanning horizon.
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We can formulate the following optimization problem. Maximize
T                                T+1




rt = Xt-1 + 8Xt '     t= 1,...,T
Mt i o
Using standard optimization techniques the necessary conditions for a
maximumT), if the maximum lies in the economic relevant region
Xt , 0 (t = 1,...,T)8), can be written as
BY JA(Xt-Xt-1) AA(Xt+1-Xt)
5    =    w    +     (1-8 )q    +                                                     - B t = 1,...,T-13X              3Xtt
(33)
3 Y                                                                              DA (XT-XT- 1   T
 =w+ (1-8)q + (1-6)      3XT
We will now assume that for all Xt E S the revenue function Y(X) can
be approximated by a quadratic function so that we can linearize
3Yt/3Xt around an appropriately chosen point X< 6 S as follows:
DY
(34)
.2Xt z r(Xt - X*) +%(X )     ,t= 1,...,T
where r is evaluated in X  to achieve conformity with the analysis in
Section 1.3.3.  An attractive choice for X* seems the static equili-
brium defined by
(35) ·AY(X*)     =    w    +      (1-8 ) q
provided that X2 E $9).
We might be interested in changes in X  due to changes in
w, q o r B. Introducing the vector of factor costs c=w+ (1-8)q
we have the system of implicit functions
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(36) 21(xi) -c I OAX
Since the conditions for the implicit function theorem are satisfied
*
around X=X  we obtain
(37) 32 =  r.(c)
and for the vector of Dartial derivatives
(38) 2.E = r-13c
1
The matrix r is, under the assumptions made in Section 1.2, a
negative definite matrix with negative elements only (Th. 12.2.9
of Graybill [ 27] ).
Substituting (34) and (35) in (33) and writing
BA(Xt-Xt_1)/3Xt as AAXt and BA(Xt+1-Xt)/3Xt as -AAX with A definedt+1'
in (25), we obtain
(39) r(xt-X*) = AAXt - B
AAX t = 1,2,....,T-1t-1 '
r(xp-X*) = (1-B)Atxt
or written as a system of difference equations in Xt we obtain
(40) Bxt+2 + (A-1 r - (1+B)I)Xt+1 + Xt = (A-1 r)X< ,t = 0,1,2,...
with endvoint conditions
(41) (A-1 r - (1-B)I)Xp + (1-8)XT-1 = (A-1 r)x<
and beginvoint conditions Xt = XO for t = 0.
The system of difference equations (40) - (41) can be solved.
The result is
2n




where A. are the roots of the characteristic equation of the system of1
di rer,rAnce equations  (40) ,  ci are corresponding characteristic vectors
and Ki are constants to be determined from begin- and endpoint
conditions. After some manipulations we find that (see Appendix  A)
(43) 0< Ai < 1, i =1,...,n
A i>1, i = n+1,....,2n
Using   (43)  we can write   ( 42)   as
(44) Xt=Cl Aldl + C2 A2 d2+X
t             t         *
where Cl i [ cl,Ii .,cnl ' C2 = [Cn+1'""'c2nl ' dl = (dl,· ··,dn)'
% = (d ...,32n)' andn+1"
-     -       -       -
A      O                    A            O
1                  n+1
Al I                 A2 I
0 .1 O     'A
n                    2n
-       -
If  T  +  go  we can prove, see Appendix   A,   that
(45) lim R. = 0 ,  i = n+1,....,2n
T+4  1
and
lim (2 At d2 = 0,  t = 1,2,...,T
14©°
Further the Dart (1 A  dl + X satisfies the endpoint conditions
(41) if T + oo. Thus we conclude that if T is large we can neglect the un-
stable part  (2 A2 d2 and write the solution of the system of differen-
ce equations as
(46) x  =C  A  d  + X*
t
t     1 1 1
The constants (d l, · · · ,a n)   can be determined  from the beginpoint
conditions. We find
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(47) Xo= Cl dl +X<
or
dl = Cil(Xo - X*)
The following results can now be obtained
(48)
(Xt-Xt_ 1  )    =   C l    Al    d l    +    X*   -    C l    At- 1    d i    -    Xt
= (1(At - At-1)Cil(XO - X2)
so that for t=1
(49) (Xl_XO) = (1(I-A)( 1 (X*-XO)
= B(X<-XO)
where the adjustment matrix B has positive eigenvalues between zero
and  one. In general  we   find the following adjustment   for   8Xt
(50) Axt = B(X -Xt_1)
= B(I-B)t-1(X*-XO)
10)
whi ch defines a geometri c adj ustment process.
To   study   the adj ustment behaviour   as a function of adjustment
costs, marginal revenue and discount rate we use the expression
B = Cl(I-Al)(Il
The elements Xi in the diagonal matrix Al can be determined as the
stable roots from (see Appendix A)
-1
y. = (1+B) - BA. - A. i = 1,...,n
1                   1      1
- 19 -
-1
where y. is the i-th characteristic root of A   r (Yi < 0)· From the
1
functional relationship between  Xi  and Yi, shown in Figure 1, follows
that the adjustment speed is directly related with changes in the
matrix A-1 r. If all elements of A-1 r are multiplied with a factor k,
k > 1, then |Yi| is multiplied with the factor kn which (for k > 1)
results in a lower value of X. and thus in an increase of the adjustment1
speed.
.3-- ----'.- A)-T----     -. 9--1      - ----  .1.-   1
0 -  - .//1,
1/8      1                       
            6 -A
'i=.le.1                                           - -/1-   6 1.-- 1
-1
The matrix A   r measures the second derivatives of the
adjustment costs function relative to the second derivatives of the
revenue function. The interpretation of A-1 r is simplified if we
study the properties of the model for T = 1. The first order conditions
can then be written as
r(X-X*) = (1-B)A 8X
where r(X-X<) measures the opportunity costs, due to a suboptimal
allocation of factor inputs and (l-B)A 8X measures the marginal
adjustment costs. If the marginal opportunity costs increase relative
to the marginal adjustment costs we may expect an acceleration of
the adjustment speed and vice versa.
Further we can analyse the effect of a change in the internal
discount rate. For given Yi we find
31.
1<0 i = 1,....,n3B
which implies that, since B = 1/(1+p)
- 20 -
AA.
1 > 0 i = 1,....,nAp
Consequently we find that an increase of the internal discount rate
p reduces the sneed of adjustment.
In Appendix A. 2 the behaviour of AXl is analysed as function
of the finite time horizon T. As might be expected, the first period
adjustment in factor inputs for finite T, AX1(T), converges quite
rapidly to the asymptotic solution (for T + -) AX1 in (50) if the
adjustment costs are low. If the adjustment costs are high the con-
vergence is slower. However in most cases a value of T , 10 seems
sufficient to approximate the finite horizon solution 8Xl(T) by 8Xl
in (50)·
The results in this section are derived under the assumption
of a stahle revenue function and constant prices over the planning
horizon. Since we are primarily interested, for our empirical research,
in the first period decisions (resulting from annually adj usted   long   term
plans) these assumptions do not seem unduly restrictive. Furthermore
it  is  doubtful    i f the more general assumption  that  the  firm' s
management forms exnectations about a vector of T future prices in-
11)stead of one constant future price is realistic . However it could
be argued that a firm distinguishes between expectations for the short
run (cyclical) situation and the long run (structural) situation. In
the next section we will specify a model based on this distinction
between short and long run.
1.4.3. A vrofit maximization model in a situation with cyclical distur-
bances
We assume that the firm behaves as if maximizing the present
value of cash-flows over an infinite horizon under the condition
that for t 2. T n o further adjustments in output or factor inputs will
be made. Further we assume constant price expectations for the factor
markets and the capital market and a stable long-run product demand
curve except for the first period. In the first period we assume a
temoorary shift in the product demand curve so that the revenue function
can be written as
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(51) YC = 9 YS
S                                                      C
where Y  is the stable long-run revenue function, Y  the revenue
function in period 1 and n a cyclical indicator.
Eurther  we  have to redefine   the adj ustment costs function
in period  1.  From (22) follows  that the internal adjustment costs
in period 1, ACCAX), can be written as
(52) YC(X) - YC(X - XA) N Y  XA = AC(AX)
where XA is defined in A. Combining (51) and (52) we obtain
(53) Ac(AX) = n A(AX)
where A(AX) is the internal adjustment costs function corresponding
S
to the stable long-run revenue revenue Y .
We will now formulate an optimization problem under the
assumption that actual production is equal to the actual production
canacity minus production capacity used for the production of adjustment
services. For a stable long-run output demand function this assump-
12)
tion is not very restrictive but if we study the firm behaviour with
respect to short-run cyclical disturbances this assumption is not
always realistic.
However for econometric purposes a distinction between firms and
periods where Q = F(X) and firms and/or periods where Q < F(X) is
trouble-some (aggregation of factor demand equations and a suitable
SDecification of dynamic behaviour are then practically impossible).
The optimization problem can now be formulated as: maximize
(54)      V = 8(YC-Ac(Axl) - w,XJ-q'Axl) +  I  Bt(Yt-A(Axt)-w'xt-q'AXt)
t=2
T+1
+ (B  )/(1-8)(YT - w'XI')
under the restrictions
(55) Xt = Xt-1 + Axt ' t=1 '...,T
wt 1 0
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using standard optimization techniques and supposing that the maximum
lies in the economic relevant region, Xt > 0 (t = 1,....,T), the
first order conditions can be written as
3Y
(56)   1=w+ ( 1-8)q + ACAX 1 - BAAX2
3Y
-5  =W+ (1-B)q + AAXt -BAAXt+1 '     t= 2,....,T-1
3YT
- =w+ (1-8)q + (1-8)AAXT
3Xt
where A  is the Hessian matrix of AC(AX). Linearizing 3Y1/3Xl and
C
3 t/3Xt' t = 2,...,T we obtain
(57) rc(Xt - X*) = Acaxl - BAAX2
r(xt - X*) = AAXt - BAAXt+1' t = 2,....,T-1
r(XT   -    X<)    =    (1-B) AAXr
where rc is evaluated in X0 and 3 - (X ) =w + (1-B)q.
Since from period 2 the firm operates in a stationary
situation the change in factor in·puts AX2 can be found, using the
heuristic argument  of the "optimality principle",  from the results  of
Section 1.4.2. So we obtain
(58) AX2 = B(X* - X 1)
Substituting (58) in (57) we obtain for period 1
(59) rc(Xl - X:) = Acaxl - BA B(X   - X1)
and for 8Xl we find




(61) Acl re = n-1 A-1.n r = A-1 r
A-1 A = 9-1 A-1 A = n-1
C
we can write for (60)
(62) I A-1  r -I- Bn-1 Bl Axl  = A-1  r(x -xo) -Bn-1  8(X2-Xo)
Since the matrix [A-1  r - I -  Bn-1  B] is non-singular we can
solve  X 1 uniquely from (60) and we obtain
(63) AX 1 = 81(X -XO) + 82(X*-XO)
where
81 = [A-1 r-I- An-1 B]-1 A-1 r
(64)
82 = [A-1 r-I-Bn-1 B]-1.(-Bn-1 B)
The matrices Bl  and B2 have positive eigenvalues arrl .ddpend on the cyclical
indicator n. For n=l w e can show that Bl +B 2=B.W e conclude that
the ontimal first period adj ustment   is   the   sum   of   the adj ustment
to the short run equilibrium and the adjustment to the long-run
equilibrium.
24
Footnotes to Chanter 1
1.  See e.g. Allen [l]or Solow [ 80]  who give conditions  for the
existence  of an aggregated p. f.  if the capital stock has a vintage
structure. An imvortant condition  is  that the embodied technical
Drogress is of the capital augmenting type. Capital augmenting
technical progress can easily be incorporated in our model by
measuring the canital stock (vintages) in efficiency units.
The D. f.  in our model will not contain a disembodied
technical vrogress term, since for our theoretical analysis the
inclusion of disembodied technical progress is not essential.
2,  Unless stated otherwise all summations are taken over i = 1,...,n.
3.    Note that Y(X-X )  =  Y(X-g(AX,X))  can be interpreted as a generali-
zed revenue function which for any allocation of factor inputs over
Droduction and adjustment services measures the firm's revenue.
For Dratical and instructive reasons we prefer however the
separation of Y(X-X ) in Y(X) and A(X,AX). See also formula (22).
4.  Let Ir - *Al = 0; since A is positive definite there exists a
nonsingular matrix W such that A = WW' or
Ir - AAI = Ir - Aww, 1 = Iw'2 IW-1 r w'-1 - A I 
where W-1 r w'-1 is a negative definite matrix. From
 r - WAI =0 0 14-1 r W,-1 -X I I=0
follows then that all roots X. are real and negative.
5.  Let A-1 r X=X X then since All = W,-11-1 we obtain W'-1 W-1 r x=i x
or W-1 r w'-1 W'X = AW'X or W-1 r w'-1 Y = AY where Y = W'X. Since
w r w,-1 is a symmetric negative definite matrix, there exist n
linearly independent characteristic vectors Yi and since W' is
a non-singular matrix n linearly independent characteristic
vectors X..
1
6.      The   vector of factor rewards consists of wages   for the labour
inputs and of depreciation allowances and maintenance costs for
cavital goods.   It is assumed that replacement investments   are
equal to these depreciation allowances.
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7.  These necessary conditions are in our case also sufficient con-
ditions, since Y(X) is a strictly concave function and X  E S
for t = 1,....,T.
8.  In fact we assume that X  E S, t=1,....,T and S c IR n.
9.   If we had introduced taxes in this model by adopting the following
specification for the objective function  (T is the tax rate)
r Bt[(1-T)(Yt-w'Xt - ACAXt)) - q'Axt]
the equilibrium input values, X*, would follow from
%(12') . w + f.'EN. q
which makes capital inputs (with corresponding elements qi > 0)
less attractive relative to labour inputs (with corresponding
elements qi = 0) then in the case that T = O.
10. Instead of the adjustment path in 8Xt we might be interested in
--1
the relative adjustment path for X   AXt. Premultiplying (50)
--1
with the matrix X   yields
201 AX, „ (X01 B X0)(i01 X* - X01 xo)
and
%1 Axt = ( 01 B XO)(I - 281 B Ro)t-1(%1 ]d, - X81 XO)
or defining B = X01 B XO,X.  = X01 XI:' 8Xt = X01 AX.t' and 7 = (1,...,1)'
8Rl = 8( * - 1)
 t = 8(I - 8)t-1(P _ 1)
-       -
AX and AX are the solutions of the "rescaled" system of1t
difference equations (40)
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(40a) Rxt+2 + (201 A-1 r XO - (1+8)I)Xt+1 + Xt = (X01 A-1 r  0)  t
with endvoint conditions
(2 3 1     A- 1      r    Ro    - (1-8 )  I ) xT   +     (1-B) -4-1     =     (2 8 1     A- 1      r    -xo )57
and beginpoint conditions
Xt =1    for   t=0
1         1
The matrix 2    A-   r XQ = ,  T-1  G is defined in  (29) . Since T-1  G
does not depend on the (initial) levels of output or factor inputs
the matrix B, corresponding to the system (40.a), does not depend
on X  or Y  but only on the discount factor B and the elements
-1
of T G. We conclude that the form of the relative adjustment path
does not denend on XO nor on YO.
11. A generalization of a model with constant prices is a model where
prices follow a simple exponential growth function. The analysis
of such a model is analogous to the analysis of the model with
constant nrices. Factor adjustment follows from a second order
system of linear difference equations with as forcing function a
linear function of the equilibrium factor input values (or steady
state trajectory)  X<(t) . Adjustment of Xt to X t)  can be proved
along imilar lines  as  in this section, although the results  are
less elegant.
12.   In our model the condition that actual production Q equals actual
production capacity minus production capacity used for the
production of adjustment services corresponds to the condition that
the marginal net revenue, 3 Y/3Q, is positive. (Net revenue is
defined as (gross) revenue minus variable costs as costs of materials
etc.)
Chapter 2
Dynamic Optimal Factor Demand under Financial Constraints
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter the influence of external adjustment costs, in
the  form of rising marginal costs of funds,  on the adjustment of factor
inputs is studied. Usually external adj ustment costs are rationalized
from oligopsony on factor markets, e.g. the market for investment goods.
We believe however that financial variables as the debt/equity ratio
and rising marginal costs of funds may be more important than oligopsony
on the investment goods market.
In the economic literature the influence of financial varia-
1)
bles on the investment behaviour of the firm is widely accepted
In the traditional neo-classical investment literature (e.g. Jorgenson
[ 421 ) financial variables  in  the  form  of  a ( constant) internal interest
rate are one of the determinants of the user cost of capital. Other
authors suggest that the adjustment speed of factor inputs depends on
financial variables such as cash-flows. (See e.g. Eisner and Strotz
114], Coen [101, Hempenius [32], Gardner and Sheldon [25]). Some authors
(e.g. Meyer and Kuh [531, Meyer and Glauber [54]) have studied the
financing-investment behaviour over the cycle. They conclude that in a
boom the interest rate (on external funds) is the important financial
variable whereas in a recession cash-flow is the important financial
determinant  of investment.
We will study the influence of financial variables on the
adjustment of factor inputs under the following basic assumptions.
(i) No equity financing during the adjustment period.
This assumption is essential and enables us to make the following
assumption:
(ii) a constant discount rate, chosen by the firm's management2).
Further we assume
(iii) a stable dividend policy, with dividends determined as a constant
function of net profits.
Thus we assume that the expansion of the firm has to be financed from
internal funds or by borrowing.
With respect to the interest payments on external funds we
- 27 -
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assume a rising marginal costs of funds (m. c.f) function, reflecting
e.g. increasing risk for lenders. This rising m. c.f. functions implies,
in our model, a rising cut-off rate for investments. The idea of a rising
cut-off rate for investments is essentially a dynamic variant of the
available funds theory in economic literature. See e.g. the articles
of Meyer and Kuh [53] and Meyer and Glauber [54] where the m. c.f.-function
increases with increasing external funds. Though empirical evidence
for this theory is somewhat meagre, the revived interest in the possibi-
lity that the very high debt equity ratio (due to cumulated losses in
the seventies) for many firms might have a negative impact on investment
activities, makes a new investigation into this field worthwile.
The ultimate goal of this model is the specification of estimable
factor demand equations, so that the basic hypothesis of a rising cut-
off rate for investments can be tested. We will show that for a cut-off
rate which is constant if debt is lower than some critical value but
increases for values  of debt greater  than this critical value,  the
adjustment speed of factor inputs depends on the m. c.f.-function and the
generation of internal funds (cash-flows) whereas the long term equili-
brium factor input levels are not affected by the initial financial
structure of the firm and the rising part of the m. c.f.-function .
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2.2. Snecification of the object function and form of the financial
constraints
In most neoclassical models of factor demand (e.g. the model
analysed in Chaoter  1 ) the influence of the existing financial structure
of the firm on (marginal) costs of funds is not explicitly studied.
To incorporate the financial structure of the firm explicitly in a model
one has to make additional assumptions with respect to the possible
financial constraints (e.g. in the form of a financial balance equation),
and with resnect to the financial policy of the firm.
For the financial balance equation we assume the following form
(1)      AFt = Ft - Ft-1 = q1t Axlt + Dt - (1-T)Ct
where AFt is the additional amount of funds borrowed and used to finance
new investments in period t if AF  > 0 and is the amount of (excess)
internal funds used to decrease the amount of debt in period t if 8Ft < 0.
Further q1t8xlt are capital expenses for net investments, q1t
being the price of capital goods and X the capital input; replacement1t
investments, 6X are assumed to be proportional with capital stock,lt'
and to be financed from current depreciation allowances. Dt is dividends
and (1-T)Ct is after tax profit, T being the tax rate3).
Profit Ct is defined as follows
4)
(2)      Ct = Yt - A(Axt) - q1t6Xlt - w2tx2t - R(Ft)
where Yt - A(8Xt) is the receipts from selling the product produced:
Yt the potential receipts if (internal) adjustment services would be
zero and A ( AXt) the receipts sacrified because of expanding the factors
from X to X + 8Xt = Xt' to be called adjustment costs. qlt;6Xltt-1 t-1
is current depreciation allowances which is assumed to be equal to
replacement investments; w;tx2t is the wage bill, w2t being the vector
of wage rates for the labour inputs X2; R(Ft) are costs of borrowing
or total interest payments.
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Given the balance equation, the existing financial structure,
the production technology and the expected situation on output and
factor markets  and  on the capital market  it  is, in principle, possible
to determine simultaneously for a given criterion function the optimal
production and factor input levels and the optimal financial structure.
However, since we are primarily interested in the influence of a given
financial structure and given financial policy (optimal or not optimal)
on factor input decisions we will assume that both criterion function
and dividend DOli Cy are exogenously determined. Further we assume that
changes in Droduction and input levels are financed from internal funds
(retained earnings) or by borrowing. Only in exceptional cases will
fims finance their planned expansion by stock issuing. We therefore
exclude the DOSSiblility of equity financing by stock issuing. Finally
we make the important assumption that increasing debt-financing rela-
tive to equity financing implies rising marginal costs of funds (e.g.
reflecting increasing risk for a more leveraged firm).
With respect to the (exogenously determined) dividend policy
5)we make the following assumptions
(3)     Dt = d[(1-T)Ct - Do] + Do , 0<d<l,t=1 '...,T
Dt = (1-T)Ct '
t,T+1
For the first T periods of the infinite planning horizon we can write
the dividend equation as
(3. a) Dt = d(1-r)Ct + (1-d)DO
so that thedividend policy is a mixed one of a pure dividend stabili-
zation Dolicy (where D  are normal dividends which can be seen as a
target percentage of equity capital) and a dividend policy based on
actual earnings. Beyond period T investment activities are assumed to be
nil (see relation (6)) eo that further accumulation of retained earnings
is  no longer necessary. Relation  ( 3) seems sufficiently general to describe
actual dividend behaviour for most firms rather well. In empirical studies
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dividends seem to react with considerable time lag to changes in profits.
Interpreting  D as dividend payments in period  0 and interpreting  ( 3. a)
as a partial adjustment model, the assumed dividend policy corresponds
with this empirical evidence.  See e.g.  Faina [ 18] , Mc Donald [ 521
Since dividends are determined as an apriori determined function
of net profits, the specification of an objective function seems rather
simple. We propose as objective the maximization of after tax profits
CO
(4)       S  Ft(1-T)Ct
t=1
which is, given our dividend policy, equivalent with maximization of
ISt Dt. The discount factor B, corresponding with a discount rate
(1-B)/B , is assumed to be determined by management and is not necesa-
rily determined in correspondence with equilibrium rates of return
on stocks on the capital market. In this model B is assumed to be constant
and smaller than one.
It was assumed above that the financial structure of the firm
is an important determinant of the marginal costs of external funds
(m. c.f.). More generally we may assume that the m. c. f.-function 3R/3F
(with F assumed to be positive) depends on the firm's debt capacity.
Imoort ant determinants  of  the   firm' s debt capacity  are the debt-equity
ratio and the debt coverage ratio, the latter being the ratio of cash-
flows plus interest payments and the sum of interest and sinking funds
nayments. It seems reasonable to assume a critical value of the debt
Ft, say F, depending on the corporate debt capacity so that below this
critical value 3R/3F is a constant, whereas 3R/3F is a monotonously
-
increasing function  for  F  >  F. The increasing m. c. f.-function reflects
increasing risk of bankruptcy for the lenders if the total amount of
dept rises sharply relative to equity. Thus we specify
BR < = ro,   for F s F









The slope of the function AR/AF may differ for individual firms,
refecting differences in operating risk. Further we assume that BR/3F
is a continuous and differentiable function of F6).
With resnect to Xt we assume
(6)      xt = xt-1 + AXt ' t = 1,2,...
AX = 0 t>T+1
t -
where X   (as well  as  FO) is given  at the start of period  1,  so that
after period T no further changes in factor input levels are planned.
The model defined is an infinite horizon model. However, due to the
specification of Dt and AXt for t,T+1, the analytical treatment
of this model is greatly simplified. A consequence of the assumptions
Dt = ( 1-T)Ct and AXt =Ofortz T+listhat F t=F T f o r t l T+1.
Before deriving in the next sections the optimal growth path
of the firm we make some additional assumptions. Price expectations for
the factor markets and capital markets are constant over the (infinite)
planning horizon. Further we assume a stable long-run demand curve,  a
strictly concave revenue function Y(Xt) and a strictly convex (internal)
adjustment costs function A(X  - Xt-1) for all t = 1,2,...., as specified
in Chavter 1.
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2.3. The optimal 6.djustment vath
2.3.1. The Lagrangian function
In this section we will analyse the model defined in (1) - (6)
under the just mentioned assumption of stable expectations. We can
write the Lagrangian function as
T
(7)       I  Bt(1-T)[Yt - w'Xt - A(Xt-Xt-1) - R(Ft)]
t=1
T-1
+ 17 (1-T)[ YT - w'Xp - R(FT)]
T
-   I   At[Ft-Ft_1  - q'(Xt-Xt-1)  +  (1-d)(1-T).
t=1
<Yt - w, Xt - A(Xt-Xt-1) - R(Ft)3 - (1-d)Do]
where w = (716, w;)' and q = (q 1, 0)'. As (7) satisfies the necessary
concavity conditions for a uniquely determined maximum and assuming
that this maximum  lies   in the economically relevant region,i.e.
V t : Xt > 0, this maximum can be found by solving the first order
conditions. These first order conditions  can be written as, writing
At for A(Xt-Xt-1) and Rt for R(Ft):
3Y        aA                aA
Bt (1-T)   (-1  -  w  -      t)  -  Bt+1(1-r)       t+13Xt ' 3Xt 3Xt
3Y        3A
_At (-q + (1-d)(1-T) (t-w -  t)) -
3X        3Xt
3A
(8)      -At+1(q - (1-d)(1-T) --5 .1) = 0,  t=1,....,T-1
3Y        BA      T+1       3Y
B'r( 1-r)(a -w- .53 ) + 1=F (1-T)(-T -w)3X 
3Y         3A
-AT(-q + (1-d)(1-r)(T- w-  T)) = 0
3XT   "   34
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3R                     3R
-Ft(1-T) 3Ft - At(1-(1-d)(1-T) - ) + At+1 = 0,   t=l,....,T-1
-FT(1-·r) - T - -6   . (1-T) -5 - AT(1-(1-d)(1-T) _I) = O.3F 1-8 aF                   DF
T                  T                       T
For the Lagrange parameters Xt we find from (8)
3R
At+ 1   =   At   +   (S t   -   At (1-d ))(1-T) -gft t=1,...,T-1
(9)
AT = - ( ·1 8 _ AT(1-d))(1-T) · 
so that
3
-S   C 1 -,)   - 
A   =





Bt (1-T)   t + X
3 F     t+1
t
At = 1-(1-d)(1-T)3Rt/3F    ,   t=1,....,T-1
Writing c. = 1-(1-d)(1-T)3R./3F. we obtain for t = 1,...,T
1                         1     1
T-1 j 3R.     T 3R / aFT
'11)    Ati - (1-T)Bt-1 [ E C n (S)) TR-+ C H  (.8 ))  1'-8 1
j=t  i=t 1 J    l=t   J
so that (-At) can be interpreted as the (after tax) discounted marginal
interest expenses from Deriod t onwards.  At  is  computed with a variable
discount rate which is the ratio of B and ci (the marginal increase
of disposable funds in period i). If 3Rt/3Ft = rl for all t = 1,2,...,
Ct is a constant and equal to 1-(1-d)(1-T)rQ.
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The term ( 1-( 1-d) ( 1-·r) 3Rt/3Ft) measures the marginal increase
of disposable funds.  The  case
Ct = 1-(1-d)(1-r)3Rt/3Ft < 0
corresponds to an inferior firm policy (increasing the external funds Ft
implies a decrease in net-disposable funds) and can therefore be
ignored in our analysis. Thus we may safely assume that
(12)    ct = 1-(1-d)(1-T)PRt/3Ft , 0,  Vt
so that since 3Rt/3Ft 1 r  > 0 we obtain from (11)
A   <0
T
(13) and using the "complete induction theorem"
11 < 12 < • • < AT < 0,  (t=1,...,T)
For further analysis it is interesting to analyse At if
3Rt/3Ft = rl for t = 1,....,T. Introducing the symbols
rl = (1-T)r 
(14)
r2 = (1-d)(1-T)r 
We find for At
T-1
(15)    At - -(1-T)Bt-1 [ I  (-S) j-(t-1) rl + (1 Br )T-(t-1) I.8.B]j=1  1-r2
Assuming that management chooses a discount rate (1-B)/B such that 7)
(16) 1-r  < 1
B
2




(17) lim At =  1-8T-
If 1-r2 < 8 then lim A  = -- so that this case has to be ruled out to
T+00
guarantee finiteness of the variables for T + oo. Finally we observe
ZBtrl
that  if  d  =  1,   r2  =  0,  so  that   At  =   1-8=r  for  all  T.




( 18)         Yt = B  +
8  - (1-d)At
yt   can  also he analysed under the assumptions  that  3Rt/ 3Ft  =  ro
(t = 1,2,....,T) and that T + oo. Assuming that (1-r2) > B we find
t+1
(1+(1-d)rl/(1-r2-B))
(19) lim Yt =  t.
B =B
T.+C'o B"(1+(1-d)rl/(1-r2-B))
Results (17) and (19) will be particularly useful in the analysis of
the adjustment Drocess of Xt' following from the first order conditions
(8). Before deriving   this adj ustment process   we will study a special
case,   viz.    the   case with marginal costs   of adj ustment, 3A/3X, equal
to zero.
2.3.2. Zero marginal adjustment costs
If the marginal costs   of adj ustment   are   zero, the first order
conditions can be simnlified. Since by assumption
BAt -,




t+1 = 0 t=1,....,T-1
3Xt         '
with At = A(Xt-Xt-1) we obtain, combining (8) and (20), after some
manivulations
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DY        DR
(Bt-At(1-4))(.5  -w- ·BF .q) =0,  t=1,....,T-1
(21)
T              3Y        3R 
(8-6  -  AT( 1-d) )   (BX  -  w  - .af   q)  =  O
T
From (13) follows that in the optimum (Bt - Xt(1-d)) > 0, t=1,....,T-1
and (BT/(1-B) - (1-d)AT) > 0 so that (21) implies
3Yt       3Rt
ixt     =    W    +   3Ft· q , t=1,....,T-1
(22)
3Y        3R 
.isi  =  w  +  *FT,
The  conditions  in  (22)  can  be  seen as equilibrium conditions,  they
differ from the conditions in a model without explicit financial constraints
with respect to the presence of the marginal costs of funds 3Rt/3Ft
instead  of the discount  rate  (see  e. g. the equilibr·ium conditions
(34) in the model of Chapter 1). We conclude that the discount rate
(1-8)/8 does not enter the cut-off rate for optimal capital levels. This
is a consequence of the formulation of our model where B is an (exogenously)
determined constant and the opportunity costs of retained earnings are
equal to the m. c.f., 3R/3 F, (since no alternative uses of retained
earnings other than reducing the amount of debt are allowed in our model).
Let us write the solutions  of  (22)  as  (X ,  F ),  t  =  1, . . . . ,T,
then from (1) it follows
1 =F O+ q'(1-XO) - (1-d)(1-T)(1 + (1-d)DO,  t=1
F  = F _1 + q'(X -X _1)-(1-d)(1-T)Ct + (1-d)DO,   t=2,...,T
or
(23)    At = q' AX  - (1-d)(1-T)Ct + (1-d)DO,   t=2,...,T
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Further follows from (22)
(24)
%   C X: )    -  %   C 4- 1 )   =    (E   ( FI: )    -  f.    C FL 1 ) )9.         t.2 .....T
so that, using the mean value theorem
(2 5)                  rt    AX    =    bt    AF    q,               t=2,....,T
where rt and bt are second derivatives, evaluated in a point between
Xt  and       Xt_ i respectively between  F   and  Ft_ 1.
Assuming that r.  can for all X  (t = 1,.....,T) be approximated by the
negative definite matrix r, defined in Chapter 1, that bt can be
aoproximated for all -1, Ft > F by the positive constant b whereas* * -                                        8)
bt = 0 for all Ft-1, Fit 1 F, we obtain that (25) can be written as
(2 6)            r   «=    (b   At)q            i f      t_ 1,   4   >   F
=0
if      F _ 1,   F   1  9
If F<  . 7* > F for some t € (2,....,T) we obtain after combining (23)t+1'  t
and (26)
(27) AXf = (b q q'-r)-1 b q ((1-d)(1-T)Ct - (1-d)Do)
and
8Ft = (1- + q'(-r +b q q')-lq.b)((1-d)(1-T)Ct-(1-d)DO)
. rv




AFt = -(1-d)(1-T)Ct + (1-d)Do
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+            -
From (27) follows that, if F'11, Fi > F for 2ft -fT
(with Tl 1 T), the generation of internal funds implies changes in
the ovtimal factor inputs and changes in the amount of external funds.
The initial change  in  X,  1  -  XI,  can be interpreted  as the market
induced adjustment  in  X; the changes  AX ,  t  2 2,  can be interpreted
as financially induced adjustments in X. To study the changes in
optimal factor inputs,   AX ,   as a function of generated internal funds,
(29) (1-d)(1-T)Ct - (1-d)DO,
we use the proverty that sign-alternations of the term (1-d)(1-T)Ct -
(1-d)DQ are impossible for all t 2 1, given the constant price expecta-
tions, the constant output demand function and the constant technical
9)structure . Thus we can limit our attention to the case that
(30) (1-d)(1-r)Ct - (1-d)DO > 0,   t=1,2,....
Tt should be noted that this requires that (1-d) >0. (For d=1  and DQ =0,
4  =  1  for  all  t  1  1) .
Combining (27) and (30) we obtain, since q'(b q q , _ r)-1 q > 0
and -1 + q'(-r +b q q')-lq.b = -1+ tr(-r +b q q')-1(b q q') <0
that 10)
(3 1)            Fl  ,  4  ,   . . .   ,  4,
and
q. 1'   1   q' 4   1    ...    1    q ' 14 1
where q'X is the value of capital inputs.
If T + - and (29) holds than 4 will in some period (the
-
transition period) cross the critical value F.
We shall limit our attention to the after-transition period where both
Ft- 1    and   Ft   f   9 1 1
)
. Thus we can state:
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(32) Htl' tl < T,  Vt 1 tl  Ft-1, Ft < F
so that  Vt 1 tl:
AR           32Rtt
(33)         - =  rn    .   - =  03F       2
t          3F
t
*
For 0   Ft i F the parameter rQ measures the marginal costs of external
funds. If Ft < 0, ra is equal to the marginal
revenue on available
internal funds, invested outside  the  firm,  and  can  thus be interpreted
as the marginal opportunity costs of (internal) funds. Further we find
from (28)
(34)     xt = X*  ,  t 2. tl
where X< satisfies (22), i.e.
(35) -5X (X ) = w + ro q
AY , *,
Once again we observe that the equilibrium factor input levels do not
depend on the discount rate (1-B)/8 but merely on the value r  of the
m.c.f.-function.
Analogously we can show that if Vt 1 1: (1-d)(1-T)Ct -
( 1-d)D   <  0 the'·ontimal value  of Ft increases  and the optimal value  of
q' X decreases. Eventually  such
a policy implies negative optimal values
of q'Xt wich is at variance with our basic assumptions (X  lies in the
economically relevant region for all t).
Thus if there are no adjustment costs and Ft >F for 1<t s Tl'
we can distinguish a market induced adjustment in X in the first
period and financially induced adjustments   in   X   for  t   12.    The   adjust-
ment of ontimal factor inputs  for t 2 2,  to an equilibrium value  X2,
devends on the generation of internal funds. If the retained earnings
are Dositive and T is large enough the equilibrium X  is reached
-
for some t<T.I f F   i s smrll enough so that Ft L F for all t.1 1
an   immediate adj ustment   of   Xt   to X takes place.
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2.3.3. Positive marginal adjustment costs
The   analysis   of  the adj ustment   path   if the marginal costs   of
adj ustment   are  not   zero   is more complicated.   We can rewrite the first-
order conditions  ( 8)  as
3Y                3R            3A               3A
(36) ")Xt = "*-ift·q + )Xt _ Yt-=I- ,  t=1.....,T-1
t         t       t        t+1
3 Y                                 3 RT                                  3/1T   T
aXT     =     w    +      aFT·  q     +      YT     -519
where Yt, YT are defined as
t+1
8    - At+1(1-d)





.f.8    -    AT(1 -d)
We can write  yt  for t =  1,....,T-1  as
A                               1  -Attl  (1-d)
8t  _ ._t. 1  (1-d)                     t+1B=B
Yt = At - At(1-d)             A
1 - ii ( 1 -' )
Thus Yt can be interpreted as the discount factor B times a measure
of discounted marginal costs of funds from period (t+1) onwards
relative to the discounted marginal costs of funds from period t onwards.
In   (3 6)   yt   i s a proportionulity  or dis count factor between   ( adj ustment )
costs in period  t and adjustment costs in period  t+1.   For  YT we obtain
after some rearrangements
3R 
(38)     YI. = (1-B) (1 + -1 8 (1-d)(1-·r) ·a I
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so that Y  is (1-8) times a measure of discounted marginal costs of
funds from Deriod T+1 onwards.
Equation (36) can be simplified further if we linearize 3Yt/3Xt around
Xt and write: (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3.) 3At/3Xt as AAXt and
3At+1/3Xt as
-AAX Using this linearization we can rewrite  ( 36)  ast+1'
3R
(39) I'(Xt-1(2)  =  (.eF _ r )q + A AXt - 'rt A 11)(t+1'   t=l,....,T-1
t
3R
r(XT-x* )   =    (.5    -   ro)q   +   YT   A   AXT
The system (39) can be rewritten as a system of difference-
equations in Xt with forcing function (3Rt/3Ft - r )q + r X* and
boundary conditions for t=0 and t=T. This systam of
difference equations determines the optimal growth path  of the firm.
For further analysis we will make some additional assumptions
with  respect to the  flow of internal funds. We assume  that from period
t0 (to 1 1) onwards the retained earnings (1-d)(1-·r)Ct-(1-d)DO are
larger than the net  investment expenses, q'8Xt' so that for T
large enough
(40) Ht 1, to f t l i T,  Vt , t l, Ft < F
whereas for t < tl:Ft > F. From these assumptions and the balance
equation (1) follows that
Aft <0       ,      to S t i T
so that
DR    3R
(41)          t -    t+1  > o toft  Stl
3Ft   3Ft+1
and
5= t 1 tlaF    r     ,
t
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Further follows from (17) - (19) for Yt, for tl f t<T and T+ -
(42)     Yt =8 ' t l < t<T
and
Y  = 1-BT
Thus the effective discount rate to evaluate current and future cash
flows is (1-8)/8.
Under the assumptions (40) with corresponding results (41)
and (42) we can greatly simplify the adjustment path generating
conditions (39) for t 1 tl. Substituting (41) and (42) in (39) we obtain
F (Xt-X*)   =   A   8Xt   -   BA 8Xt+1' t=tl'tl+1,....,T-1
(43)
r(xr-X<) = (1-8)A AXT
for  large  T.   Thus from period  t 1   onwards the adjustment   of  X is similar
to the adjustment path analysed in Chapter 1, which results in the
well-known multivariate accelerator model. This implies that
(44)     Axtl = B(X* - Xtl-1)
where  B  is the adjustment matrix de fined in Chapter  1.12)  and X* is
defined in (35).
Osing (44) we can obtain from (39) a subset of first order
conditions in X1, X2'...,Xtl-1 wich is independent of Xt, t 1 tl.
We shall use the special case tl = 2 in order to demonstrate the pro-
perties of the resulting adjustment path. For tl = 2 (this implies
1 > F) we obtain as subset
3R




(46) [  r   -   A   -Y 1   A   B] I X 1 -xo]    =   [  r   -   7 1   A  Bl     ( 2-Xo )   +   (       1    -   ro)q
3Fl
which is an equation in X 1 and Fl with 3Rl/3Fl - r >  0 and A2 = -82rl/
(1-r2-B) so that from (10) follows
12-8(1-·r)3Rl/3Fl    < 12-Brl = 12
A l = 1 - ( 1 -d ) ( 1 -T) 3 R l / 3 Fl   1 -r      B2
(47) so that, since d < 1,
82(1-d)A2 B.-(1-d)12/8
0 < 71 = B-(1-d)11 < 6 8-(1-d)12/8 = B
Assuming that we may linearize 3Rl/3Fl analogously to (26),
i.e.
(48) 3Rl/3Fl = r  + b(Fl-F)
and substituting (48) in (46) we obtain
(49) I r-A-Y 1 A B] [Xi_xol = [r-Y 1 A B I [ X'-Xol + bq(Fl-F)
Substituting the financial balance equation (1) in (49) we obtain
(50) [r-    A-   7 1    AB-   b    q   q' ]     I  X 1 -Xol-
=Ir - Yl A Bl [X*-XI] - bq[(1-T)(1-Dll - bq(F-Fo)
where ((1-T)Cl-Dl) are retained earnings in period 1 and (F-FO) is the
-




which is a non-singular matrix with positive eigenvalues we can rewrite
(50) as
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(52) I X 1-Xol  = I X2-Xo]  - E-1  A[ X*-Xol
+ E-1 bq[ (9-FO) + (1-T)(1 - Dl - q'(X -XO)1
where the third term on the right hand side measures the direct impact
of financial constraints. We observe that the difference (F-F ) and
retained earnings, ((1-T)(1 - Dl)' are equally important for the financing
of the new investments. This is not surprising since the marginal revenue
on available internal funds invested outside the firm (being the opportu-
nity costs of internal funds) is, by assumption, equal to rQ, the margi--
-
nal costs of external funds for F < F. The interpretation of (52),
which is derived under the assumption that
(F-Fa) + (1-T)cl - D1 - q'(X*-XO) < O,
is obvious: financial constraints have a negative impact on factor
adj ustment.






+ (1-t)01 - Dl 1 q'(Xl_XO)
we obtain after combining (50) and (53)
(54) [-r +A+Y 1 A B] I X1-xol f [-r + 7 1 A B] I X2-Xol
or
(55)
I x1-xo]  i [ -r + A + Y1  A B] -1  [ -r +  Y1  A B]  [ 12-Xo]
Result (55) can be used to compare the adjustment of factor inputs
under financial constraints with the adjustment of factor inputs if
the financial constraints are not effective in the sense that
3R
(56)             -1  =
3Fl   r 
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From (45) and (42) follows that if (56) holds, we obtain for the factor
adjustment under constant marginal costs of funds,   (Xl-Xo) c,
(57) (Xl-Xi)c .  [ -r +A+B A B] -1  [ -r +  BA B]  [ 1(*-Xol
Comparing   ( 57)   and  (55) we obtain  that the difference between  the  two
adjzistment matrices
(58) [ -r+A+B A B] [-r+B AB]-[-r + A + Yl A B] I-r+ Y1 AB]
1                                   -1
is a matrix with positive eigenvalues . So for positive vectors
13)
(X<-X ) we may in general expect, assuming dominance of the diagonal
elements  of the just-mentioned matrix,  that
(59) (Xl-XO)C > (Xl-XO) > O
For negative vectors (X*-X ), (55), (57), (58) give contrary
results so
14)
that the difference between (Xl-X ) and (Xl-Xo)C is indeterminate
Thus we expect that, for positive vectors (X*-X ), increasing marginal
costs of funds cause a slower adjustment of factor inputs.
We conclude that the adjustment of factor inputs in period 1
depends on the difference (X<-X ), the availability of internal funds,
the level of marginal costs of funds in the first period relative
to the level of marginal costs of funds in subsequent periods, measured
through the parameter  7 1,   and  on the adjustment matrix A. These results
are  valid  for the special  case  that  tl  =  2   (i.e. from period 2 onwards:
3Rt/3Ft =  r/)·  If tl  >  2 the solution  is more complicated,  but
basically analogous to the solution obtained in this section. Thus we
may   expect a similar adj ustment   path:    in the first periods financial
constraints  will  slow  down the adjustment of factor inputs.   If  the
accumulation of retained earnings relaxes the financial constraints,
a further adjustment to the new optimal values of factor inputs is
possible.
It follows from the analysis that if internal funds are
abundant, financing of investments from internal funds and/or external
-
funds will be possible without exceeding the critical F-value, F. Thus
the marginal costs of funds will be constant and the "classical
"
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adj ustment model applies.
However if internal funds are small (in a recession e.g.) the financing
of new investments requires external funds in such amounts that the
critical F-value, F, may be exceeded.
Consequently the marginal costs of external funds will depend on the
generation of cash flows so that both the cash flows and the interest
on external funds are important financial determinants of investments.
These theoretical results correspond with the empirical findings of
Meyer  and Kuh [ 53] and Meyer and Glauber  [ 54] .
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2.4. Conclusion
The results of this model support the contention that the
adj ustment  path   o f factor inputs depends on available internal funds
and debt capacity of the firm. It is shown that limited (internal
br cheaD external) funds slow down the optimal adjustment speed of
factor inputs.
If cheap external funds are abundant relative to planned
unconstrained investments, we obtain the "classical" case where  the
adj ustment   sneed only depends on (marginal) internal adj ustment costs
and the internal discount rate. However, under the assumption that
the expected retained earnings over the planning period are positive,
both adjustment Daths converge to the same long-run equilibrium (which
does not depend on available financial funds).
The imvlications for economic policy seem obvious. Governments
can stimulate the speed of economic recovery after a recession period
which has weakened the financial structure of many firms, by subsidizing
new investments in the form of cheap loans, participations in the
equity capital of firms, etc.
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Footnotes to Chanter 2
1.   For a survey of the influence of financial variables see also
Rowley and Trivedi [ 76] .
2.   Thus we specify a model which is not based on the concept of a
perfect capital market with corresponding equilibrium costs of
canital etc. in the Modigliani Miller sense. Due to all kind of
imperfections (transaction costs, personal leverage not being  a
verfect subsitute for corporate leverage, family control of firms,
complicated tax systems (especially in open economies) etc.) the
actuality of these equilibrium concepts for an adjustment model
seems doubtful. The assumptions do not preclude that the long
term (equilibrium) discount rate and external interest rates are
in correspondence with a, possibly existing, long term equilibrium
on the capital market. These aspects are, however, not the subject
of this study.
3.   For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that taxes are levied on Ct'
an assumption which can easily be replaced for a more realistic
one but which would complicate the following derivations unnecessa-
rily.
4.   In this specification A(8Xt) is treated as costs in period t. A
possible alternative   is to treat   the adj ustment expenditures   as
investment expenditures, analogously to the treatment of q1t 8Xt.
5.   The dividend equation is only well defined if Dt 1 0, i.e.
( 1-r) Ct  2- lid  DO
where Do 1 0. We assume that this condition is always satisfied.
'V
6.   Evidently F could change as, due to the generation of profits
over the Dlanning period, the debt equity ratio would change
during the planning period. However, apart from the wish for
mathematical simplicity, there is also not much need to introduce
Ft explicitly as function of e.g. the debt-equity ratio since we
we are primarily interested in the influence of the existing
financial structure on the first period adjustment of capital inputs.
7.      If one assumes that management chooses  ( 1-B)/B such that
(1-8)/8 > (1-r)r  and a pay-out ratio d such that (1-d) S B, then
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the result B < (1-r2) follows immediately.
8.      The  case  t  >  F  and  4-1  3  9  (or  v. v.) requires special treatment.
See also footnote 11.
9.   This can be understood as follows:
If EXt > 0: (1-d)(1-r)Ct - DO > 0 then the starting position in
period t+1 is at least as favourable as in period t so that
Er X , 0:(1-d)(1-T)Ct+1 - Do > Ot+1
for t = 1,2,...
However if VX > 0:(1-d)(1-T)Ct - DO < 0 then the starting position
in period (t+1) is less favourable than in period t so that
1X    > 0:(1-d)(1-T)Ct+1 - Do > O.t+1
for t = 1,2,... .
-       -
2
q 1   0
10.  The matrix b q q' = b , b > 0, and -r is a positive definite
0    0
-      -
matrix so that
tr(-r +b q q')-1 (b q q') <b-q2= 1
b  1
-
11.  Let period (T 1+1 ) be the period where the critical value F is
exceeded, so that  1 > F and FT,1+1 1 F, then
we propose, analogously
to (26), as linearization of (24) for t = Tl+1:
r    «   =    6b (84 )q           ,           0   1   6   i    1
so that ircombination with (23) we obtain analogously to (27)
8Xt = (6b q q' -r)-1 6b q[(1-d)(1-T)Ct-(1-d)Do]
(27A) an d
AF  = (-1+q'(-r+ 6b q q')-lq. 6b)[(1-d)(1-T)Ct-(1-d)Dol
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For 6=l w e obtain (27) and for 6=O w e obtain (28) as special
cases; for the intermediate cases 0<6<l w e expect from (27.A) a
smaller change ·in optimal factor inputs than if 6=1 and a larger
change in F< than if 6 = 1. Thus using (27) instead of (27.a) in
the transition period we overestimate AX but underestimate AFt.
12.  B can he specified as
B = C(I - A)C-1
where C is the matrix of characteristic vectors of the matrix
A-  r and A is a diagonal matrix with positive elements smaller
than one.
13.  We can rewrite expression (58) as
{[ I-A- 1 r+ BB] - 1 [ -A- 1 r+ BB] -[ I-A- 1 r+Y i B] -1 [ -A- 1 I'+Y 181 }
From the specification of the adjustment matrix B in footnote 12
follows that
Yl B - A-1 r = c(Y 1(I-A) + M)C-1
where M is the diagonal matrix of (positive) eigenvalues of
(-A-1 r), so that
(I + Yl B - A-1 r)-1 = C(I + 4(I-A) + M)-1 C-1
and
(I + Yl B - A-1 r)-1(y 1 B - A-1 r) = C(I + Y 1(I-A) + M)-1.
. (71(I-A) + M)C
-1
so that we can write for expression (58)
C[ (I+M+8(I-A))-1(M+8(I-A))-(I+M+71(I-A))-1(M+Y 1(I-A)]C-1
which implies that for Yl < B the eigenvalues of this matrix are
DOSitiVe.
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14.  In general we can prove, using the results of footnote 13,
(X*-XO)' (Xl-XO) < (X*-XO)' (Xl_XO)c.
Chapter 3
Imperfect Competition and Rigid Wage Forming on the Labour
Market(s) and the Adjustment of Factor Inputs
3.1. Introduction
In many econometric studies of the labour market one assumes
either perfect competition or the existence of oligopsonistic equilibria.
In these models the firm can attract always all the labour needed against
a fixed wage rate (perfect competition) or against an endogenously deter-
mined wage rate (oligopsonistic competition). The firm is never confronted
with a situation where labour supply does not meet labour demand and thus
forms a constraint nn factor adjustment. However in models  with  some  form
of rigid wage forming we may expect that labour supply and demand are not
always in equilibrium. In this chapter we wish to study the impact of rigid
wage   forming on market and/or firm level   on   the adj ustment of factor
inDUts.
Rjgid wage forming may be attributed to the importance of wage
bargaining by labour unions on actual wage levels or to the influence of
a government wage policy. A different explanation for rigid wage-forming
may be found in the theory of the "internal labour market". In this
theory firms try to create an internal labour market with constant
relative wages, internal promotion possibilities, etc. This internal labour
market theory implies that firms do not favour an aggresive wage-policy On
the labour market but operate ] ]ore cautiously, maintaining  as  much  as
possible the system of constant wage-ratio's between firms and between
different categories of labour within the firm.
We will distinguish a strong disequilibrium model where the wage
rate has a fixed, exogenously determined, value on firm level and a weak
disequilibrium model where the firm may change its wage level subject to
the restriction of stable intertemporal wages. In the first model
supply of labour is exogenously determined so that the firm may either be
confronted with insufficient supply or a supply-surplus. These disequili-
bria may have a Dermanent character. In the second model the firm is
assumed to opt for a constant wage rate during its planning horizon.
(Net)-labour supply depends  on  this  wage  rate.   If the (net)-labour demand
is not constant over the planning horizon we expect, in an oligopsonistic
labour market disequilibria between demand and supply of labour on firm
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level which have a temporary character.
In the context of these models one can also study the consequences
of a heterogenous labour input, in particular the supply of different
labour categories under assumption of rigid wage differentials between
these categories. In a situation of rigid wage differentials partial
supply shortages for some labour categories with low wages may occur to-
gether with sunply surpluses for other categories with high wages. An
explanation is that transition of one category to the other is difficult
and that workers in the surplus category prefer to remain unemployed
looking forward to a high wage job rather than to accept a 4ow wage
1)
j oh     .
With respect to the actuality of both models one can state that
both models are relevant models, yet in different stages of the economic
cycle. Pissarides [69, Ch. 14] studies the behaviour of firms which
satisfy our assumptions with respect to wage forming, namely "infrequent
wages changes and that within that system wage increases during a boom
take place with less friction than wage cuts during a recession". As
a consequence of such a policy firms will in a sustained economic boom
reluctantly rise their wages (i.a. to obtain a larger share of total
labour supply). In a period of economic depression one has to maintain
the high wage (and price) levels (wage cuts are not allowed in this model)
which implies quantity adj ustments (lay-offs) and supply surpluses   on
the labour market. However even in intermediate stages of the economic
cycle one may expect that firms prefer a fixwage system, though this
may imply suoply shortages.
In our opinion disequilibria on market or firm level are i.a. a
consequence of rigid wage-ratio's between industries, firms, and/or
professions. Further cultural and educational factors have, of course,
an important influence on labour supply  and ( im)mobility of labaur.
However we will limit our attention to the dependence of labour supply
on  wages  and wage ratio' s2). The existence  of this dependence of labour
SUDply on (relative) wages is firmly established in (neo-classical) lite-
rature on labour supply  (see eg.  Holt [ 36] , Mortensen [ 57] , Aschenfelter
1  21,  Pissarides [ 69] ). In further analysis we will use these results to
specify a very  simple labour supply curve on firm level. The main purpose
of this study is to investigate the influence of rigid wage forming and
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resulting labour shortages and surpluses on adjustment processes of
factor inputs on firm level. It will be shown that rigid wage forming
by firms overating on oligopsonistic labour markets results in a slower
adjustment of factor inputs to their long run optimal levels. Further
oligopsony has a negative influence on the optimal long run level of
the corresponding labour input.
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3.2.  A strong disequilibrium model
3.2.1. Assumptions and definitions.
In this section   we will study   the adj ustment of factor inputs
under the assumptions that wages and/or wage differentials are fixed
(e.g. determined by wage bargaining on industry level) and that supply
of labour-inDuts on firm level is also fixed (determined by exogenous
factors such as the fixed wage rates). Further we assume that, at least
for  one  tyne of labour input, labour supply is smaller  than  the  firm' s
demand. Let X2 be the labour inputs where supply fails to meet demand
and  X 1 the factor inputs (both capital and labour inputs) without supply
constraints so that we can write
X1  
(1)      X=     1
X2-1
and  X2  for the SUp'Dly of scarce factors. The concenquences of supply  con-
straints on X2 for the adjustment of X1 and X2 will be studied in a static
model and in a dynamic model under the additional assumption of positive
adjustment costs.
With resrect to the revenue and costs functions, to be used in
these models, we will assume that the revenue function Y(X) is defined
in Chapter 1, i.e. Y(X) is a strictly concave function of the vector of
factor inputs X. Further A(AX), defined in Chapter 1, measures the
revenues sacrified for the production of internal adjustment services.
A(AX) is called the internal adjustment costs function and is assumed to
be strictly convex in AX. The variable costs function is written as
(2)      w'X = w Xl + w X2
and consists of depreciation allowances (which are assumed to be equal
to revlacement investments) and wages. In the static model w'X includes
also the interests costs on capital investments. In a dynamic model
outlays on capital investments are explicitly defined in the specifica-
tion of the model as q'Ailt' where q is a vector of which the first
element q1 is the price of capital goods, all other elements being zero.
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3.2.2. A static model with supply constraints
In a static model we can define the objective function as
(3)      H = Y(X) - w'X
ut,der the supply constraints
(4)      x  < xs2- 2
The Lagrange function can be written as
(5)      0 = Y(X) - w'X - A(X2-X2 + d2)
Assuming that the constraints (4) are effective the optimum can be found
from the first order conditions
3Y
iyi - "1 = o
(6)      3Y
-iX,-'.'2-X-0
A > O and X2 = X2
where A measures the discrepance between marginal productivity, 3Y/ 3][2'
and actual wage  rate w2  for the inputs  X23),  to be called marginal opportu-
nity costs of disequilibrium.
From the strict concavity of Y(X) follows that the optimum
value of X1 ' 1, is uniquely determined from
(7)                AL   C y*  x s)   =  w
3X     '  -1'   2            1
To study the changes in X under influence of changes in X we compare
1(1 determined in (7) with the optimal inputs of X1 in the unconstrained
case,  X .   In the unconstraind  case the optimal factor inputs   are,  un-
der the assumptions with respect to Y(X), uniquely determined from
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-SY       t X11.    'tr)   =   "1
(8)




ft   ( 1*.    4*)   =   -it-   ( X1.   X:)
Further we can write, assuming that Y(X) can be approximated by a quadratic
function around (t, X:)
(to)     -« ( *,X:*) = .57 (Xl,x:) + I.11('tr-Xl) + 1'12(X *-X:)
where r and r are avpropriate submatrices of r, the Hessian matrix of
11       12
Y(X). Combining (9) and (10) we obtain
C x -xif)    =   - r i      ' 12(x - 2)
or
(11) x* = x** - r-1 r   (xs-X**)1    1     11  1 2'2  2
where X2 < X * by assumotion. From (11) follows that X  is a linear (vector)
function of Xs.
2
Two special cases of (11) are worth noticing. First if r is
a diagonal matrix the submatrix r  = 0 so that X  = 1*. Thus if factor12
inauts are Derfect substitutes with respect to the revenue function Y(X)
SUDply constraints on X2 do not influence the optimal levels of X1.
The influence of suvply constraints of X2 on X1 is more severe if the de-
gree of comolementarity, measured by the (positive) elements of r    is
12'
larger. Further if X consists only of two inputs, a capital input  X1
and  a labour input  X we conclude  from  ( 11) that supply constraints   on  X 
have a negative influence on the optimal capital inputs (provided
that r > 0).12
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3.2.3. A dynamic model with supply constraints.
We will now analyse a dynamic factor demand model for an arbi-
trary labour supply vector [ X 1'.'ft,0 .1. We assume profit maximizing
firm behaviour, in this case leading to maximization of discounted net
receipts, constant price expectations  and a constant product demand curve
over the infinite planning horizon. Further we assume that factor inputs
Xt for t 2 T+1 are stabilized on their levels attained in period T, X .
It is assumed that X2t is greater than X   for t 1 T+1. which is not2T
an unduly· strong restriction if it assumed that T is large. The
Lagrange function corresponding to this optimimization problem can be
written as
T
(12)    0=I  Bt[Y(Xt)-A(Xt-Xt-1)-w'Xt-q'Axltl
t=1
T+1
+    8-8     [Y(Xr ) -w, 4
T
-  r  Xt(X2t-X t + d-2 )
t=1
where  d.2   ,   t  =   1, . . . ,T  are the slack variables .
Under the assumptions that the supply constraints are only
effective for t = 1,2,...., tQ with t  < T, the optimum can be uniquely
4)determined from the rewritten first order conditions
BY           aA        BA
(13) -TX  = wl + §X  + 8--3X  + (1-8)q
t          t       t+1
lt           lt         lt
X2t = X2t' At 1 0 , t = 1,2,····,t 
BY           aA        BAt          t       t+1
At = TX   - 1,2 -  SX   - 8 -ST2t          2t        2t
3Y         DA       DA
it . . . =t .8 -*1 + (1-8)" t = tl+1,...,T-1
aY                BA
T                                                         T   +     (1-B)q =w + (1-8 ) 3XT
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where RAt/3 Xt = 3A(Xt-Xt-1)/3Xt and BAt+1/3Xt = DA(Xt+1-Xt)/3Xt·
From (13) follows that from period t +1 onwards the necessary
conditions   for the optimal adj ustment  path are similar  to the conditions
for a model without suvply constraints. See Chapter 1, Section 4.
For the first t  Deriods the suvply constraints are effective so that
X2t = 6.t and At measures the difference between
marginal opportunity
costs of disequilibrium, 3Yt/BX2t-w2' and marginal adj ustment costs,
3A /3r   - B3A   /3X2t' in period t.t'  - 2t t+1
For further analysis we assume that 3Y/3X can, for all relevant
values of X, be linearized around X<, where X< is defined from
(14)   (1(*)=w+(1-B)q
so that
(15) -11 (X) = 31 (X*) + r(x-x*)3X       3X
Further we may write, see Section 3.3 of Chapter 1,
AA           BA
_111 = -AAX
(16)           -3Xt  =  AAXt,     3Xt                   t+1
For large values of T we can, using the results obtained in Chapter 1,
Section 4, write for AXt +1'
0
( 17)         AX        =  B[ X<-Xto]t +10
where B is a non-singular adjustment matrix with positive eigenvalues,
which depends on the matrix A- r.
Substituting (15) - (17) in (13) for t = 1,...,tQ we find for
AX after some rearrangements1t
(18) A118Xlt-BA118Xlt+1-I'll[Xlt-X ] =
r      [ xs   -X*1 -A      AXS      +   BA AX&
t=1 '...,t -1
12  2t  2   12  2t     12   t+1   '              0
and for t = t 
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Allaxlt0
 (BAllB11 + BA12821 - r11) [XltO-X ] =
- (BA11812 + BA12822 - r 12) [X:tO-X 1 - A1281[ t
which is a system of t  linear vector equations with parameters r, A and
B   and an inhomogeneous part which depends   on  X , X   and the vector
[X 1,0..,X t l. From (18) follows that  Xlt' t = 1,...,tl, can be written
0
as a linear combination of [ X -Xl]    and the vector  [   1' . . . '   2tol  .        We
xs  . 5)
shall use the special case t  = 1 to demonstrate the properties of the
adjustment path.
For tQ = 1 we obtain from (18) after some rearrangements:
(19)
X1 1    =   I) 1[  1-X101     +   D2[  X -X  11     +    I):3    AX:1
where
D l = ( A 11 + BA 1 18 11 + BA 128 21 - r 11 ) - 1 ( B A 1181 1 +BA 12 82 1 - r 11 )
02 = (Al 1+ BA11811+BA12821 -I.11 ) - 1 ( BA11812+ BA12822-r 12 )
D3 = -(A11+BA 11 B 11+BA 12B21-r 11 )-1 A12
provided that the inverse matrix exists. Assuming that A12' 812 and 821
are matrices with negative elements only6 , the interpretation of ( 19)
is   straightforward.    The adj ustment   in
X1
Positively depends   on   the   dif-
ference (t-Xlo) and the supply of factor inputs Afl but is negatively
related  with the discrepance  [ X ]1211. We conclude that there  is  a
positive linear relationship between the adjustment in X 1 and the factor
supply for X2. For tO > 1 we may expect analogous results.




(20) AWD  = f. (X*,B)2 1           2
Ars = %(w) = a'21
where the symbol D denotes demand and the symbol s supply. The SUpply Curves
of the vector of input factors X 1 are assumed to be perfectly elastic. B
is the adjustment matrix, defined in (17). Since the wage rate w is exoge-
nously determined, (20) is a disequilibrium model. If AX   < AX   the21 -   1
adjustment model of Chapter 1 holds, i.e.
8X
11
(21) = B[ X* - Xol
AX
12
However if AX 1 > AX21 the model analysed in this section holds, i.e.
AX21 = a
(22) and for AX 11 we find from (23)
AX 11  I 'D l '02]  [ X*-XO]  + [D3-D21  AX2
In cross section studies a division of the sample observations
into observations belonging to the supply regime and observations belonging
to the demand regime is often impossible. In this situations the follow-
ing svecification seems more attractive than the original specifications
(21) or (22):
AXI  =  Bi    [ x*-xo]
where the suffix i denotes the i-th firm and the adjustment matrix Bi
depends on the conditions of the specific labour market for the i-th
firm. This model is no longer a strong disequilibrium model since it
presumes smooth labour market behaviour. In fact it is a description
of the weak disequilibrium model, analysed in the next section.
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3.3.  A weak disequilibrium model
3.3.1. Oligopsonistic labour markets
In this section we will study optimal firm behaviour under the
assumption of oligopsonistic labour markets, i.e. the supply of labour
depends on the firm's wage rate. In many practical situations oligopsonistic
labour markets exist for only some labour categories. For other labour
categories the labour market is either characterized by perfect competi-
tion or by a heavily unionized labour market where the firm can attract
all desired labour against the bargained wage level. Oligopsonistic
markets will exist for those labour categories where supply at bargained
or minimum wage levels is less than the firm's demand7). Assuming imper-
fect information of the workers and (consequently) a distribution of
wage acceptance levels,  the  firm has dynamical monopsony power.    (see  e. 6·
Mortensen [ 571 and footnote  8).
Let X2 be the labour category for which the labour market is characterized
by oligopsonistic competition, let w2 be the wage rate offered by the firm
and 1,2 the wage rate agreed for in collective wage bargaining at industry
level (or the wage rate dictated by the government) then we define the
labour supply curve as8):




-dw> 0, --2102             dw
2
The function f(w2-1,2) is defined for w2 1 w2; it is assumed that wages
determined at firm level are not allowed to be lower than the bargained
wage  level w2. Since  in this model actual input  X is equal to labour
supply X2 we obtain for total wages W2
(24) W2 = W2X2 = W2 X2
S
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so that marginal expenses of input (M.E.I.) are equal to
dW dw
(25)
MEI = .dX2= "2 + .dX2 ' X2
22
so that MEI > w2. In a static model of profit maximizing firm behaviour
the equilibrium is characterized by
(26) MFR = MEI
and 'X   =  X2
where MFR is the marginal factor revenue of input X2. It is easily seen
that the optimal input of X2 is lower in a situation of oligopsonistic
competition than in the case of perfect competition on the labour market.
See Figure 1.
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In  Figure  1 the equilibrium is reached for (w2,X (w2)),  in the absence
of oligopsonistic competition we would obtain the equilibrium (w:,X:*),
whereas for the wage level w2 we would find X  to be the equilibrium
labour input.   Both   X *  and  X are greater  than the actual equilibrium
input  X2 (y2)'
The assumption of oligapsonistic labour markets with firms ffeely
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adj usting their  wage rate seems   at   vari ance   with the notion   that   most
firms favour stable internal and external wage rates. For firms with an
"internal labour market" strategy it is undesirable to let the wage rate
vary with changes on the labour market or with changes in the amount of
the firm's labour demand. Therefore we have to modify the oligopsonistic
mechanism described in (23) - (26) in order to reconcile it with a wage
volicy aimed at stable wage ratio's.
We will assume that the firm bases its decisions on a long term
planning model and that it adjusts its wage rate to obtain a dynamic
equilibrium between labour supply and labour demand under the restriction
that the wage ratio "2t/w t is constant over the planning horizon. Using
instead of (23) the following dynamic variant





IEr  >  O,  ·d--f  <  O2              dw
2
we obtain for all t in the planning horizon
(28) AX2t = f(c) = AX2
where c is the constant wage ratio. Further we assume that the firm is
relucant to choose  a wage ratio, 172·t/w t'  for the planning period which
di ffers   from the existing wage ratio w20/w20. We assume  that   this   re-
luctancy can be measured by the following quadratic penalty function
(29) S   =   s (v22  -   c)2
w20
C
where c is the wage ratio, choosen for the planning period. For c < w20/w20
it is easy to rationalize a quadratic form of the penalty function since
a falling w2/w2-ratio would cause social unrest under the workers of the
firm and would increase the probability that the most competent workers
leave. For c > w20/w20 we can rationalize this quadratic penalty function
as follows. Increasing the "2/w2-ratio could break a system of constant
(interfirm) wage differentials in the labour market. This could force
66
other firms, competing in the same labour market, to increase its
W2/w2-ratio' s too. This would lead to a chain of wage increase and
corresponsing shifts in firm's supply curve so that the net effect of
the wage increase is much smaller than originally expected. A further
reason for the firm to be reluctant to raise wages is the uncertainty
about the future. Our model  will be based on expected values of future
prices and uncertainty is usually only introduced in such a model by
the internal discount rate which depends on the risk class of the firm.
In  addition  we can assume  that the penalty function S contains,  for
c > 120/W 0, a subjective valuation of the uncertain future with respect
to the optimal wage ratio.
We conclude that under these assumptions with respect to labour
supply and the wage policy of the firm both the optimal labour input and
the wage rate w2 are endogenously determined within the model. Further
it  is  possible  that  in a dynamic model the labour supply AX , following
from   (28)    and (29), forms an effective constraint.·on adj ustment of factor
inputs in the first periods whereas in later periods the optimal change
in labour demand is smaller  than  AX .   Thus the restriction of stable  wage
ratio over the planning period and the introduction of a penalty function
S, may cause temporary discrepancies between supply and demand. In
Section  3.3.2 we will specify the dynamic profit maximization problem
and derive the corresponding first order conditions. In Section  3.3.3
and  3.3.4  we will analyse optimal firm policy  in some special cases.
The model proposed in this section is a realistic one in indus-
tries where firms try to increase their share of total labour supply by
offering wages, which are higher than the wage rate wc, determined in col-
lective wage negotiations.  Thus this model  can  be  used to explain  the
wagedrift phenomenon.
3.3.2. A dynamic model with an oligopsonistic labour market
In this section we analyse optimal firm behaviour following
from a dynamic model under the assumptions of profit maximization,
constant price expectations, a stable revenue function, Y(X), and internal
adj ustment cost function, A ( AX) . Prices   and the functions   Y(X),   A(AX)   are
defined in Section 3.2.1. The vector of factor inputs, X, can be divided
in a subvector X1 consisting of capital or labour inputs with perfectly
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competitive factor markets   and the labour input  X ' for which the factor
market is characterized by oligopsonistic competition. Further we assume
that for the oligopsonistic market for the labour input X2' a minimum
constant wage level w2 holds, which is dictated by government or which  is
the result of collective wage negotiations on industry level and a
stable   labour supply function f(w2)' defined in (27). Finally we intro-
duce the quadratic penalty function S, defined in (29) which measures
the reluctancy of the entrepeneur to change existing wage rates, and
make the restriction that the endogenously determined wage rate w2 has
to  be  constant  over the planning horizon   ( and greater  than or equal  to
w2).
The model is defined as an infinite horizon model under the
restriction that there is a finite T so that for t 1 T+1 factor inputs
are stabilized on their levels attained in period T,Xr· Possible labour
supply restrictions for X following from the endogenously chosen wage2t'
rate w2' are ignored for t > T. Since T can be chosen arbitrarily large
this will not affect the main results of this model.
The Lagrange function 0 = 0(X
11 ' " ' ' X l T ' X2 1 ' " ' ' X2T ' A 1 "   ' AT '
w2, Y) can now be written as
(30)    0=  E  St[Y(Xt)-w;Xlt-w2X2t-A(Xt-Xt-1)-q'(Xlt-Xlt-1)1
t=1
T+1
+ 8-8  [ Y(XT)-WIXlT-W2X2'IJ
s (·1  -  Z20) 2
  c  WC
2    20
T
-  I  At(-f(w2) + X2t-X   d2 2t-1    tt=1
c 2
- Y(-w2 +W 2+e)
where 1720/w20 is the wage ratio existing in period 0, wl comprises depreci-
ation and wage rates for the inputs X 1 and q is the vector (q1,0) where
q1 is the price of capital goods, At (t=1,...,T) and y are the Jagrange
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multipliers  and (d2,...,d2, e2 ) are slack variables. Given the strict
concavity of Y(X), the convexity of A(Xt-Xt-1) and the concavity of f (w2)
the problem has an uniquely determined optimum. The first order conditions
can be written as
t. 3yt BAt , t+1 , -111 _q) = O, t=1,...,T-1
(3 1)           8    1 .SX      -  Wl   -  q  -   5XIt    -  B         l   3Xlt                               lt
aY BA T+1  DYSt I.r - '.1 -q-  XT  + ---I.r - "11 = 0, t=T
lT               lT             lt
37          3A            BA
82  I _L  -  w    - 1-1 t+1 t+13X     2 3X -  8      5X      -  At +  At+1  =  0,    t=1,...,T-12t          2t           2t
3A       T+1  3Y
ST I iL -w  -   T 1 + IL--- IT_ - w21 -A T= 0,  t=T2 3X 1-B   3X2T 2T 2t
and
3 f(w2)  T
(32) -    Btx   - ·2·8 ( 2 - I20) + I  At+ Y=O2t    c   C C 3w
t=1 '2  w2 w20
2    t=1
and
(33) At(-f(w2) + X2t -
X ) = 0,  t=1,...,T2t-1
At 1 0




X2t - X2t+1 f f(w2)
To analyse these first order conditions we have to distinguish
all possible cases. This analysis is greatly simplified if we assume that
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the marginal adjustment costs are zero. Let 3At/3 Xt =0 and aA    /3X  = 0,t+1   t
t = 1,...,T, then (31) can be written as
3Y














T                         A5  - W2                   t
From (34) follows that At can be written as
T 3Y T-1    3Y
(3 5)            At  =  l y  (·sXT    -  W2 )  +     E    BT (PXI.-  -  W2 )
2T T=t      2T
so that At' which measures the value for the firm of an upward shift in
the labour supply function in period t, is equal to the discounted differen-
ce between Marginal Factor Revenue and Marginal Factor Costs and that X 1t
is always adjusted such that marginal factor revenue in period t equals
marginal factor costs in period t for factor inputs X Therefore welt'
can analyse adjustments in X under the assumption that X 1 is always
adj usted immediately. For further analysis we define the equilibrium
X< characterized by
2L  ( x.*) wl + (1-B)q3X
(36)
aY     (X*)                w3X             2
2
-        -
From the strict concavity  of  Y( X) follows  that  X* is uniquely determined
as function of w2. It is implicitly assumed that X  > 0.
Combining (32) - (36) we can distinguish the following four cases
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3Y




II. (X -X*)<0.->w.A >O, t=1,-;k20 20 ' 3X 2'  t
2t
and
5X          =   1'2 '    At   1   0,    t   =   k+1,...,T
3Yt
2t
3Y                         3Y
t
III. (X20-X O) > O, Bi   < w2' t= 1,...,k, ·aXi  >w2 fortlk+12t                      2t
and X>X          1 1 0k    k-1
and A >A   -      T 1 0k+1 k+2
IV.              (X    -X*)   >  0    -=w2 'At  1  0,   fort=   1, . . . ,T
3Yt
20  20     ' 3 2t
It can be shown that these four cases are indeed the only possible cases  .
We will now discuss these four cases separately. From (34) follows that
the adjustment path of X is completely determined by the adjustment of1t
X2t'
Case I. This case is the unconstrained growth case with complete adjustment
in the first period, we obtain
(37)
ax21   -   ( 4-X 0 )   <   4, 2
AX2t =0  '  t= 2,....,T
AX2 = f(w2) > 0
3Yt/3 X2t = W2' t = 1,...,T
Further follows from (35) that At = 0, t = 1,...,T so that the wage rate
w2 is determined from (32) as follows
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C
.   W2O            w2
(38)     w2 = |  c- + .Fs (-I:Btx21; + Y)] w2
w2O
so that either  w2  >  4  and  y  =  0  or  1,2  =  4  and  y  2  0.   The  parameter
y measures the costs for the firm of a fixed minimum wage level,
(39)     7 - :B' X2, + ·it (:3 - »)
W2  w2   w20
Further follows from (38) that w2 > 4 only if w20 > w20: the wage drift
w2-w2 is then only determined by the past and, as we might expect, smal-
ler  than  the wage drift   in  the  past,  i.e.   w2/W2   < w20/w20. In this case
the bargained wage level w2 is high enough to offset all oligopsonistic
tendencies.
Case  II.  This  case  is the constrained growth  case, the optimal growth  of
factor inputs and production depends on the supply curve of the labour
input X2. From (33) follows
(40) AX22 = AX2 = f(w2)   '    t= 1,....,k
and from (35) follows that
(41)     At =
0 t 1 k+1
and
AX  = 0 t > k+12t
with
3Yt
-SX   = w2              '      -t > k+12t
A special case occurs if k = T.
The wage forming equation follows from (32), so that
w20   wc  af(w )    k        -(42)      w2 =[-+  2 (    2  .  I  1  -  I   Btx   + Y)]wc




where I A t follows from (35) and y=0 when w2 > '72. (y measures the
t= 1
value of a decrease in the bargained wage rate w2 for the firm).
We can rewrite   ( 42)   so  that the equality of dynamic marginal expenses  O f
input and dynamic marginal factor revenue is demonstrated, let w2 > w2
then
k            af(w2) )-1  (      Bt x    - 22 (1 - 10)I  At . C A 2t Wc wc  WCt=1          2       t=1 2   2    20
or, using (35)
T 3Y k  T-1     3Y          T     k  T-1
(43)      k ·0_T_ +  I    E   B r t= (k m- +  I    E   BT)w
1-8 3X                3X        1-8               22T t= 1 T=t      2t            til T=t
+    (Bf(w2))-1   I    I      Btx        +  ·22   (1  -  w20) 13w 2t C c c
2 t=1 W2 W2 W20





-SX- = w2 t = 1,...,k
2t
so  that  the old unconstrained case applies. Further  if the supply elasticity
tends to zero, we obtain from (42) that w2 will be determined from
C
(44)     w2 = [-F. - 32 (I Bt X2't - Y)] 4
W20
and A)¢ = f(w2) ' so that for w20 = 140 we obtain w2 = <, y>O and
(45)
AX2   =   f ( „2)   =   AX 
which corresponds with the result of the model with fixed labour supply
in Section 2 of this chapter.
A special case arises if labour supply is so small that
AX (w2) f 0 for w2 = w2. It is then possible that optimal factor
adjustment
8]St = AX3 1 0 with w2 1 w2.  It will be.'clear that if 81(  < 0 for T + =,
3t 'X = 0 and consequently that the firm ceases to exist after some
0. 2to
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time. As a limit case we have of course af(w2)/3„2 = 0 and 811  < 0
for any w2 which results in X2t + 0 in a finite number of periods.
Case III. This case describes the situation with a labour supply so small
that  A](2(w2)   <  0  for  w2  =  w2  and with initial labour input  X20  >  4.
This case can be characterized by
3Y     3Y            3Y
1                2                              t
(46)
ax    <  ax    <  . . .  <  5X
<...
21     22           2t




-5 X   > w2 for t 1 k+1
2t
3Y




         1 1 0k    k-1
A     > A > ... > Ak+1 k+2          T
and w  > wc.2- 2
Special cases arise if k=O o r k= T-1.
At first glance the inequality 3Yt/3][2't > 1,2 for t 1 k+1 seems
rather puzzling; however we should realize that in the context of an oli-
gopsonistic labour market marginal factor revenue is not equal to the
marginal  wage  rate  but to marginal expenses  of input.   In this dynamic
model the optimal wage rate w2 and corresponding optimal inputs X2t'
t = 1,...,T should satisfy
-    Bf(w2) T W W
(47) I  Bt X22
= I X - 25 (-2 - -20)3w t   wc  w     Ct=1 2    t=1 2   2   W20
For T + oo, Ht0:X2tO = 0 so that the firm ceases to exist after some time.
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Case IV. In case IV there is a complete adjustment in the first period and
for all other periods 8X = 0. Thus we obtain
2t
(48)    X2t =X    ,  t= 1,...,T
AX   = Xi-X   < 8Xs t=1
21    2  20     2   '
AX   =0< Axs t=2,3,...,T-1.2t     -   2
and from (35)
(49)     At=O   '   t= 1,0..,T
The wage forming equation can be written as
C
(5 0)             wp  = [ - +- (-Ist X
w2O   w2
wc
2s 2t  +   7)1 w 2
20
where either w:2 > <a n d y=O o r w 2=w   and y measures the costs of a
minimum wage level   in the X2-market   for  the   firm. A positive  wage   dri ft
w2 > w2 can be interpreted as the after-effect of the wage drift w20/w20
where  from  ( 42) follows that 120/W20  >  w2/12.
Since At = 0, t - 1,...,T, in this case, we will call this case
the unconstrained case; maintaining the labour input at the optimal level
X   is possible without increasing  the  wage  rate.
We conclude that the presence of oligopsonistic supply restric-
tions  on the labour market causes,  even  if the marginal adjustment costs
are zero, an exolicit adjustment path for all factor inputs.
The adjustment speed depends primarily on the elasticity of labour supply.
Further we observe that the wage rate w2 and the optimal labour input
X  are no longer exogenous variables but are
determined endogenously
in the model.
For further analysi s  we will assume  that
(51) AX2 = f(w2) >0   ,   w2 2 w2
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so that case III is no longer relevant. Further we are most interested
in the constrained growth case, case II; the unconstrained cases I and IV
can easily be analysed within the context of a classical model (see ,
e.g.    Chapter    1).    In   the next section  we will analyse a dynamic adj ustment
model under the assumption (51) and limit our attention to the constrained
growth case, i.e. we will assume that
X  > XOO and that labour constraints
101are effective in the first k periods only.
3.3.3. The analysis  of the optimal adjustment path under positive marginal
adjustment costs and labour constraints effective in the first k
Deriods
The analysis of all possible cases under positive marginal adjust-
ment costs is rather tedious and not substantially different from the
analysis if marginal adjustment costs are zero. Therefore we will limit
our attention to the case of a growing firm subject to supply constraints
on the labour market in the first k periods, i.e.
(52) 8X2t = AX2 = f(w2)   '  t= 1,...,k
AX < AX ,  t Z k+12t    2
C
W2 > W2
so that in the Lagrange problem defined in (31)
(53) Atio , t = 1,...,k
At =
o t 1 k+1
Y = 0.
The adj ustment  path   can  now be derived  from the -rewritten first order
conditions (31) and (32),
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(54)
-     -
3 Yt    Wl                 3A      3A               0t+1 -1
(a) sir= (w ) + (1-8) (0) + 3.X  + 8-sX  + B   x._A   , t=1,...,k-1t    2                 t       t         t  t+1
3Yt    Wl
3A       3A
t+1     -110 1
(b)                     .Mt=    C v)    +    (48) (j)    +   -<+    8   --iXt       +    8          1 At|'t=k
DY+    wl                BA       3A
(c)     .3 1= (w_) + (1-8)( ) +53 + B=F-1-, t= k+1,k+2,...,T-1t     2                              t
(d)       BY     wl         
     DA
31  = (w2) + (1-8)( ) .5 ,t=T
af(w2) k   -(e)               I  At =  I  B  X21: + - ( - - - )t       2s  W2   W23w
2 t=1 t=1 W( WC  C2   2   W20
For the Lagrange parameters At' t = 1,...,k, we find from (54)
k       BY              BA        BA
(55)
At   =       I   BT[  (=11  -   w2)   -    (=T      +   8  3XT+1) 1
Tit 2T            2 T       2T
so that At measures the difference between discounted marginal opportuni-
ty costs of disequilibrium and discounted marginal adjustment .costs  for
the factor inputs X from period t up to and including period k.2t
Combining   (55)   with the equation   (54.e)   we   find  that the optimal  adj ust-
ment path is characterized by the equality of discounted marginal expenses
of input, (Df(w2)/3„2)-1(IB·t X21: + 2s(w2/w2 - w20/w20)), and the sum of
discounted marginal apportunity costs of disequilibrium minus marginal
adjustment costs over the first k periods. Finally we conclude that  from
period k+1 onwards the marginal conditions are similar to those in the
unconstrained case, analysed in Chapter 1, with the exception that in this
model w  is an endogenously determined variable.
For further analysis we linearize DY/3X around the equilibrium
value X*, defined  in  ( 36). Adopting  the same specification  as in Section
3.2 we can rewrite the first order conditions (54.a) and (54.b) as
-       -
0









whereas  for t=k+1,..,T we  find the well-known first order conditions  for
the unconstrained case. From the analysis in Chapter 1 follows that for
T + -we obtain for 8Xt' t 1 k+1,
(57) Axk+T = B(I-B)1-1(X*-Xk),    T = 1,2,...
where B is the non-singular adjustment matrix, with positive eigenvalues,
defined in Chapter 1, Section 4.
AX2t' t = 1,...,k, follows from the model
(58)
8][2·t =  8]6 =  f(w2)      '     t=  1, . . . ,k




(59) 81(  = f(w) =a+b -·2    ,   w2 1 1'2
W
2
with b>0 and a t o b e determined from AX2 = f(w2) =a+b,w e can write for
8X2t and X2t' t = 1,....,k,
W
(60) AX  =a+b 12t          CW
2




X2t   =   X20    +   a.t   +   b.t.        c
W
2
Substituting (57) and (59) in (56) and combining the result with (54.e)
we obtain a linear system in (k+1) vector equations in the k unknown
vectors (X;t' At)' t = 1,....,k and the endogenous wage rate w2. This
system can be solved and yields the optimal factor inputs as function
of (X -XO),  AX  and w2. We will derive the explicit solution assuming
that b is large enough so that k = 1.
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The   solution   of the optimal adj ustment   path   for k=1 should  be
11)
seen  as an illustrative  case:   for  k  >   1   we may expect similar results .
For k=1 equations (54.a), (57) reduce to 12)
(61)    Al = b-1 1 IBt X  + 22 (1 - -20)]
2t   wc  wc   wc
2   2    20
where
CO -               t
t                  B        *_  ._8(f-X     )   +      E     A        I     8X
t
I  B X2t = -1-8 X2   1-8   2  20                 2T
t=1 t=1    T=1
Using (57) for AX21:' t 1 2 w e obtain -    -
00                                                                                                      00                 t                          r-2         X -X 1 1
I  8Tx2't =  BX:- -i'88 (X:-X2O) +  I  Bt  I  [B(I-B)   12-x':-X   +t=1 t=2 T=2 2 21
-     -
+ -LAX
1-8   21
T-2 T-2
where IB(I-B)   12 is the appropriate submatrix of B(I-B) . Since
oo t     2 oo
I  Rt[ I  B(I-B)T-212 I  3  I  [B(B(I-B))t-212 I
t=2 T=2 t=2
2
= B-  [B(I-8(I-B))-112
we obtain , introducing [CO1,C021 for [B(I-8(I-B))-212'
-  t _Ly*+L -1. 3-X,0
(62)
t22 8 X2t = 1-8 "2   1-8 (Col'CO2-8  )  xI_x   -2  20
-    -
-    -
2             1   8XllA-(c  C -8- )1-B   01' 02 AX21
-    -
Substituting the results of (61) in (56) for t=1 and k=l w e obtain
-   -
AX
11
(63) = [A+ BAB-r]-1 [B A B-r] (X*-XO) -
AX
21
-         -8-1   [A+      BA   B   -   rl  -1   [b-1    EBt  x        +  2sb-1    (1     _  32) 12t
wic w; '40
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and from (60) follows
W
(64) -  =  -b    a  +  b    AX      =  b-1(8X   -AXC)
2     -1     -1
c                21         21   2W
2
In (62) - (64) we have specified the structural form model of the supply
and demand model for the labour input X2.
The equilibrium X2 depends On the efidogenously determined wage
rate 12. We can also define a purely exogenous equilibrium X<< which
depends on w2, so that
W
(65) % (2'*)=( :) + (1-8) (8)
W
2
The relation between X2 and X<* follows from
0













(68) X < Xy
Substituting the expression for X22 as function of X* and (w2-14) in
(63) and solving for AX  and w2 as function of the exogenous variables
X**, 1,2 and w20/w20 yields
-   -
AX 11                                                      0
(69)
= [A+BAB-Il- 1[ BAB-r][ f-X,1  + [A+BAB-rl-1[BAB-rl r-1  (       c)
Ar W2-W221
-   -
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-1   W
8-1[ A+BAB-r] -1[b-1£Bt x      b_22 (_2
W20- -)]
2t   wc   wCC
2     2   W20
The first term on the right hand side gives the unconstrained factor
adjustment (compare Chapter 4, Section 4). Ignoring  3IB·t  X2·t/3 ,2  and
3/Bt X /ab-1 we obtain2t
38X 21/3„2 < 0
and
32AX 21/3w2 3b-1 < 0
and
-1
38X 21/ab  < 0
A graphical illustration of these results can be given in the usual
supply and demand graph. From (63) follows,
assuming s = 0, ignoring
3£Bt X  /Bb-1 and realizing that the intersection of the vertical w2-axis
2t
with the demand curve is higher as b is greater, the following set of
equilibrium inputs AX2 and equilibrium wage rates 1,2 if b varies. (Note
that the assumption k=1 implies, for given AX2,  only a limited range
of b-values; usually the value b=O i s not included in this range.)
w2 -i                                                         -1
bli             b
-       ,  2       ..b.  <-bkl b .1 b-il:-*b57--       - -b                                    ·z;  3,4  .1
5
T--·
--=--  -. -     --  ..--             1                -W




-fixt  offequi»rium -pgints
i'4                                                                                                               1- »'9-
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Thus we would expect slowly increasing wage rates if b increases followed
c 13)by decreasing wage rates for further increases in b. For b + oo, w2 + w2
From this analysis we may infer that increasing inelasticity
of the supply curve for X2 results in a decreasing  first period adjust-
ment. Ultimately for b +0 the model with k=1 may no longer hold: for
b = 0 the model of Section 3.2. with fixed labour supply applies. For
b + oo we obtain (1 -* [ A+BAB-r], (2 + [ BAB-r] . (3 + 0, (14 + 0, w2 + w 
and X< + X<  so that the unconstrained case, analysed in Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 4 applies. The main result is however that labour supply constraints
imply a slower adjustment and a lower optimum than in the unconstrained
case. Further follows that, through the penalty function S for changes
in the wage ratio w2/w2, the wage ratio w20/40 of the previous period
influences the optimal adjustment of factor inputs in the current period.
Finally we derived a specification of the structural form of a dynamic
oligopsonistic supply and demand model, which will be used in econometric
investigations   of  the adj ustment behaviour of firms.
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3.4. Conclusions
We have studied in this chapter the implications of rigid wage
forming on labour markets for the adjustment process of the firm.
For the extreme case of exogenously determined fixed wages at firm level,
the endogenously determined labour demand is either smaller or greater
than the, exogenously determined, labour supply at firm level.
In the former case the well-known partial adjustment model for factor
demand can be derived (see Chapter 1). In the latter case we have shown
that we can still define a long-run equilibrium factor input and that the
adj ustment   of the labour input is completely determined  by  the   firm' s
labour supply, whereas the optimal adj ustment speed   of the capital input
depends   on the marginal adj ustment costs of capital goods relative  to
the marginal factor revenue of capital and on the discrepancy between
optimal labour demand and actual labour supply.
For the case of an oligopsonistic labour market, where the firm
tries to maintain fixed wage ratio's over the planning horizon, both wage
rate and labour demand are endogenous variables. We have shown that in
the dynamic model for the individual firm we can define a long-term
equilibrium X  for the factor inputs and a corresponding equilibrium
wage rate (which  may  di ffer  from the bargained  wage  rate  wc).
The firms wage rate is immediately adjusted to its equilibrium wage rate.
The optimal adjustment speed of labour and capital inputs depends both on
the marginal adjustment costs of factor inputs relative to marginal factor
revenues and on the supply elasticity of labour.
Usually   the adj ustment process   will be stable,i.e. the factor
inputs approach their long-run equilibrium levels after some time, however
as a special case we showed the possibility of permanently negative adjust-
ments in the labour input so that the firm will cease to exist after some
time, even if X< > 0.
With respect to long-run equilibriu# in a market characterized
by oligopsony and firms which revise annually their long term plans and
job searchers revising annually their wage expectations and acceptance
wage, not  much  can be said without making additional assumptions  on  the
forming of expectations by the individual job searcher. Whatever the
existence of a long run market equilibrium and a stable market adjust-
ment  process,   we can infer   from our model   that  market adj ustments   will
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take a long time. The dispersion in wage rates among firms which is both
14)a result and a condition for monopsonistic behaviour of firms will
be very persisting since firms are very cautious in changing wage rates.
Since the firm maintains constant  wage rates over the planning horizon,
it is within this model not necessary that labour supply equals labour
demand in all periods over the model's planning horizon. In particular
it follows from our model that if a firm increases its wage level in or-
der to increase labour supply and to adjust its labour inputs to its long
run equilibrium, labour supply may exceed labour demand after some, say k,
periods. Thus the fixwage policy of the firm may cause discrepances
between labour demand and supply on firm level.
This second model, which seems realistic in Dutch labour market
conditions,   can  be  used to explain  the wage drift phenemenon. Wage drift
occurs   if   a   firm  has  to   adj ust wage rates above collectively bargained
levels in order to prevent the departure or to increase the supply of
certain categories of labour. Further it shows that oligopsonistic labour
markets for certain labour categories will slow down the adjustment of all
other factor inputs, including other labour inputs. The empirical  rele-
vance of this model will be investigated in a pooled time series cross
section study of individual firms.
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Footnotes to Chapter 3
1.     See  Harris and Todara  [ 31 ]  , who studied this phenomenon to explain
accelerating urbanisation in developing countries in spite of high
urban and low rural unemployment, or a more recent article of R.
Hall [3n]. More optimistically Pissarides [70] points out that, even
in a situation of rigid wages, reallocation of labour of high wage
sectors to low wage sectors may occur, if expected life incomes in
the low wage sectors is higher than expected life income in the
high wage sector, where expected life income is a function of wage
level and expected duration of unemployment.
2.  Pissarides [70] suggests that not only relative prices but also excess
demand signals (measured e.g. by the ratio of vacancies  and unemploy-
ment in an industry) are important factors in the industrial labour
mobility. On firm level we may expect that expected lay-off proba-
bilities influence the labour supply; this lay-off probability is
inversely related with the number of vacancies on firm level. How-
ever since the number of vacancies of the firm is a parameter in
this model we can limit our attention to the wage-rate as instrumental
variable for the firm's labour supply.






4.  The uniqueness of the optimum follows from the strict concavity
of Y(X) and the convexity of A(AX). Further it is implicitly  assumed
that the optimum lies in the economically relevant region, i.e. X > 0.
5.  Analogously to (18) we can write At as the (positive) difference
between the opportunity costs of disequilibrium and the marginal
costs of adjustment, i.e.
-        -             -    -           -      -
*
X -X AX                AX
1t    1                 1t                lt+1
4=   [  r21' I.221 - ([A21'A221 -B[A21'A221           *
X2t - X2 AX2t AX-2t+ 1
-                             --
for t = 1,...,t0.
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6.      For the specification   of  the adj ustment costs function adopted   in
Chapter 1 it follows immediately that A is a matrix with negative12
elements. Further we may expect that, if substitution between X 1 and
X2 is difficult, 813 and 821 are matrices with negative elements only.
See Chanter 1 for a more detailed analysis.
Further follows from the specification of Y(X) and A(AX) that Aii' -rii
(i = 1,2,) are positive definite matrices, whereas from the properties
of a neoclassical p.f. follows that r is a matrix with non-negative12
elements only. The matrix B.. is a nonsingular matrix with positive
11
diagonal elements.
For the special case that X1 and X2 are one-dimensional input-
vectors, it follows then immediately that Dl and D3 are positive and
D2 is negative. For multi-dimensional input vectors analogous results
are reasonable.
7.  It is important to note that our model allows for heterogenous labour
input. This may explain  the relevance of monopsony in a labour market
dominated by trade unions.  It  is well knewn that trade unions
can offset the implications of monopsony by bargaining for a suffi-
ciently high wage lekel. See eg. Ferguson and Gould [19] . However in
many European countries trade unions, adopting solidarity principles,
bargain for general wage increases ignoring supply and demand candi-
tions in individual labour markets. As a result monopsony may occur
in some submarkets of the economy, where at the bargained wage level
excess demand occurs.
8.  The specification of the labour supply curve should be based on an
analysis of the supply behaviour of individual families and on an
analysis of changes in the composition of the working population.
Assuming a constant composition of the working population and assuming
that the fraction of this population which is willing to accept job
offers of an individual firm depends on the firm's wage rate, we can
specify
X2 = P(w).N
where N is the size of the working population and P(w) can be inter-
Dreted as the distribution function of job acceptane wages with
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lim P(w) = 0, lim P(w) = 1.
W-*0 W-Hoo
A theoretic justification for the distribution P(w) can be based
on the following assumptions:   Ai(w)   is the probability that indivi-
dual i accepts  a job offer  at  wage  rate w, further  g(11 |w)   is  the
frequency distribution of job acceptance probabilities at wage level
w in the working population. Then in continuous notation
P(w) = f A(w) g(w w)dA
In the extreme case that A(w) is either zero or one the density
function  g(11 |w)  is a discrete probability function,  to be specified  as
F  P (w)                 for    w     =     1
g(AIW) = 1
l 1_P(w)  for A=0
so that
P(w) = 1.P(w) + 0.(1-P(w)) = P(w).
Further in this special case, where an individual accepts a job at
wage level w with probability 1 or zero, we can define a density
function of wage acceptane levels, p(w) = P'(w), over the population.
Demographic changes in the working population are reflected in changes
in g(N|w) and thus in the labour supply function X . As a result of
individual differences  in. age, wealth  etc.  of job searchers  and  as  a
result of different expectations of the individual searchers (as a
result of imperfect information) we may expect a dispersion in the
acceptance probability A(w). Thus the labour supply curve depends on
wage expectations of job searchers or more specific on the distribu-
tion  of wage expectations among job searchers.
9.  We have to show that (i) if 3Yit/3Y2t <w 2 for some t>T then only
case (III) holds and that (ii)  if 372·t/3X2·t >w 2 for some t<T then
only case  (III) or case  ( II) holds.
(i)  Let 3Yt/3X2t < w2 for some t then Xt+1 , At 1 0 so that in period
(t+1): AX2 = 8< . Now assume either (a) AX  2. 0 or (b) 8]¢ = 0
or (c) AX  1 0.
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(i.a) Let AX2 > 0 then 3Yt+1/3Y2·t+1 < w2 so that At+2 > At+1   0 and
AX2t+1 = A)(2 > 0 so that using the complete induction theorem
we  obtain  AT  >  0  and  8)(2'T  =  8]   >  0  and  BYT/3)(2T  <  1,2 '
But from AT , 0 follows BYT/BX2'T > w2. This is a contradiction
which excludes (i.a).
(i.b) Let AX2 = 0 then
AX   <0   ,   t= 1,....,T2t -
so that
3 Y     3Y            3y
1                2                               T










A      >  A   > A > ..' >1  >0t+1    t t-1 1-
so that
AX2 T  =   AX   =  0                T  =  2, . . . . ,T
Further follows from X > 0 that AX











and from the complete induction theorem
XT>O
so that
AX   = AXS . 02T    2
3YT    3Yt
YX   = -FX   < W2
2T     2t
This however is in contradiction with AT > 0 so that case (i.b) is
excluded.
(i.c)   Let   8)(2   <   0,   then
AX   < 0 t=1 , . . . . ,T2t    '
so that
3Y         3y                    3X                3Y
12
=-- < -ax <... < ay-  < · · · <  -sr




JX  < w2 T = 1,....,t
2T
and
A -X <0 T = 1,.....,tT  T+1
which gives
At+ 1 > At x At- 1 ,   ' . > Al 2 0
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so that
AX2T = AX2 <0   ,   T= 2,....,t+1
and
AX < 82<0
21 -   2
so that X >X >X*
20 21    2
Further follows  from  (33),(34)  and  the  fact  that  Al¢  <  0,
that in period T either A)(2T f AX2 and
3YT
TX   - w2
2T




so that  E[k, 1 l k < T such that for t = 1,....,k: 3Yt/3X21; < w2'
and  Vt Z k+1: 3Yt/3 X   > w2,2t -
This case which can be called a situation of forced decline due
to labour supply restrictions, will be treated in Case III.
(ii) Let 3 t/BX22 > 1,2 for some t, then At > At+1 21 0 so that
AX = AXS. Now we assume either
2t     2
a) Al(3>0,b) AX =0 orc)&](2<0
(ii.a) Let SX2 > 0 then 3Y /3X , 3Yt/3 X2t so that At-1 > At > 0t-1 2t-1
and AX = AX2.  From
the complete induction theorem follows2t-1
then 35/3X21 3 1'2 and 11 > X2 > 0, so that 8Xl = AX  > 0, so
that   X20  <  X .   This case corresponds  with  case   ( II).
(ii.b) Let AX2 = 0 then 3Yt/3X .= BY /3X > w2 which implies24 t-1 2t-1
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At-1 > At , 0 so that
AX
=  AX2  =  0,   from
the complete
2t-1
induction theorem follows then BY 1/3][21 > 1,2 and Al > 12 > 0
so that AX21 = AX  = 0 and X20 = )(21 < X:. Further we have
AXT < AX2 = 0,   T = t+1,....,T
which gives 3YT/3X2T > w2 and AT > 0. From the complete induc-
tion theorem follows that in this case holds
X20 = X21  =  ' ' ' = X2T < X:
BY·t/3 X2·t>  w2   '   t= 1,.. .,T
AX2 = f(w2 ) = 0, for w2 1 w2
We shall treat this case as a special case of case II.
(ii.c) Let A)(2 < 0 then AX.t 1 AX  < 0, t = 1,....,T so that
X21 > X22 , "' > X2T
and
3Y 1    3Y2          3YT
=7 < 35- < . . .  < 35 
so that
3Y
3T   > w2 for ·r 2 t
25
and
 t > At+1   "' > AT
For T<t w e may either have
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3Y
AiP_ > 1'2 for all T
2T
with AT > for all T and 8](2·r = AX  < 0 for all T so that X20
may be either smaller or greater than X , or
3Y
STI      <  172   for   r   =   1, . . . . ,T o2T
3Y
AX         >   w2    for    T    =    TO+1,....,t
2T
which together with 8Xl ·1 AX  < 0 gives
X20 ' X20
Bo:h cases (ii.b) and (ii.c) will only occur if labour supply
conditions are so bad that even.for w2 2. w2, AX  1 0.
The case with X  > X20 will be treated as a special case of
case II, whereas  the  case  with  X   <  X2   will be treated  as
case III.
10. Strictly, in a model with positive marginal adjustment costs the
constrained growth case is not yet defined. However we don't expect
much additional insight from a detailed analysis of all possible
cases in a model with positive marginal adjustment costs. Therefore
we will limit our attention to a so called constrained growth case,
which is surely one of the most interesting cases in this model.
11. The assumption k=l i s a rather extreme one. In general we may expect
that a firm will raise its wage level w2 (in order to attract a larger
part if the total labour supply) only if the firm expects that over a
longer time it will be confronted with supply constraints, i.e. in
general we expect k > 1.
12. To avoid confusion between the symbols we use, we note that
X         Xi        x          X           AX
lt,X=( 1,  X< = ( 1)  Xo = (x10), Xt = (Xlt),  Xt = (AX ) etc.
)(2 J '      X  '        20         2t          -pt
X
11,                                          11




not as X 1; a similar restriction holds for (x  jo
22
13· For the one-dimensional cases we can solve the equations
AX = -alw2 - a2b-1 + a3
and
AX  =  b  w2  -  all '  with  al '   %'   a3 '   all  >  0,
which gives for w2
a4+a      a32
W2 = ETa1   - b(b+al )
as function of b.
14. Dispersion in wage rates among firms combined with imperfect informa-
tion of the job searcher are an explanation for the dispersion of
acceptance wage levels among job searchers.
Chapter 4
An Econometric Specification of the Factor Demand Model
4.1. The specification of factor demand equations under financial
restrictions and labour supply restrictions
4.1.1. Replacement investments
Before specif9ing the factor demand equations we have to
make additional assumptions about the role of replacement and moderni-
sation expenditures. Usually one distinguishes between expansion
investments, which depend on past and expected sales changes and which,
by assumption, also include substitution investments, and modernisation
and replacement investments, which depend on the rate of technical
Drogress and are for a steady rate of technical progress more or less
proportional with the existing capital stock. In an empirical study
of R. Eisner [15] ,,it was concluded that "Expenditures planned for
replacement and modernisation varied over time and were not a constant
proportion of capital, although they were a much more constant
proportion than were expenditures planned for expansion" and "replacement
and modernisation expenditures moved up and down with expansion
expenditures".  It was found that within each industry replacement
investment moved in the same direction as expansion investment, with
about one-fourth of its amplitude.
Thus the distinction between expansion and replacement
expenditures, as reported by firms,  is  not very clear. F#rther  the
relationship between reported depreciation charges and planned replace-
ment expenditures was obscure. After introducing depreciation charges
as a sevarate determinant in the regression equations for planned
replacement and expansion expenditures, Eisner observed that the
"
coefficients of the depreciation variable seemed erratic with high
standard errors". Therefore  we  will  not  use the published depreciation
allowances by firms as measure for replacement investments. Instead of
this method we will postulate that the "true" replacement investments
are proportional with existing capital stock so that gross investments
It can be decomposed in replacement investments, 6Kt-1' and expansion
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investments AKt which depend on expected growth-possibilities, measured
by K -Kt-1 and possible financial constraints.  Thus we obtain 1)
(1) It = 6Kt-1 + (Kt-Kt-1)
where Kt-Kt-1 is determined in the adjustment models studied in previous
chapters. We note that 6 may differ for individual firms.
With respect to the financing of gross investment expenditures
there is no need to distinguish between replacement (and modernisation)
investments and expansion investments. Total investment expenditures
have to be financed from internal funds (depreciation charges and
retained earnings) and external funds. Thus the internal funds available
for the financing of expansion investments are equal to total available
internal funds minus qt 6Kt-1' where qt is the price of capital goods.
This is a slightly more general specification than in the theoretical
model where replacement expenditures qt 6Kt-1 were assumed to be equal
to depreciation charges.
4.1.2. A model with financial and labour supply constraints
In previous chapters we analysed the influence of financial
and labour constraints on optimal factor adj ustment seperately.   It   is
possible, though analytically burdensome, to analyse within the frame
of a profit maximizing model, the joint influence of financial and labour
constraints on factor adjustment. The specification of the factor
adjustment equations in this section will be based on the special case
that in the first period both available financial funds and labour
supply conditions on the oligopsonistic labour market form effective
constraints on factor adjustment.
Assuming a two-input model, with X 1 the capital input and X2
the labour input, and adopting the notation of previous chapters we
can  write the Langrange function  as
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T
(2)       0 =  Il 82(1-T)(Yt-w'Xt - A(Xt-Xt-1) - R(Ft))t=
87+1 ,
+  -1-8      l 1-r)   [YT-W'XT   -   R(F T) ]
'w2   W20 2
-  S C -  --)C
w2   w20
T
-   r   At[ Ft-Ft_1  - q1(Xlt - Xlt-1 ) +
t=1
(1-d)(1-T)(Yt-w'Xt-A(Xt-Xt- 1 )-R(Ft ))-(1-d)DO1
T
_  I  mt (-f(w2) + X2t - X + d2)2t-1    t
t=1
c    2.
-¥(-w2 +W 2+e)
where At are Lagrange parameters corresponding to the financial balance
conditions, mt the Lagrange parameters corresponding to the labour
supply constraints and Y the Lagrange parameter corresponding to the
minimum wage constraint. Thus 0 is a function
(3)      0 = 0(Xlt' X2t' Ft' At' 91'"",WT'W2'¥)
The first order conditions  of  (2)  can be written as, assuming  that  the
labour supvly constraints are only valid in the first period, so that
mt  =  0,  t  21  2,   and  that  w2  >  w2,   so  that  W  =  0, and using the lineari-
zation of Y(X) and A(X-X_1)
(4)       r(xl-X*) = A AX1 - 71 A AX2 + [ (BR1/3Fl 8 rO)qll
0
+ (B-(1-8)11)(1-r) _91  
,t=1
I'(Xt-X ) =A 8Xt - Y·t A 8Xt-1 +   (3Rt/3Ft _ r )q 1] .t= 2,...,T-1
0
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r(x,r-XR) =Y T A 8Xt T[ (aRT/AFT - ro)ql]  , t=T
0
00        T   s w2 W20
Fl  = b-1[ (1-·r)  I  8·tx21:-( 1-T)(1-d)  E Atx21:+2.-E c      c(- --)1
t=1 t=1
W2 W2   W20
'V
Further we assume that from Deriod 2 onwards F




apt = ro    ,   t 2 2
t
Yt =B      ,   2<t< T-1-  -
Y  = 1-BT
an z
0 < Yl < B
Combining (4) and (5) we obtain for t , 2 the classical first order
conditions,  see eg. Chapter 1, Section  4  so  that  for  T + -
(6)                  8   x    =   B[  I-Bl t-2   [  x*-x 1 1 t = 2,3,...
where  B   is   the adj ustment matrix defined in Chapter 1. Substituting
(6) in (4) we obtain for the first periodB djustment, defining
Ut = 82-(1-d)lt' t= 1,...,T-1 and UT = 1-8 -(1-d)AT for t=T
(7)         r[xl-)(*]  = A Axl - YlAB[ 12-X11  +   (3Rl/3 .1_rO)ql 
T        0
1                            b-ls,W2    W20.
+                      b-1 ( 1-T)   I     vt  X2t  +  2    c     C   c    -  --3   Ju (1-T)
1 t=1 W2   W2    W20
which can be rewritten as
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+ P        T           -1    w2   w20  1 -1 2b  s
b   t lutx2t + (1-T)wc wc - 7-)1
-              2 2   20 1
A further simplification of (8) can be obtained by linearizing 3Rl/3Fl
in the point Fl = F
(9)       3Rl/3Fl = r  + a(Fl-F)
The parameter a depends on the financial structure and the expected
profitability of the firm, and on capital market conditions. It is
clear that the parameter a may differ for individual firms and may
vary over time. In fact a=0 for Fl <F.
To the firat period demand equations for factor inputs in
(8) we can add an equation for the demand of financial funds and a
labour supply equation so that we obtain a complete structural model
for the endogenous variables AX 11' AX12' Fl and 92




c< c - -c)
28   .W2   W20
t=1 (1-T)w2 W2   W20
Fl = FO + q 1 AX11 + Dl - ( 1-r)Cl
2)
w2 = b-1(AX21 - AX2)w2
where Bl and B2 are nonsingular matrices; all eigenvalues of Bl are
positive and all eigenvalues of B2 are negative. The structural model
defined in (10) contains as special cases
(i)  the case without financial constraints, ie. a=0
-1 _   3)(ii) the case without labour supply constraints, ie. b   -0
(iii)the classical case, ie a=0 and b-  =0.
The specification in (10) is thus sufficiently general to test different
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situations with respect tot financial and labour constraints. Further
the model in (10) can be easily interpreted. The first term 81(X*-XO)
in  ( 10) measures unconstrained first period factor adjustment
4)
whereas the second term measures the (negative) influence of financial
and labour supply constraints on actual factor adjustment.
For econometric investigation we assume that the firm updates
its long term planning model every year so that the actual factor
adjustment in period t can be derived as first period factor
adjustment following from a long term model starting in period t.
Thus in (10) we can replace the time suffix 1 by t and 0 by t-1. We
will base our empirical study on a cross section of small time series
t+T
on firm level. For these small time series the quantity I
VT x2T
Tit+1
is assumedly wel approximated by c X2t. Further the parameters a and b-1
may vary over time and over firms.
4.1 3. A multivariate adjustment model with cyclical components
The well known partial adj ustment model   can be specified   as
(11)
A Xt     =     B[   X&     -      X.   -1 1
where X  is the long term equilibrium expected in period t and 8Xt
is the first Deriod adjustment in the planning model starting in period
t. These long term planning models are based on the assumption of
static price expectations and stable product demand curves. In Chapter
1,  Section 4.3 w e analysed optimal factor adjustment distinguishing
expectations for the long run and expectations for the short run which
are influenced by expectations about the cyclical movement of the economy.
Thus distinguishing a cyclical optimum Xt and a stable long run optimum
Xt for factor inputs we derived the following adj ustment equation
(12)
Axt   =   B l[X t   -   Xt- 1 1    +   B2[  4   -   Xt- 1 1
This result was obtained for a model without financial and/or labour
constraints. However for models with financial and/or labour constraints
similar results can be obtained.
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Assuming that financial and labour constraints are effective
in the first period only, optimal first period factor inputs are
determined by the rewritten conditions (7)




28   /w2   w20,
I  Ilt  X2t  +   ( 1-·t·)wc   l.3  -  7-'2   2    20
where Y 1 AB(Xs-Xl) replaces Y 1 AB(X*-Xl). We can rewrite ( 13) as
(14) I rc-A-y,ABI Axl =  rc(xc-xo)  - Y 1  AB(Xs-xo.)
-                       -
'
3 R 1 / 3 F 1 _ r O ) q 1                   0
-1  -1
+                + 111  bl
2s     W2   w20,0                      Ipt X2t + ,   .c (-c - - '
(1-T)w2  w2   w20
Using
(15) BR/3F = rl + a(F-F)
we obtain
(16) X 1 = 81(Xc-XO) + 82(Xs-XO) +
-                       -
a.q 1(Fl-F)
+B
3  Wil  bil(I:utx2t  +       2s    (W2 - : 0))
(1-·r)wc. w    w2  2    20
where Bl' B2 and B3 are non-singular matrices with positive eigenvalues
for 81 and 82 and negative eigenvalues for 83,
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4.1.4. The structural model
Combining the results of the preceding sections we obtain a -
complete structural model in the endogenous variables Kt' Lt' Ft and
wt, which consists of three stochastic equations· and one identity.
Adopting the SDecification with cyclical components for the factor
adj ustment equation in Section   (4.1.3) we obtain
AXt = 81(Xt-Xt- 1 )+82(X -Xt- 1 ) +
-                           -
at qt(Ft-Ft)
+B
3     1.Ii 1   b  1 (cx22-1   +       2s           (121  _  w21-1 ) )
(17)                            -                 ( 1-,)4t "2t   W t-1
Ft = Ft_1 + qt It + Dt -(1-T)Ct-1 + At-1
62; = b-1 (AX2t - 8][2t)w t
We will concentrate our efforts on the estimation of the factor demand
equations. In the following sections we will study the specification
of these equations in detail.
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4.2. Further soecification problepis
4.2.1. The Specification of the product demand curve.
The factor demand model studied in the previous chapters is
based on the assumption of monopolistic competition (with perfect com-
petition  as a special  case). A monopolistic competitor tries  by his
marketing efforts, e.g. product differentiation, promotion activities
etc, to create a kind of monopolistic market for his products. However
even then the quantity demanded depends not only of the price of the
product but also of prices and marketing actions for similar products.
Thus the product demand curve will show a negative relationship
between quantity, Qt, and price, Pt; further we have to include shift
variables  Dt' e.g. the price of competitors DE. Assuming a multiplicative
form for the product demand curve we specify
-1/Y
(18)     Qt = Aopt ·Dt Y>0
where -  is
the price-elasticity of demand. Assuming that the firm
operates under elastic demand conditions implies: 0<y<1.
4.2.2. Form of the revenue function and specification of optimal inputs
Let the revenue function be specified as
(19) Y<xt) = p(Qt)·Qt = A.Dt,QtY Qt
where Dt are shift variables in the product demand curve. Allowing for
disembodied t.p. we can specify Qt as
At
(20)     Qt = e   F(Lt'Kt)
where F(Lt'Kt) is either the CD-pf or the CES-pf.
For the  CD-pf we obtain, combining (19) and (20)
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A(1-y).t a 8
(21) Y(Xt) = A Dt.e .Lt Kt 'a,8>0, a+B<1
where 0<a+B<1 correspond to the assumed, strict concavity of
the tevenue function in factor inputs. ((a+B)/(1-y) is the returns to
scale parameter of the p.f. F(Xt))· For the CES-pf. we obtain, combining
(19) and (20)
(22) Y<Xt) =A Dt.[6Kto + (1-6)LIP]-v/0. eA(1-y)t  ,0<v<1
where v/(1-y) is the returns to scale parameter of the p.f.
The first order conditions
3y-               3 t
, «3,           3.Lt  =  wt         ;         .SiEI   =  ct
,  where ct measures "user costs of capital", yield  for a CD-pf.
DY      Y                                 w
SL    =   a  Lt   =   wt      or      Lt   =   a  wtl.Yt   =   a (p )-1.Qt
(24)
3Y      Y                                  c
§Kt = B   = ct  or  Kt = B ci 1 Yt = B (p )-1 Qt
tt
so that in the optimum the ratio between optimal labour and capital
input is equal to
Lc
(25)             -t=  &       -1
Kt   B ' wt
Substitution of (25) in (21) gives the relation between optimal inputs
and optimal prices vt and output Yt
-].ZI
-'*It   (vt)ci+ . (5)..8L  =El et                                  c                F
(26)
tt
AlI w _L y LI
K     =   E_   e     a+B      (-1) 01+8   (_t) 01+Bt 2  c ptt
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Specification (26) will be called a structural form specification,
the demand for factor inputs depends on the technological progress
term, the factor price ratio, which measures the substitution effect,
and the endogenously determined optimal demand, which measures the
expansion effect. However if we substitute (25) in (24) and specifying
Yt as in (21) we obtain a "reduced form" specification
---L__ 1(-1=I_)t -(1-B)   -B1-a-B 1-a-B 1-a-B 1-a-B
Lt = 01'Dt       e          w         ctt
(27)
1                X (-l=I) t
a -(1-a)
1-a-B 1-a-8 1-a-B 1-a-B
Kt = m2,Dt       e           w        ctt
If we would use for Dt the specification
E  e/y
(28) Dt=pt·Qt-1 0<0<1
which corresponds to a product demand curve of the type
(29) Pt = Al pt·Qt-i·Qt
E  e/y  -y
then we obtain for (27)
Y O 1-a-B1-a-8 1-a-B   vt) - 1-a-8. (PtLt=(h e t-1        c             cQ                        )t
(30)
1-a
1-a-B 1-Ta-BO (wt) 1 -1-0-8    p  =t-8
Kt = 92
e
Qt- i                     c                             Tdi 
If  (a+B)/1-y =  1  or  1-a-B = y we obtain some further simplifications.
Note the striking differences between (27) and (26), in (26) the coef-
ficient of the technical progress term is negative, whereas in (27) this
coefficient is positive. Obviously technical progress increases,for given
prices, optimal input and output levels. However for given output, say
Qt, the influence of technical progress on input-levels is negative.
For a CES-pf. the first order conditions can be written as
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0       0 (1+  t)
(31) I'l = a wt 'Yl.
a      a (1+  t)
Kt = a ct 'Yt
which for v=1 gives
Lt = a wta. Yt
(32)
Kt = b wta. Yt
In the general case, v 4 1, we obtain for the ratio between optimal
labour and capital input
6              ct, -1+E
(33)               Lt   =    (-1-6    .   2-J            Kt
Substituting (33) in the CES-revenue function (22) we obtain
_e_   1/11         Y          1-L         _All-Il    ·t6 .ct  1+p   v p  _1  v     v
Lt = El((1-6) + 6((1-6 wt            Pt
e
(34)
-p  1-7 1  Y  1-y  -A(1-y)
l
Kt = 42(6+ (1-6)(163. 1)-1.+8)v p ( 1) v e V




L =a w-aD           . e                     V     [ 6.(-6- 31) 1+P  LI +C 1-6 )Ltp]-v/P
t t t 1-6'w
t
or
" (t't) c -2_ v1-v -0
ent.[(1-6)+6(366  vt) 1+p]  - p




ZE-    0( 1+2.)     11- t
L  =9 .wl-v.Dl-v v.e 1-v' 'I (1-6)+6((--8-r)·ct)-1.t ]-V/P..11vt     lt t 1-0 W
t
(35) and
35         35(  1 + ) 332
-v  1
Kt = W2oct Dt
,     I '+C 1-') C--t.F . I )ifi· 1-9.1-v
where n = A(1-y).0(1+ P-).
V
Comparing (26) and (34), or (27) and (35), we observe that
CD   and CES-specifications for the revenue function differ in the
specification of the factor-price variables. However the specification
of the shi ft-variatile  Dt' the technical progress  term and the optimal
sales term Yt is roughly identical. To test the hypothesis of a CD-pf.
versus a CER-pf. we linearize the factor price variable as follows
p  1-y 1
6  ct 1+9) v 'p
g(p) . ln((1-6) + 6(-1-6 vt)
ln    (  1-6 )    +   8 (3 3    ct),e / 1+9
= 1fy
V P
so that a Taylor series expansion of g(p) around p=0 gives,
analogous to the Taylor series expansion of the CES-pf ignoring the
terms higher than the second order
5)
C                                       C
g(e) = -17 (1-0)8 l.(-166 v ) +  1. 0 17 6(1-6)(l„(-1.66 w ))2
Using this linearization we can write as general form for (34)
C                    C
In Lt=al+82t+a3 ln   + a#(ln -165  )2 + a5 ln Yt/pt
(36)
c            6  Ct
Ln K.t=.f,1+b2t+b3 ln ;;·t + bl'(ln -1.-6 v )   + b5 ln yt/pt
t
with a3 < 0 and a4' b3' b 4 > 0· The hypothesis of a CD-pf. implies:
HO: a4 = 0  and  a2 = b2
b4 = 0 a5 =b5
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whereas for the CES-pf. holds.
HA: a4 > 0   and  a2 = b2
b4 > 0   and  a5 = b5
4.2.3. Technical progress, factor substitution and vintage production
function
In Chapter 1 we postulated the existence of an aggregated
production function, F(K,L), on firm level, Le . labour and capital
could be freely substituted for all vintages, at least if the firm was
willing to produce the necessary adjustment services. Introducing
(embodied) technical progress (t.p.) in our production function we can
use this outty-putty property of the production function to derive
6)En aggregatei production function with disembodied t.p. This result
is based on an analysis by solow [Bo ] (an extensive exposition can be
found in Allen  [   1    , p. 283-2891).
In this model a change in factor price ratio leads to
substitution of labour and capital over all vintages. However for old
vintages the costs of adjustment services necessary to perform the
capital labour substitution may be excessively high relative to the
value of those vintages. In that case these old vintages will be
scrapped.
Thus in our putty-putty production function with internal adjustment
costs an analogous scrapping condition  as  in the putty-clay model holds.
Very roughly this mechanism can be represented in our model by speci-
fying for the rate d of technical and economic obsolescence
(37) d = d( ) = d  + dl
A 
, d , d1 > 0
Thus the amount of scrapped capital goods is proportional with
existing capital stock (assuming a steady- growth capital accumulation)
and  depends  on the change  in the factor price ratio.   We  note  that  ( 37)
can be used to test the pure putty-putty hypothesis versus some form of
putty-cley p.f. by testing
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(38) HO: dl = 0
HA: dl > 0
4.2.4. Forecasting schemes
In the specification of the adjustment model we distinguish
expected values of optimal output for the short run and expected
long run values of optimal output and factor price ratio. The long
run values can be considered as trend values whereas the short run
variables consist of a trend variable plus a cyclical component.
Forecasting of trend and cyclical components can be based on adaptive
forecasting techniques, on rational expectations or on a combination
of both.
With respect to Qt which is the expected optimal output
in period t, the symbol c denoting the cyclical component, at optimal
price  pc,  or with respect  to the expected optimal revenue
Qtc  p 7) , where expectations are formed in period t-1, the adaptive
forecasting schene seems, given the irregular character  of  the
(business) cycle, not appropriate. We may safely assume that the
entrepeneur bases its expectations about possible optimal sales and
price in period t on all information available to him in period t-1,
including forecasts of National Economic Bureaus, articles in business
magazines etc., that is the entrepeneur forms his expectations rationally.
In Appendix C different approaches to the specification of rational
expectations are studied. One approach is to replace the expected
optimal value Qt by its actual Qt in period t. This is however a
rather inelegant solution in an adjustment model where actual and
8)
optimal values of variables should be carefully distinguished
A second approach uses the basis assumption of the rational expectations
approach   that the expectation  Qt is formed  as   i f the economic agents
use all relevant information, following from the structure of the
economic system, which is availabe at the end of period t-1. Let 92t-1
be the information about the optimal variable Q   at the end of period
t-1,  then we can define  Qt  as
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(39)
Q     -     Et  Q   i n t- 11
Assuming a linear regression function of Qt with respect Lo nt-1 we
9)can write
(40) Rt = nt-1 6
C
Now we can substitute nt-1 6 for Qt in the adjustment model so that
we have to estimate jointly the adjustment model parameters and the
rational expectations parameters 6. See also Appendix C, Section 1.4.
The specification of the expected long run optimal sales
variable QI is also problematic. In the theoretical adjustment
model
we assumed a stable long-run product demand curve over the planning
horizon. An estimate of long-run sales can then be based on a simple
adaptive expectations scheme or on an ARMA model. However sometimes
it seems reasonable, though at variance with the assumptions of the
theoretical model ,   to  assume a steadily growing output. Adaptive
10)
expectations or ARMA models can then be based on a series of differenced
data, eg. changes in observed sales data, or relative changes in
observed sales data. As a special case we may assume a steady relative
growth  rate   of  Qt   over the sample period.   In   an adj ustment model speci-
fied in relative cha:  ges of the variables this steady growth rate can
be represented by the constant term.
4.2.5. The specification of the labour market variables
In Section 4.1.3 we found as specification for the influence
of the labour market variables on the first period decision 8Xl
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0
(41)      B
3
u 1   b'; 1(         Ut   x2t  +       28           (1  -  IRQ) )
t=1 (1 -T)'4 '4 '40
T
where  I vt X2t was approximated, for small time series, by c.X21'
t=1
Further the coefficient bl is the parameter of the labour supply
function on firm level
(42)
AL 1    =    A L 1    +   b 1 (W 2    -   w2 )
Using the symbol i to denote the i-the firm and t for the
first period decision of the planning model starting in period t,
the following specifications for the firm-dependent parameters b and s
could be ttied
(i)  b. = b.11
si = s X2t
where s. =s X is based on the assumption that the value of1      2t
the penalty function 3(w2 - w2) depends on the size of the labour
input. For (41) we find for the i-th firm
0                         -
B3                -1
-1       s'bi  X2((w2t - w2t-1 c.b X +
i   2t     w t     w2t  W2t-1
CC
where   s'    = 2s 111/(1-T), which   in the proportional adj ustment
model, to be defined in Section 4.2.7., leads to
0
(it 1  83 Xt-1)    c.bT1  X2t        s'bi'  X2t    ,w2t     w2t-1 ,
1   X2t- 1     wc      X2t-1 <wc   - wc'
2t 2t 2t-1
where X is a diagonal matrix with diag (X) = X.
(ii) It could be argued that the labour supply on firm level depends
on the relative size of this firm on the relevant labour_market.
Assuming a proportional labour supply model and a constant 'total
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employment on market level we can specify for b.1
b. =b X
1      2t
where X2t is the labour input of the firm. Further assuming for si
S. .S X
1      2t




1   s'b-1,w2t   w2t-1
cb   + -cl--c  - -c)
w2t   1,2t   1,2t-1
which in the proportional adjustment model, to be defined in
Section 4.2.7 leads to
-                                 -
0
I Xt- 1   83  Xt- 11
cb-1      1        +  s 'b-1        1          (W2t _ 51=1).X            C        C    C
2t-1 w2t X2t-1 w2t   w2t-1
Remark.  If we would .specify- the factor demand functions in terms of
X** instead of X* where X<* = f(w ,c) and X' = f(w2'c) and-        -
0
x** = x* - r 1
C
W2 - W2




("2  -  w )
This term measures the negative impact of labour market
constraints on the optimal factor input levels.
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In empirical research based on small time series with little
variation in the various price variables it might be necessary
to combine this term with the wage drift variables found in
(i) or (ii) into one term. For the proportional adjustment
model (51) of Section 4.2.7 we might very heuristically
specify this term as I 6(w /Wv)/(Wt-1/14_1)1.
4.2.6. The specification of the debt capacity
-
In the theoretical adjustment model the variable Ft is used
for the critical amount of external debt. If (total) external debt
exceeds this critiaal value the marginal costs of (external) funds
(m. c.f.) start rising, below this value the m. c.f. are assumed to be
constant. Clearly F  is an unobservable variable; it can be interpreted
as measuring the firm's debt capacity which depends on e.g. the debt
coverage ratio (or fixed charges coverage ratio) and the debt equity
ratio.
-
Let us assume, rather arbitrarily,  that  F.   can be specified
as
(43) Ft = Et + d(DCRt - DER)
where Et is equity capital, DCRt is the debt coverage ratio, DCR is
some standard value of the debt coverage ratio and d is a parameter
which may have different values for individual firms. Using (43) we
-
can write for (Ft - Ft)
-
(44) (Ft - Ft) = (Ft - Et) + d(DCRt - DCR)
In the proportional adj ustment model,   to be specified in Section   4.2.7)
we have to estimate the financial influence via
at qt(AFt - Aft)/Kt-1




where at follows from 3Rt/3Ft = rt + at(Ft - Ft). We may assume that
for short time series at is constant per firm but varies for individual
firms (since different firms may represent different risk classes).
Thus we can write for (45)
-                        -
AF.  - AE ADM.
lt     it             lt
a1i  Kit-1/qt   + a2i Kit-1/qt
(46)      A
3
0
-                    -
where the suffix i denotes the i-th firm and the symbol qt is used
for the price of investment goods.
Remark: It could be argued that instead of (45) this term lagged
with one year is the relevant financial variable for the
investment decision. For empirical analysis both specifications
can be tried.
4.2.7. The specification of the factor demand model
4.2.7.1. Introduction
In this section we combine the results of Section 1 .and the
preceding subsections to a complete specification of the factor demand
model. Throughout this section we will only study the structural form
of the factor adjustment model as defined in Section 4.1.4. Specification
of the reduced form (R.F. )  may be interesting for forecasting or policy
purposes but the R.F. is not the appropriate specification for
estimation purposes. Not only is estimation based on the structural
form of the model in general more efficient than estimation based on
the R.F. , in this special case an additional drawback of the R.F. is
that all coefficients in the R.F.-specification depend on the non-
constant structural form parameters of the financial and labour constraint
variables.
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4.2.7.2. The proportional adjustment model
Starting point for the specification of the proportional
adjustment model is model (17) in Section 4.1.4. After a suitable
rescaling we obtain the more convenient form
11)
AK Kc-K Es-K
t                     t t-1 t  t-1
K                        K                      K
t-1 t-1 t-1
(47)
-   (it 11   8 1   Xt- 1
)
+    (K,   82   Xt- 1 )
AL Lc_£ Ls-L
t                     t t-1 t  t-1
L                         L
t-1 t-1 Lt-1
-at   qt(Ft   -   /t) /Kt- 1
+  (XI,  83 it-1 )
Icii + C cc321.  Ot_  2&-1)1
I·'2t  1,2t   w2t-1  _1
where the last term is based on case (i) in Section 4.2.5. Further we
have to include in our model an equation which specifies the relation-
ship between gross investments replacement investments and net growth
of capital stock. In Section 4.1.2. we specified
(48) Kt - Kt-1 = It - d Kt-1
Unfortunately the parameter d, which may be different for individual
firms, is unknown and has to be estimated together with the other
parameters. Rescaling (48) gives
(49) Kt - Kt-1 = It   - d 12)KK
t-1 t-1









-                                           -                                  -                    -
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where Ai = Xt11 Bi Xt-1 'i= 1,2,3.
Transforming model (50) by a first order difference operation
on the variables gives after some minor modifications
- - - - -- C  -I                                 I             k
_1_ d' 3.-1                  -t    -AK.6 -
K
t-1 Kt-2 Kt-1 Kt-1
(51)           =      + [I-Al-A21 +A +A12
AL
AL        ALt          ALSt                                                 t-1 t
L                                                 L
- 0 -
t-1 Lt-2 Lt-1 t-1
6- - -  - -
-            -
AFt - AFt
at' t  Kt-1
+A
3
7   w2t   w2t-1.
Cli + c2i 4 -2 <-7- - -0   '1
W2t w2t W2t-1
where the last term is based on case (i) in Section 4.2.5, and where
d' = d(1-[I-Al-A2111)'
For  AKt/Kt- 1  and ALt/L we can write, using a rather rought-1
linear approximation of specification (26) in Section 4.2.2.
W
0               4 (Ct)AK             AQt                 t           t
K---= -A + a 1 c + a2 w ,   01   0,  a2 > 0
t-1           Q          t-1t-1      -
(52)
ct-1
«          64 + 0 1 ,     a3<0
A (ft 
L    = -1 +
a




is the rational expectation of the optimal relative
output change in period t. Analogously  we can obtain a specification
corresponding to specification (27) in section 4.2.2.
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E
W                      P.
8(t) 8 (-1)
«           AQ          c                  ADt-1            t
Kt-1   =   A l   +   7 1   33  +   72  vt-       +   Y 3   1,-  +   74  Dt-1
C




8Lt     AQ .  a<( )  8(Fl)  AD-t=1 +Y     t           tL= Al + 71 Q
5 .w     + YJ  E    + 74 Et 1t-1 t-2 t-1
Ct-1       ct-1
where p  is the rational expectation of the output price of competitors
and ADt is the expected change in other shift variables and Al > 0,
71' 72' 73' 74 > 0 and 75 < 0, For AKt/Kt-1 and ALt/Lt-1 we can obtain
similar results, eg
8(Ta )
AKs        M       C
(54) - = -A+a- +a-ttK ls 2




For small sample periods we may assume that AQ;/QI-1 and 8(_1)/_1=1S    S
ct  ct-1
are  constant  so  that  ( 54)   can be rewritten  as
S
aK
(55) K    = -x + al  1 + 02  2
t
t-1
where  1 measures the steady growth  rate of output,  and  g2 the steady
growth rate of the factor price ratio.
If we would base the specification of the relative change
in optimal factor level on the CES-pf. instead of the CD-pf.
as in (52) and (53) we can write approximately
14)
Aic            8Qe                       (w /c )t 8(wt/ct, ,Att,2
(56)      Kt-1 = -A + 01 2  + 04 wt-1/ct-1+ a5 Cwt-1/gt-1 '
t-1
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A similar approximation holds for ALt/Lt-1'  8Kt/Kt-1,  ALt/Lt-1 '
Instead of the parameter d' we could specify a more general
form (assuming some kind of putty clay vintage production function,
see Section 4.2.3.)
W
(57) d' = d' + d;8((t)
The hypothesis of a putty-clay pf. can than be tested by testing
HO:d; = 0 versus HA: d  > 0.
To these factor adjustment equations we can add a definition
equation  for the ecternal debt variable,   F '   and  the wage forming
equation (or labour supply equation) defined in Section 4.2.5. The
stochastic specification of this model together with the choice of
the estimation methods will be studied in Section 4.3.
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4.3. Stochastic specification
4.3.1. The specification of the error processes of the adjustment
model and the rational expectations model
Let   the adj ustment model·,   in  its  most   simple   form, be given
by
(58) AYt = a(yt _ Yt-1) + Et
where the error term £4 measure the misspecification of and errors
.  15)
in the adjustment process . It is advisable to assume for Et a
sufficiently general but simple correlation structure. As the most
simple structure of no correlation is usually considered too restric-
tive for economic time series, we will assume either an ARIMA (1,0,0)
or an ARIMA (1,1,0) scheme for the £t-proces. Both schemes are
reasonably wdll to handle in our estimation procedures. Thus we assume
either that Et is the unique stationary solution of a positive first
order Markov scheme
(59) E  = P Et-1 + nt '
0<p<1
t
where Et follows a white noise process or that betis the unique
stationary solution of a first order Markov scheme, i.e. Et follows a
first order integrated autoregressive process:
(60) (Et - Et_1) = P (Et-1 - Et-2) + nt
A rationalisation for specification (60) is that the error term might
represent omitted variables, which do not, as is frequently assumed,
follow a first order autoregressive process but follow an first order
integrated autoregressive process. See eg. Newbold and Davies [   ]
An often used difference  transformation on (58) gives
(61) AYt = (1-a) Ayt-1 + a AYt + Aet
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where Aft is either negatively correlated with 6Et-1 if
specification (59) holds or positively correlated with AE i>O, ift-i'
specification (60) holds.
Let us further assume that Y  is the rationally formed
expectation of the optimal (equilibrium) value of Y in period t.
More specifically we assume that
(62) 8Yt = 8Zt Y + ut
where ut is a white noise process, uncorrelated both with Zt and Et.
Substituting (62) in (61) we find
(63) AYt = (1-a)8Yt-1 + Azt ay + (a ut + 8Et)
where ut is uncorrelated both with
AY and with 8Zt. Definingt-1
(64)      v  = (a ut + AEt)t
the error term vt is the sum of a white noise process and the process
bet' specified in (61), which is characterived by a AR(1) process.
As an approximation for the process {v } we might assume that {vt 
is the stationary solution of a first order. Markov scheme with
Markov parameter 0,  0| < 1.
4.3.2. Simultaneity problems
The adjustment model defined in Section  4.1  and 4.2 fbrms
part of a simultaneous equations model. The disadvantages of ordinary
least squares estimators in simultaneous equations models are well
known (simultaneity bias)·.  As an alternative to ordinary least squares
we can use two-stages least squares estimators or the more general
instrumental variable estimators.
Note that the expected optimal value Y< in the adjustment
model of Section (4.3.1)i s i n general  not an endogenous vatiable   in
the   context   of an adjustment model. However replacing  Yt  by  an
observable proxy variable we can easily introduce simultaneity problems.
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4.3.3. Errors in variables
In some specifications of the adjustment model in Section
4.2. the unobservable ( rational) expectational variable  Y is replaced
by an observable variable, thus creating an errors in variables model.
Further it is possible that we wrongly assume that the entrepeneur
forms his expectations rationally. The consequence of this wrong
assumption is a misspecification of the model (the inclusion of irre-
levant and omission of relevant variables). In Appendix C we will
study the forming of expectations and the statistical and stochastic
consequences in more detail.
As we will observe in Chapter 5 the capital stock variable
and  the  "cost of capital" variable are subject to observation errors.
These errors are mainly due to the discrepancy between reported
depreciation charges and actual replacement investments and the lack
of reliable interest-rates in the published annual accounts of the
firms under investigation. Since the capital stock variable and the
"cost of capital"   vari able appear as regressors       in the factor demand
equations we are confronted with a classical errors in variable model.
Unfortunately the use of instrumental variable estimators seems
impossible for lack of appropriate instruments. Thus we have to
accept the bias in the estimated parameters due to these observation
errors. We could try to compute the magnitude of this bias but  this
would require rather tiresome and extensive computations.
4.3.4. Systematic and random parameter variation
4.3.4.1. Systematic parameter variation
In our theoretical model   it was shown   that   the adj ustment
speed of factor inputs depends on financial and labour constraints.
As a general specification we can write
(65) AYt = at(Yt - Yt-1) + Et
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with
at = a(AFt' Awt)
where AFt measures the change in the amount of external funds and
Aw  measures the change in the wage rate. Adopting an additive specifi-
cation for at'
(66) at =a+ al(AFt) + a2(Awt)
we can write for (65)
(67) AYt = a(Yt - Yt-1) + 01(AFt)'(Yt-Yt-1) + a2(Awt)(Yt-Yt-2) + Et
The econometric specification derived in Section 4.2
differs from (67), it can'be written as
(68)
8Yt   =   a(Y:_Yt- 1 )   +   a l    AFt   +   c'2   Awt
However specification (68), which is much simpler than the rather
awkward specification (67), is only an approximation of the theoreti-
cally correct specification which should be written as
(69) 8Yt = a(AFt' Avt)·(Yt-Yt-1) + al(Yt) AFt + a2(Yt) awt
Thus the use of specification (68) in stead of the correct specifica-
tion (69) may cause misspecification bias and autocorrelation of the
error term. Decisive advantages of (68) are however its simple linear
structure and the fact that (68) is a very convenient specification
to test the hypothesis of significant influence of financial (or
labour) constraints   on  the adj ustment process.
Analogous remarks can be made with respect to the cyclical
influence  on the adjustment matrices  Al   and  A ' In Chapter   1   we  have
shown that these matrices depend on a cyclical parameter n so that
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Al = Ai(n), A2 = A2(n)
In our empirical specification we assume constant adjustment parameters,
-    -      -    -              -
say Al and A2 where Al and A2 are evaluated in n, the average sample
value of the cyclical parameter n. It is obvious that the differences
(Al-Al) (Xe-XO), (A2-72)(X*-XO)
may cause autocorrelation of the error term.
4.3.4.2. Random varameter variation
In empirical studies based on a sample of pooled time-series
cross-section data it seems reasonable to assume that one or more of
the structural parameters vary over individual firms, thus reflecting
differences in technology, management, location etc. and consequently
productivity. The most simple specification is based on the assumption
that the intercept term represents these individual differences. This
assumption leads either to the well-known classical covariance model
or to the more fashionable random-effects (or variance-components)
model. In Appendix D we will analyse these models in more detail.
A more general assumption with respect to the (stochastic)
specification of these interfirm differences is that all structural
parameters differ  for each individual   firm.   In the classical econometri c
approach this implies that a separate regression equation has to be
estimated for each individual firm. As a further step classical F-tests
can be used to test the hypothesis that one or more of the structural
parameters are equal for all firms within a certain subgroup or
industry.
In the recent econometric literature (see eg. the survey
article of Swamy [84 ] )a stochastic approach is proposed to represent
the interfirm differences in parameter values. The procedure is as
follows. Let the structural model be
(70) Y.. = X.. B. + E..,  i = 1'...,n, j = 1,...,T




ELE..1 =0, E[E.. E....1=4 1l J    lJ l J' 1lo     ,  else
where n is the number of firms and T the number of observations per
firm and assume that the value ·Bi of the parameter vector B for the
i-th firm can be seen as a sample drawing from a suitable probability
distribution with mean B  and covariance matrix 8, i.e.
(71)
fli =B+112 i = 1,...,n
with
E[ 141 = O, Cov(Bi) = 8
Further we assume that the fi-vectors are independent sample drawings
so that
(72) Cov(u., ui) = 0  if  i 4 i '1
Combining (70), (71) and (72) we obtain
(73) y.. = X.. 8 + (E +X. u.)  ,  i= 1,...,n,  j= 1,...,T
-1 J    l J      -i j    i J -1
or in vector notation
(74) y, = X. B + (E. + X. U.) i = 1,...,n
-1 1 -1    1 --1
with
E[ 4  +  xi  lgil   =  0
ra2 I   +X.  AX:,i=j
l i T 11
E[ (E. + X. u.)(E. + X. u.)'1 = -1   1 -1 -J    J-J     1 0           , else
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Stacking the n vectors Xi in one long vector Y and doing the same for
the righthand side terms we get
(75) Y=XB+n
with
-                                        -
2
a  I+X  AX'             0l T  1 1
cov(n) =
20           an IT + Xn AXr 
If we would ignore interfirm differences in parameter
values and would simply specify the model
(76) Y=XB+W
then follows from (75), provided that (71) holds, that the error term
w is heteroscedastic and that the individual time series are serially
correlated. As a general specification for the stochastic structure
of w we oould consider the autoregressive heteroscedastic model
(77) W.. = P. W.. +e i = 1,...,n,  j = 1,...,T
1J    1  1J-1    ij
with
E[  e. . ]    =   0
1J r 21°i  ,i=i' 'j=j'
E[ 0..  0.  ..1  =4
1 J l,J, L 0   , else
At least for small time series this specification might be a fairly
good approximation of the true specification in (75)16).
In our estimation procedures we will distinguish between
covariance models and random effects models as alternative specifications
for  individual firm differences in intercept. With respect to interfirm
differences for the other structural parameters we will adopt the
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classical approach, using F-tests to test for equality of parameters
for firms in certain (sub)groups. The implementation of stochastic
parameter models in our adjustment model raises some very difficult
problems due to the inclusion of endogenous and unobservable variables
17,18)under the regressors . Further stochastic parameter model produce
only estimates of the mean value B whereas we might be interested. in
individual parameter values and in (testing) differences between para-
meter values for firms or groups of firms. We conclude    that a misspeci-
fication of (random) parameter variation may result in autocorrelation
and heteroscedasticity of the error term.
4.3.5. Conclusion
In this section we investigated the stochastic specification
of the factor adjustment model. In Section 4.3.1 we concluded that
the influence of errors in the adjustment process and omitted variables
in the original structural model caused autocorrelation of the error
term;  further in Section  4.3.4 we found that an incorrect specification
of the stochastic nature of the structural parameters might cause
19)
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity of the error term . Further
we investigated in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 the consequences of the
inclusion of endogenous and unobservable variables under the list of
regressors.  The  use of instrumental variables,   if  they are available,
was recommended.
In our empirical research it seems wise to use instrumental
variable methods and an error term specification which allows for
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in a pooled time-series cross-
section setting. In Appendix D we propose and discuss several
estimation methods, based on these conclusions.
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Footnotes to Chapter 4
1)  This definition differs from the definition used in the annual
reports of the firms under investigation. In these reports the following
definition is used
Kt = Kt-1 - At + It
See also Chapter 5, Section 2.2.
2)  Instead of this financial balance equation we could also specify
Fl = FO + ql Il + Dl - ((1-r)(1 + Al)
where q1 Il are gross investment expenditures and Al are reported
depreciation allowances and Cl reported profits in period 1.
See Chapter 2.
3)  For b 1 = 0 the wage forming equation in (10) is no longer correct;
for bil=0(the unconstrained  case )w e obtain   as wage forming
equation (see Chapter 3) either
, W20 (1-T) 1 C
w2  =  1 -c-  -  -Fs-  Eut  X tX2t' w2
w2O
if w2 > w2 or else w2 = w2.
4)  Strictly X* depends on the endogenously determined wage rate w2 and
81 on the endogenously determined parameter Yl so that this inter-
pretation, though helpful in empirical analysis, is not entirely
theoretically correct.
5)  See e.g. Bridge [8] .
6)  An additional requirement is constant returns to scale for the
vintage p.f.
7)  In empirical studies we will usually prefer the variable Q .
8)  Since Qt is the rational expectation of the optimal output Qr
and  not   of the actual output   Qt, the replacement   of  Qt  by Qt would
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21generate a serious errors in variable problem.  Let  Qt  =  E[ Qt int-11
where nt- 1 is al relevant information available at the end of
period t-1. Let us specify
Qt I Q: + 't
then nt is correlated with the regressor Qt so that an IV-estimator
should be used.
9)  The specification of the regression function (40) is based on the
structure of the economic system, represented by an appropriately
specified economic model.
10) It is of  course possible to incorporate in the theoretical model
the possibility of a steadily growing output. Since this is not
essential for the characteristics of the derived adjustment model
we will not discuss this model. See also Chapter 1, footnote 12.
11) The transformed equations can be more easily linearized than the
original structural form. The linearization is based on the follo-
wing rather rough approximation of a non-linear function. Let
Yt  =   g(xltp'-'Xkt)
where g(.) is a continuously differentiable function then approxi-
mately
AY      k     AX.
» -  E  'i »
t-1 T=1 lt-1
where ai are the elasticities between Yt and Xit' i = 1,...,k
a  .3..)   xit
i   3Xit  ' Yit
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The approximation will be better if the ratio's 8Yt/Yt-1 and
AXit/Xit-1, i = 1,...,k, are small.
A further advantage of rescaling the factor demand functions
is a reduction of possible heteroscedasticity of the error terms
of  the adj ustment process (especially important in cross section
studies). See also Section 4.3.1,
12) Since the parameter d is unknown the capital stock, to be computed
from (48J has to be based on an estimated value d. Some kind of
iterative procedure for estimating d from the investment equation
and computing Kt for the given estimate d seems necessary.
13) An advantage of the difference transformation is that it
'removes" the strong positive autocorrelation which is likely to
occur in the error term of the adjustment process. See also Section
4.3.1.
14) For a CES-pf we have from (36), Section 4.2.2.
C
(a) Bln Ktc = a.2+a 3 Aln( ) +a 5 Aln Q  +a l l[ 21n -1   (Aln f) +t
CC
+   (ln     t)2   -   (ln  -·t-1)2]
W W
t          t-1
where
C                               C         C           C         C
(b) (ln ·-t)2 - (ln  11)2 = (ln -1 - ln -t-1)(ln
-t + in -)t-1.
vt                  vt    vt-1     wt      wt-1
c      c         ct-1.
=  aln  vt( Aln  vt  +  2   1n  D--)t     t        t-1
W                              W                              W
= 2 l. t.:.,» t. (Al. 4)2
W W
.   c   Aln  f  +   ( Aln  f) 2tt
vt-1 .assuming that ln ( is roughly constant over the sample period.
t-1
We can now write instead of (a)
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W W
(c) Aln Kt = bl + b2 Aln ·g·1 + b3(8 ln ·Ek)2 + b4 Aln Qt
tt
or the approximation 'Jn relative changes in (56).
15) Thus Et is correlated with variables which are determined within
the adjustment process but is uncorrelated with (expected) optimal
or equilibrium variables,   such  as  Yt.
16) This can be shown as follows. The covariance matrix of w specified
in (77) is
1        2- op   0
« 1 1
COV(W) =
0            1  02 P2 n n
1-Pn
-                  -
with
-                      -
2        T-1
1     pi     Pi    ··· pi
T-2
P. = P. 1 pi ··· Pi11
T-1 T-2 pT-3      1P. P. ..
111
-                   -
which for short time series could be used as an approximation for
the covariance matrix of n in (75)·
17) Let the structural model specification be
Y.. = X B. + Z.. y  +E
-lJ i j    -1            -1 J    --i                 i j
with E[ Z..  E..]  4 0
-1,1  1J
and assume
 i=B +X i  ,  li =Y+X i
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then we can rewrite the model as
Xij = Xi j 8 + Li j y + fij + Xi j xi + Zi j Xi
Under the usual conditions with respect to v. and w., ie. uncorre--1    -1
lated with each other and with E.., we still obtain a very complica-
-lJ
ted expression for the covariance matrix of the error term
4j - e·· + X.. v. + z.. w.-1J 1J -1 -1 J -1
since Li j and   j are correlated and 7   and .&·i  E are correlated.
18) It is interesting that Ray, Srivastava and Ullah[72 ] analysed
a similar problem under the restriction that only the coefficiehts
of the exogenous variables are random. Under this rather severe
restriction the covariance matrix of the error term can be easily
found and the derivation of generalized TSLS estimators is straight-
forward. See eg. Appendix D.
19) The rescaling of the model in Section 4.2.7. will greatly reduce





In this chapter  we will estimate the factor demai d equations,
specified in Section 4.2. These specifications are based on the theore-
tical adj ustment models for labour and capital studied   in the first
three chapters.
The data to be used in this investigation are collected from
the published accounts of firms in three industries; Metal Products
and Machinery, Construction and the Textile industry. C.B.S. publica-
tions are used to find data for various price variables, which could
not be found in the published firm's accounts. In Tabel 0 a list of
the firms included in our sample is given. The sample period is
1965-1976 but for many firms this period had to be reduced  (due to
missing observations) to 1970-1976; only for five firms in each
industry data for the original sample period could be collected. There-
fore we will base our investigations on two different samples. In the
first sample with sample period 1970-1976 the sample includes 9, 8
and 10 firms  in the Metal Products, Construction and Textile industry
respectively, in the second sample with sample period 1965-1970 the sample
contains 5 firms per industry. Thus we can distinguish two data sets
per industry which gives a total of six data sets.
With respect to the quality of the data two remarks can be
made. It is well known that definitions and valuation systems used
for the ,measurement of financial and assets variables, published  in  the
fi rm' s annual accounts,  may be quite different for individual firms.
For the financial variables no attempts have been made to correct for
dif:erences between firms, resulting from this lack of homogeneity,
so that the observations on these variables may include some (partly
systematic) measurement errors. For the capital stock we followed a
different way. Assuming a simple geometric decay-model  for the capital
stock we computed for each firm a capital stock based on its published
investment data.
We already mentioned that values of some price variables
could not be found in the published accounts so that other price-
indices (published by the C.B.S.) had to be used as proxies. For the
"cost of capital" variable we had to use an average interest rate
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on bounds instead of the actual interest rate for the individual
firm. Further we had to use a product price index on industry level
instead of the product prices of the individual firms. Fortunately
we are mare optimistic about the quality of the data for the other
vari ables   such as investments, employment, sales, stock prices   and
wage rates.
The very small number of observations per firm forces us to
form a pooled cross section of time series per sector to estimate
the factor demand equations. The corresponding estimation methods
are pooled time series cross section estimators, as described in
Appendix D. Most of the research on testing the basic specifications,
trying alternative specifications etc. will be done with the univariate
procedure Poolunihetaut, allowing for heteroscedastic variances
and autocorrelation per unit. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the results of
this research on respectively the investment and the labour demand
equation  will be reported. In Section  5.4  of this chapter  we  will
compare the results of different estimation methods   such   as di fferent
sets of IV, Multivariate estimators and Error-component estimators.
Finally in Section 5.5.we will study the properties of the estimated
multivariate adjustment model, compute the estimated values of the
parameters of the demand equations and the underlying production-
function and compare these results with estimates found in other studies.
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5.2. The investment function
5.2.1. The snecification of·the investment function
The specification of the investment function follows from
Section 4.2 and is, suppressing the firm subscript i,   w
I I AL AQ 'azt1.1 + a  _11 + a - + a, -+t
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with   It'   Kt   and Qt measured as volumes. The output   vari able AQ·t/Qt- 1
is a proxy for the unobservable expected optimal cyclical output
change. In App. C the implications of this approach for the properties
of the estimators are studied. In general the use of IV estimators is
recommended. The second price term '5(8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1 )2 is included
to test the hypothesis of a CES-pf. and the third price term a6 8(wt/ct)
to test the putty clay assumption. Instead of this specification in
8Qt/Qt- 1 and the three price terms we could estimate the so-called
"reduced form" specification, see Section 4.2.2., in AQt-1/Qt-2 and
corresponding price terms.   As a further alternative we could replace
the first and second price term in (1) by
Scpt/Ct,
(2)     a  pt-1/ct-1
which results both from a CD and a CEF-pf but has implications for
the  interpretation o f the constant terml ). We could add to this
investment equation the lagged financial variables, ( 8Ft- 1 - 8Et-1 )/Kt-2
and ADCRt-1/Kt-2 to measure the lagged influence of the financial
variables on the investment equation.
All estimated specifications to be reported in this section
are estimated with the procedure Poolunihetaut, described in Appendix
D,   with the output   vari able 8Qt/Qt- 1 replaced  by its projection  on
a rather large   set  of IV, including almost all other variables relevant
in this factor adjustment model. See Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3 for a
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list of IV and a proposal for an alternative set of IV.
5.2.2.   Definition   of  the vari ables, means, variances and correlation
coefficients
The definition of most variables is straightforward. Only
the capital stock variable K  and the cost of capital variable ct are
rather arbitrarily defined. Kt is defined and computed as
(3)     K  = 0.92 K . +I t = 2,3,...t         t-1    t
where Kl is an estimated initial capital stock, based on published
insurance values of the capital goods, depreciation charges and book
value of the capital goods. The depreciation parameter (1-0.92) is
based on the estimated constant terms of the investment equation in a
prior estimation round. (Initially the depreciation parameter was set
on (1-0.90) = 0.10 but this resulted in estimates of the constant
term in the investment equation which seemed too low; a value of
(1-0.92) = 0.08 seemed more appropriate.) Further we note that not the
value but the volume of the capital stock is computed. The definition
of the cost of capital variable corresponds with the definition of
ct in Chapter 2, formula (35 ), i.e.
ct = (0.08 + it)qt
It could be argued that this variable should be modified to take
account of more complicated tax-systems then assumed in Chapter 2 and
of the influence of inflation on ct. With respect to the influence
of inflation we also defined a samewhat. different capital cost variable
(4)       ct = (0·08 + (i
- ----))q8qt
t   qt-1   t
so that instead of the nominal interest rate some kind of real interest
rate (deflated with the investment price increase) is used. The correc-
tion of ct for complicated and changing tax systems is not tried. In
Section 5.2.5 we will report the results of the use of ci instead of ct.
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It was impossible to measure the values of the price variables
on firm level. As a second best solution the price variables used in
this research are based on published price-indices on industry and
economy level. It is evident that this implies a very considerable
loss of information. The quantity Qt, sales measured as volume, is
computed by deflating the nominal value of sales by the corresponding
sales-price index on industry level.
4- .
In some specifications we use .Re variable
At = (Ot Nt + Ft)/(Kt'qt)
where it
is the average price of common stocks of the firm at the
Stock Exchange market in period  t,  Nt .-the nominal value  o f the outstanding
stocks, and Ft the nominal value of outstanding debt (= long term
debt plus short term debt minus short term assets). The variable At
is sometimes used as an approximation of the market value of the firm
relative to the value of the long term assets (see eg. Tobin [ 90 ] ,
Bosworth [5   ] ) ·  In an investment equation  it  can be used  as a proxy
for the expectations  of  the firm where, according to Bosworth  [5] ,
it "offers the advantage of not requiring the explicit measurement of
the  effect of taxes, expected output and expected prices needed  in
the neo-classical version".
In Table 1 a list of variables with sample means and standard
deviations for the different data sets is given. In Table 2 the correla-
tion coefficients and the pdrtial correlation -between the investment
variable and Dossible explanatory vari ables are given   for the different
data sets. Further the correlation coefficients between some rele-
vant price variables can be found in Table 3. The high degree of
multicollinearity between these price variables for all data sets
will make it difficult to distinguish between underlying production
technologies given the estimated coefficients of the price variables
in the investment function.
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5.2.3. The financial variables
In a first round the following equation is estimated,




(5)        Iit=a +a Iit-11 02 Lit-2  + 0 3 Qit-1 +a L wit-1
1t ait    




it   it            it
aTi   Kit-1   + aBi  Kit-1 + uit
The estimates for a7i and a8i are shown in Table 4. The reported
F-values refer to the hypothesis of equal coefficients for all units
2)in the data set.
Analysing these results we conclude that
(i)  the debt variable (AFit - AEit)/Kit-1 has for many firms the
wrong sign with, unfortunately, in many cases a rather high
t-value2). This positive sign can be explained from the positive
relation between Ft and It in the identity relation between
investments and external  debt, as specified in Chapter 2, formula
( 1 ). Thus it is possible that we estimate partly an investment
demand and partly a financial balance (or identity) equation.
This is of  course a very unsatisfactory result. Reestimating  the
investment equation under the restriction that a7i = a7 for all
units in the industry results in a positvie estimated value for
0  for all data sets. In further specifications we will omit
this debt variable.
(ii) the coefficients of the DCR-variable usually have the right sign.
For those units where the sign is negative the corresponding t-
value is almost always small. The reported F-values vary considerably
over the six data sets: the hypothesis of equal coefficients a8i
per industry seems not acceptable for the Textile industry. In
further research we will specify only one coefficient a8 which
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is equal for all units; this coefficient measures the average
effect of the debt coverage ratio. Since there is no reasonable
explanation for the negative estimated values of a for some8i
units and since the corresponding t-values are almost always
small,   we  will in further research estimate the investment
equation under the restriction that the coefficient a for these8i
units is zero3).
In addition to the variable ADCRt/Kt-1 we could estimate the
effects of the lagged financial variables. In Table 5 the estimates
of the coefficients of the current and lagged financial variables are
shown. We conclude that the coefficient of the lagged debt variable
has again the wrong sign and that the coefficient of the lagged DCR-
variable has usually the right sign.
5.2.4. The price variables
To investigate the influence of the price variables the
following specifications for the output and price variables are
estimated
8Qt &(wt/ct) A<vt/ct)  2        w
(6)
03 r... + al* w   /c    + 05 (w   /c   )  + 06 8(f)t-1 t-1 t-1 t-1  t-1           t
8Qt. + 0, 8(pt/et) +                    W
(7)       ai Q + a  8(·Ek)t-1 4 Pt-1/Ct-1                           t
The estimates of the reduced form specification, which are
very  dependent  on a correct observation  of the price variables,
were  rather poor and will  not be reported herell).  See also Section
5.4.1 for a more detailed discussion of the relation between the
reduced form specification and the structural form specified in (6)
or (7).
In Table 6 the estimates for (6) and (7) are shown. The
F-values refer to the test
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Ho: 04 = 05= 06 = 0
HA:0440 va540*0640
and
HO: aA = a  - 0
HA:a 100 v a to
respectively. With respect to the results the following remarks can
be made:
i)   the estimated coefficients 04 and 06 (ai and aA respectively)
have consistently opposite signs. This result, which is at
variance with the theoretic model where both coefficients are
positive, is probably due to the high degree of multicollinearity
between the variables &(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1) and 8(wt/ct)'
(8(Pt/ct)/(Pt-1/ct-1) and 8(wt/ct) respectively).
ii)  the t-value corresponding to the variable (8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1))2
is low for all dataset . so that we have to conclude that the
hypothesis of a CES-pf is not supported by the estimation results.
iii) the F-value relating to the test a4 = 05 = a6 - u (04 - a6 - v
0/   -    -0
respectively) is low for some datasets but surprisingly high for
other datasets. The F-value for the test a4 = a5 = 06 = 0 in the
dataset  Metal Products with 10 sample observations per unit
is 8.19; the corresponding values of a4 and a6 are
a4 = -2.63 a6 = 0.03
t = -5.57 t = 5.39
whereas the sample correlation coefficients between the corresponding
price variables is 0.98 (see Table 3). If we would drop the
variable 8(w /ct) from the regression equation and reestimate





so that the high F- and t-values in the original specification
are apparently misleading (see also Footnote 2). The high F-
value for the test all = a  = 0 in the dataset of the Construction
industry with sample period 1970-1976 is based on a negative esti-
mated value for a.  with a t-value of 6.16. This negative value  is
however opposite to the assumedly positive value for a7 in the
economic theory. An analogous remark holds for the estimate
84 in the same dataset.
The results suggest that for a number of datasets the influ-
ence of the price variables is neglegible; for other datasets the
results are misleading or at variance with the economic theory. This
poor performance of the price variables can at least partly be explained
form the fact that the capital cost variable ct and the product price
p  are measured on industry level instead of on firm level. Given these
poor results it seems not justified to make firm decisions on the form
of the underlying p.f; see however Section 5.3 for the role of the price
variables in the labour demand function. For further research we will
drop all price vari ables except   the   vari able 8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/Ct-1)'    (A.(Pt/ct)/
<4t-1/ct-1) respectively), from the investment equation. Thus for further
analysis we assume that the most simple production technique, i.e. the
CD-pf, holds.
5.2.5. The final specification
The results of the preceding sections indicate that price
vari ables   are of minor importance   in the investment equations   and  that
from the financial variables only the debt coverage ratio is important.
The resulting final specifications may be slightly different for
each industry. In Table 7 the results for the final specification of
the Metal Products industry are shown5). We conclude that for this
industry neither price nor financial variables are important variables
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in the investment equation. The estimated regression equation describes
an adj ustment process with optimal capital stock depending   on   the
constant term (reflecting the influence of replacement investments
and expected long term growth) and the cyclical output variable
8Qt/Qt_ 1.   The
high value  for  &1   and the rather low values  for  33  and
 4 suggest a rather slow adjustment process and, consequently, a
more important role for long run optimal input levels Kt than short
run .optimal input levels K  in the determination of current investment.
In Table 8 the results for the Construction industry are
reported. The estimated investment equation in this industry is
characterised by small estimates   for   al ' indicating   a  very   fast   adj ust-
ment for capital goods. This can perhaps be explained from the specific
character of investments in the construction industry. A large part of
these investments  has  the  form  of  "buildings under construction",
investments for the development of urban, housing or office projects.
The adj ustment costs concept   is less appropriate   for this kind  of  in-
vestments. The role of the other variables in the investment equation
is not clear. For the sample period 1970-1976 the price variable has
the wrong sign whereas both the constant term ·and the output variable
seem the important factors in the explanation of It/Kt-1. For the sample
period 1965-1976 however only the constant term is of importance,
suggesting an almost autonomous investment policy of the five firms
under consideration.
In Table 9 the results for the Textile industry are shown.
These results are very similar to those of the Metal Products industry
and don't need further discussion.
From the estimated final specifications for the investment
equation we conclude that investments are largely determined by long
run considerations. Cyclical variations in Qt are not very important
whereas observable current values of price variables and financial
variables are hardly or not at all important. In our model this implies
a relative important   role   for   the adj ustment matrix   A    and  only   a
minor   role  for Al. The exceptionally fast adjustment  in the construe-
tion industry together with the rather autonomous investment behaviour
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cannot be explained adequately within our model but should be
explained by the specific characteristics of (investments in) this
industry.
Finally in Figure 1 the observed and the computed values
of the dependent variable are shown for the three industries.
Remark:  Given the unimportant role of the price variables we might
expect that the use  of
c. defined in (4) instead of ct
won' t   change the estimates   of the investment equations  much.
In Table 10 the results for some specifications are shown.
5.2.6. Stability
The results reported in the preceding section, are always
based on a cross section of time series where the regressioncoefficients
are averages of individual firm coefficients. It seems interesting to
investigate the stability of the estimated regressioncoefficients
if we differentiate between small and large firms or between fast
growing firms and firms with lower growth rates. Further we can for
those subsets of firms for which observations on the sample period
1965-1976 are available investigate the stability of the estimated
coefficients for the period 1970-1976 and the longer period 1965-
1976.
In Table 11 the results for the Metal Products industry
are shown, indicating some instability  of the coefficients  i f we
differentiate among firms. The rather bad results for the subgroup
of medium-sized firms may be explained from the small sample size
(10 observations after transformation for autocorrelation whereas the
number of parameters is 6), so that imprecise estimates of the true
coefficient values are likely. For these small sample sizes the use of
the t-statistic is not appropriate, t-values are therefore not reported.
For the Construction and Textile industries the results
are shown in Table 12 and 13 respectively. For the Construction
141
industry the coefficients are rather unstable and for the Textile
industry they are reasonably stable except for the DCR-variable.
The unreasonable results found for the subset large firms and the
subset fast growing firms, which happen to contain exactly the same
firms, in the Construction industry are probably due to the small
6)number of observations in this subset
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5.3. The labour demand function
5.3.1. The specification of the labour demand function
The specification of the labour demand function follows
from Section 4.2 and is, suppressing the unit subscript i,
W
t8-
AL AI AL        AQ        c
(8)         e = BO . 81 45. 82 ils ' 83 e' 84 e'
w                                ct-1t
ar                    W
+ 85 (wt ,)2 + 86 8[  8(-t)1 + vt_   vt WtC
t-1
where the variables have the same meaning as in Section 5.2. The output
vari able 8Qt/Qt- 1 is a proxy for the unobservable expected optimal cy-
clical output change, the second price term is included to test the hy-
pothesis of a CES-pf. We could replace these two price terms by
8(Pt/Wt,
(9)        Bi pt-1/wt-1
which is analogous to (2) in the investment equation. The last  term in
(8) is the wage drift variable (W.D.V.); instead of this specification we
could try alternative specifications of the wage drift variable (see
Section 4.2.5):
W
(10) 4 4   1 c A--4




vt       vt-1
If (11) is used we shoudl replace w  in the price variables by wt (see
Section 4.2.5).
All specifications reported in this section are estimated with
the procedure Poolunihetaut, using the same set of IV as in Section 5.2.
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5.3.2. Definition of the variables, means, variances and correlation
coefficients
The ddfinition of most variables is straightforward and
identical to the definiton of the variables in Section 5.2. The wage
rate variable wt is the actual wage rate at firm level and is computed
by  dividing the Total Wages  by  the   firm' s labour  size.   The  wage  rate
variable w  is the wage rate determined in collective wage bargaining
at industry level.
In Table 14 a list of variables with sample means and
standard deviations   for the different  data  sets is given. In Table
15 the correlation coefficients between the variable AL/Lt-1 and
all possible explanatory variables are given. The variable 8Qt/Qt- i
is strongly positively correlated with ALt/Lt-1 for all datasets; the
price variables 8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1) (and 8(Pt/wt)/(Pt-1/wt-1)) also
show a consistent negative (and positive) correlation pattern with
ALt/L       -   Decomposition    of  wt  in  wt  and (vt-wt) results   in a strongt-1
negative correlation between 8(wt/Wt)/(wt-1/wt-1) and Lt/Lt-1 but a
much less pronounced correlation pattern for the factorprice ratio Eind
8Lt/Lt_ 1. The correlation between 8Lt/Lt-1 and It-1/Kt-2, 8Lt-1/Lt-2
and the other specifications of the W.D.V. is not very strong or
not very consistent over the individual data sets.
5.3.3. The wage drift variables
All three proposed specifications of the W.D.V. are estima-
ted in labour demand equations allowing for different coefficients
values 86i (BAi, 88i) per firm:
AL              I         AL         #Qt       6(w /ct)t t-1 t-1
(12) - = BO + 81 K    + B2 T- + B3 921 + 84 wt- /ct-1 Lt-1 t-2 t-2
+ 86i (WDV)t + vt
where for 86i(WDV)t the specifications given in (8), (10) and (11)
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can be substituted7). In Table 16 the estimates for 86i (BAi, Bgi)
are shown for all datasets , the reported F-values refer to the test
that the 86i (B i, B i) are equal for all firms in the industry. In
Table 17 similar results are shown for the labour demand function
with the price variable 8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1) replaced by 8(Pt/wt)/
(Pt-1/vt-1)'
The results in Table 16 and 17 seem to support the theoreti-
cal conclusion of Chapter 3 that the influence of the wage drift
variable on the employment level is negative. This negative influence
is most clear if (11) is chosen as specification for theW. D.V.
In this specification the influence of a change in the wage rate w 
on  ALt/Lt- 1 is decomposed  in the influence  of a change  in  wt  and a change
. C &(Wtc/Ct) 8(wt/w )in wt/wt, represented by the terms 84 wc  /c    and Bgi w   /wc
t-1 t-1 t-1' t-1
in the regression equation (see also equation (15)). The reported
F-values in Table  16  en 17 indicate  that the influence of immobility
and resulting wage drift on the actual employment level may be different
for individual firms. Since individual firms operate on different
(regional) labour markets this result is hardly surprising. For
further research however we will only specify one coefficient for the
W. D.V. per industry which then measures an average effect.
In Section 4.2.5. it is shown that the specification (10)
-1should be completed with the variable  8 2  Lt-1 ' Results  on  the
estimated coefficient   of  this   vari able, which performed very poorly,
are not reported.
5.3.4. The price variables
To investigate the influence of the price variables the
following three specifications for the output and price variables
were estimated
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(13)             t          t  t    +B  (
AQ        &(w /c ) A<vt/ct)  2
a     83    Qt-1      *      Blt wt-1/ct-1 5  wt-1/ct-1 
AQ·t 8 (wt/ct )b B ---- + 84- 3 Q wt-1/ct-1t-1
c    B  '    21_   +    B '     8(pt/Wt)
-  3
Qt-1 4 Pt-1/Wt-1
In Table 18 the estimates for (13) are shown; in Table 19 the corre-
sponding estimates  i f  w is replaced  by  wt are shown.   In both cases
the estimated coefficient 85 is very small and has a small t-value
for all datasets which supports the hypothesis of a CD-pf.
From a comparison of Table 18 and 19 we have to conclude
that once the (wt/ct)-variable is decomposed in (wt/ct) and (wt/wt)
respectively, the importance of the factor cost ratio decreases
sharply. But even then the positive estimates the coefficient-of the
variable 8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1) suggest some substitution of capital
for labour.
The estimated coefficients of the variable 8(Pt/wt)/(Pt/wt-1 
are also substantially di fferent  from the estimated coefficients  of
the variable A(pt/wt)/(Pt-1/wt_1)· The estimated coefficients, 8 ,
of the first variable have the right sign, a high t-value and are,
for the Construction and Textile industries at least, close  to  the
estimated coefficients, Bi, of the · price variable which again supports
the hypothesis of a CD-pf. (For the Metal Products industry the
relation between  81 and 8   is not clear) . The estimates  for the
coefficient of the variable 6(pt/4)/(pt-1/w -1) seem more erratic.
Only for one dataset the corresponding t-value is larger than 2;
for this dataset the estimates for B  and B are again very close.
5.3.5. The final specification
The results of Section 5.3.3 suggest that the W.D.V. speci-
fied in ( 8) perforum  less well than the two other W.D.V. Further it
is not clear which of the price variables, &(wt/ct)/(Wt-1/ct-1) or
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A(Pt/wt)/(Pt-1/wt_1), performs best. However from a theoretical point
of view the factor price ratio is more interesting so that as final spe-
cifications are chosen
AL             I         AL         AQ       8(wt/c.)
( 14)      L    = BO + 81 Kt-1 + 82   + 83 Qtt 1 + 84 Mt-1/ t-1 +
t
t-1 t-2
+  Bka[·' cl     A (. ) 1 + Vt
Lvt  t-1   wt
and
AL              I        AL         AQ        8(wt/ct)
(15) L= = Bo + 81 K 2 L
3    -1    +    8 4   wc       /c              






vt-1/vt-1           t
In Table 20 the estimates of specification (14) are shown and in
Table  21 the estimates of specification  ( 15) are shown  for the three
industries.
The labour demand equations are characterized by
- negative estimates for BO
-   low estimated values   for 82' indicating a rather   fast adj ustment
- high values for the estimated coefficient 83' which indicates
that the cyclical output variable is an important variable in the
the determination of the employment level
- negative estimates for 84
- negative estimates for 86 and Bg·
The estimates for 84 suggest some substitution of capital for labour if
the wc/c-ratio increases. These negative substitution effects of the
w /c-ratio  on the employment level are not matched by a (significant)
positive effect of the wc/c-ratio on the investment level. Apparently
substitution  in the short  run  is an -one-way process:  less  and  less
labour is allocated to existing capital goods. A very interesting
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result is the importance of the W.D.V.. Especially in specification
( 15) where changes   in  wt/wt are seperated from changes   in  wt  the
influence of the W.D.V. is rather important. The W.D.V. is more
important in the more recent sample period 1970-1976 than in the
longer sample period 1965-1976.
We conclude that for employment decisions the importance
of short term variables, especially the output and the W.D. variables,
is obvious, which implies that Al rather than A2 is the important
adjustment matrix. Finally in Figure 2 the observed and the
computed values of the dependent variable are shown for the three
industries.
5.3.6. Stability
Analogous to the stability investigation in Section 5.2.6
for the investment equation we reestimate the specifications (14)
and (15) of the labour demand function allowing for different coeffi-
cient values for various subsets of firms in each dataset. Further
we investigate the stability of the estimated coefficients for the
two sample periods 1970-1976 and 1965-1976. In Table 22 the results
for specification (14) are shown and in Table 23 the results for
specification (15) are shown. These results show some instability,
especially for the smaller subsets, but are in general close to the
estimates of the final specifications shown in Table 20 and Table 21.
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5.4.1. Instrumental variable  estimators
The   factor adj ustment equations defined in Section   5.2   and
5.3 contain the output variable 8Qt/Qt- i which is a proxy for the
unobservable expectation of the change in the optimal output level.
This replacement creates an errors in variables problem. In Chapter 4
and in Appendix D it is argued that the use of instrumental variables
is advisable in this case. For the estimates reported in Section 5.2
and  5.3 the following instrumental variables  were  used: the lagged
endogenous variables,
It-1/K and ALt-1/Lt-2' the lagged output variable,t-2
the price variables, the financial variables, the wage drift variables,
the variable 8At and the constant term
Instead of the I.V. approach we could replace the unobservable
rational expectations variable X , where X is defined as
X  = E[Xt|nt-11 = Rt-1 9 (see App. C), in the regression equation by
Rt-1 9, thus simultaneously estimating the model parameters and the
parameters \11 of the rational expectations model. Following this
approach we tried the following specifications for the investment
and labour demand equations, assuming that the rational expectation
of the output   vari able is based   on the variables 8Qt- 1/Qt-2   and   A.At:
I                          I                 AL                   AQ
(1 6)           Et       =  a    +  a    _t=1  +  a    -t=.1  +  a           t=1  +  a      AA    +0 1 K 2 L 31 0 32   t
t-1 t-2 t-2 9-2
ADCR ADCR
t           t-1'81 -2- + a82  K +Ut
t-1 t-2
AL            I         AL         8Qt-1
L.1 = BO + 81 Et-1 + 82 L t-1 + 831 --     + 832 8At +
t-1 t-2 t-2 it-2
8(wt/ct)                    w
Blt w  /c   + 868[ c 1     8(-t)] + vtt-1 t-1
vt Lt-1    wt
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Instead of the labour demand equation in (16) we could estimate a
specification with the W.D.V. (11) and with price variable
8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1)'
Model (16) looks very similar  to the so-called reduced  form
specification in Section 4.2. The theoretical difference is that the
reduced form specification describes optimal factor levels as function
of  price-ratio' s  with  &At  or  AQt-1/Qt-2 as shift variables whereas  in
(16) optimal factor levels are determined as function of optimal output
and price- atio's with AAt and AQ·t-1/Qt-2 as proxy,s for optimal out-
put change  . In Section 5.2 we observed that the poor quality of
the sample observations on the price variables made the estimation  of
the pure reduced form specification undesirable.
A       B
In Table 24, 25  and 25  the estimated coefficients of the
factor demand model (16) are shown together with the estimates of
model (17) and model (18). Model (17) is specified as
(17)     » = GO + 01 » + a   =1 + 0  5.- 0 „81  1 +2 L 3Qt-1 t-2 t-2 t. 1 t-1
ADCRt-1




AL              I         AL         80        8(wt/ct)t
- =B +8 -t-1 +8 -t-1 +8 -1-+B      +L       0 1 K 2 L 3 Qt-1 4 wt-1/ct-1t-1 t-2 t-2
W
+ 86 8[ cl 8(3)1 + vt
vt Lt-1   wt
Model (18) differs from model (17) in the specification of.the labour
demand equation
I               I          AL         AQ         ADCRt-1
(1 8)                 Kt--   =    al   + .a l    Ktr_1   + a- -+a3 e + ·81 e +2  Lt-1 t-2 t-2
ADCRt-1+a +U
82  K          t
t-2
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L             I          AL         AQ        8(wt/ct)t t-1 t-1       t




86 wt-1/wt-1 + Vt
To estimate the models (17) and (18) we used both the Generalized
I.V. and the Generalized L.S. procedure, described in Appendix D as
procedure Poolunihetaut with and without I.V. Model (16) was
estimated by the G. L.S. procedure Poolunihetaut. (Finally we remark
that in this section the coefficients of the financial variables
are estimated under the non-negativity restriction for individual
units: see Section 5.2.3).
The most striking result of the estimates of model (16) is
the small (negative) coefficient and the low t-value of the lagged
output variable for the Construction and Textile industries. Clearly
this lagged output variable is not very important in determining
expected optimal output. This supports the hypothesis of rational
expectations rather than that of extrapolative expectations.
There are differences between the estimates of model (16)
based on I.V. estimators and the estimates based on L.S. estimators.
Surprisingly these differences are usually small even though the
projection of 8Qt/Qt-1 on the set of I.V. is far from perfect. The
-
higher t-values of &3 and 83 for the procedure without I.V. cannot
be explained from smaller residual sum of squares or higher estimates
for a3 and 83 than in the procedure with IV but are probably due
to a larger sample variance of the variable 8Qt/Qt- 1 relative to its
projection
AQt/Qt-1
. The coefficient of determination between
AQt/Qt-1 and all instrumental variables except the constant term is
given in Table 26 for the six datasets. It is not clear which estimates
should be preferred for this sample size, the inconsistent estimates
based on the original variable AQt/Qt-1 or the consistent estimates
based on the projection 8Qt/Qt-1, which has however a smaller sample
variance that the original variable. It seems wise to prefer the
estimates based on the I.V. procedure which are at least asymptoticalIy
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superior to the least squares estimates.
Strictly some of the variables used as instrumental variables
in the estimation of the (investment and) labour demand equation are
endogenous variables namely the wage drift variables and the price
variables based on the endogenously determined wage rate w  . Instead
of these variables we could use as instrumental variables the same
variables but with wt replaced by the exogenously determined wage
rate wt. However this seems not very appropriate for the wage drift
variables which measure the difference between w  and wc. A morett
attractive choice of I.V. consists of the lagged wage drift variables,
the lagged price variables and the current price variables with wt
replacing wt plus all the other instrumental variables mentioned at
the start of this section. We tried this alternative set of I.V. in
the estimation of the  investment  and labour demand equations of
model (17) and (18). The results- far·the labour demand equation are reported
in Table 25C and 25D.  The differences between the estimates of the
coefficients of the price and wage drift variables based on the original
set of I.V. and on the alternative set of I.V. are only minor. For all
other coefficients the differences are even smaller. The results for
the investment equation were only slightly different from the estimates
based on the original  set  of I.V., reported in T'able 24. For further
research we will stick to our original choice of I.V.
5.4.2. .Errorcom estimators
In Appendix 0 an I.V. estimation procedure based on an error
components model is proposed. The results of this estimation method,
using the usual set of I.V. given in Section 5.4.1, for model (17)
and (18) are shown in Table 27 and Table 28 respectively. The differences
with the estimates resulting from the procedure Poolunihetaut with
the same set of I.V. are not alarming. The estimated values of p,
which is defined as the ratio of the variance of the stochastic firm
(unit) effects and the total variance, are rather low and lie all
between 0.10 and 0.35. It is therefore doubtful if this Errorcom
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estimator should be preferred to the more classical estimator implemen-
ted  in the procedures Poolunihetaut and Poolmulhetaut.
5.4.3. Multivariate estimators
Analogously to the proceudre Poolunihetaut we can define a
multivariate procedure Poolmulhetaut which uses the information on the
estimated contemporaneous covariances between the error variables of
the investment and labour demand equation9 . In Table 29 the correla-
tioncoefficients per unit between these error variables are shown.
We used the procedure Poolmulhetaut to estimate the multivariate
adjustment models (17) and (18).
The  results for model  ( 17) are reported in Table  30  and . 1·
In Table 32 and 33 similar results are shown for model (18). These
results are somewhat disappointing; though the values of the estimated
coefficients and the computed t-values do not differ much of the esti-
mates and the t-values obtained by the Poolunihetaut procedure, the use
of the, asymptotically more efficient, ,multivariate procedure  does
not result in more precise estimates (measured by the value of the t-
ratio).
The analysis of the estimated multivariate adjustment model,
to be discussed in Section 5.5, will be based on the results of the
multivariate estimation procedure.
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5.5. The multivariate adjustment model
5.5.1. The multivariate adjustment path.
The estimated specifications of the preceding sections were
based on the following adjustment model
--
ve
I                        I            AKC AKt                       t-1          t             t- d
K           K             K
Kt-1 t-2 t-1 t-1
(19) + [ I-Al-A21
+A + A12
*
AL AL          6Lt           ALt                       t-1      t= 0 L                 L                    Lt-2 t-1 t-1
where AKt and ALt measure the change in optimal long
run input levels
and  AKt  and ALt measure the change in optimal short run input levels.
Unfortunately the coefficients of Al and A  are not identifiable from
the factor demand model specified in (17) or (18) so that we cannot
study the properties   of   this adj ustment model for estimated values   of
the elements of Al and A2.
For the special case that AK  = AK  and ALt = 8Lt, the
adjustment model (19) reduces to the classical model
-                                                                                     -                                                                                                                                                                                                    -
*
I                                               I                       AK
t                       t-1          t- d'                          -
Kt-1 t-2 Kt-1
K
(20) + [I-Al +A
ALt  .ALt-1 8Lt0                               -
Lt-1 Lt-2 Lt-1
-    -
where A = Al + A2. We shall analyse the properties of the adjustment
path under the assumption that this special case holds. In Table 34
the estimated coefficients of the matrix [ I-A] together with the
corresponding eigenvalues Xi, are given for the six datasets for model




[ I-Al  = C A C
where the elements Ai of the diagonal matrix A are the characteristic
roots of the adjustment path determining a second order bivariate difference
equation, analysed in Chapter 1. From Table 34 follows that for al-
most all datasets the estimated A. lie between zero and one. The re-
1
sults found for the investment equations in the Construction industry
seem   at   vari ance   with the theoretic adjustment model derived in Chapter
1. In Section 5.2.5 we explained these results from the specific
investment behaviour in this industry, where large firms are not only
investing in capital goods necessary in the production process but are
also operating as project developers and are financing construction
projects.
In Table 35 the weights of the multivariate distributed lag
model, following from
(21)
AXt  =  A[I_Alt-1  [ *O]   ,    t  =   1,2, . . .
are   given   for some choices   of the matrix   A. The corresponding adj ustment
paths of 8Xt are shown in Figure 3   for (X*-X ) = (1,1)' and (1,-1)'
respectively.
From Table 34 follows that in general labour adjustment is
more   rapid than capital adj ustment.    From the analysis in Chapter    1,
Section 4.3 we might then expect that for capital A2 is the important
adjustment matrix whereas for labour Al is the more important matrix.
Thus  labour  is more sensitive to changes  in  Lt   (and Kt) whereas  the
* ,     *.
adjustments   in   K.    are more influenced by changes   in     Kt   land  Lt) '
This is in correspondence with the estimated coefficients of the
(cyclical) output variable and the current price variables in the
investment and labour demand function. However the importance of the
current ( cyclical) vari ables    in the estimated labour demand equation
and the importance  of ( autonomous)  long term considerations  in  the
estimated investment equation would suggest an even greater difference
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Adjustment Path for A. |   0,5    -0.151
L-O.10       0.70]
-----------  Adjustment path for A. [-,1, -,1;,]
Figure 3. The Adjustment Path of X for Different Choices of A and C Xx- Xo )
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between  the adj ustment speed for capital and labour. For capital
the estimated coefficient   of the lagged investment   vari able   is   per-
haps too low, resulting in an overestimate of the adjustment speed for
capital.
5.5.2. Estimates of the structural parameters
The estimated coefficients of the factor demand equations can
be used to compute estimates of the production function parameters
and of the influence of technical progress. As a basis for our compu-
tations we will use the factor demand model (18), estimated with the
procedure Poolmulhetaut. For the constant terms the following relation-
ships between a  and B  and the underlying structural parameters hold
a  = d.(14 I-Al-A2111) + (AP,11 + A2,12)01 - (Al,11 + Al,12)X
(22)
B  =                    (A     + A2,22)02 -
(A + A    )X
0 2,21 1,21 1,22
where pi is the secular growth rate and A the Hicks neutral disembo-
died technical progress parameter. Since the individual coefficients
Al,ij and A2,ij ' i,j = 1,2, are not identifiable, the parameters d,
Bl' P2 and A are not identifiable. From the analysis in Section 5.5.1
with respect to Al and A2 we might expect positive values for a  and,
if the secular growth rate 92 is not too large relative to the t.p.
parameter A, negative values for B In Table 36 the estimated constant
0'                         11)
terms for the six datasets are given for specification (18)
The negative estimates for B  indicate a substantial influence of
(Hicks neutral) technical progress on changes   in the employment level.
The production function parameters can only very poorly be
estimated given the very imprecise estimates of the coefficients of
the price variables in the investment equation and the unidentifia-
bility of the individual adjustment coefficients. We find the following
relationships
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(23) a  = (A +A j (1-y)/(a+B)
3 1,11 1,12
B  = (A +A ) (1-y)/(a+B)
3 1,21 1,22-
84= (A +A ) -B/(a+B)1,21 1,22
which follows from a CD-pf specified as
a B
(24) Q, = 4 61-7 K
1-7 ,     a>O,B>O,y<1
An  estimate  for the capital elasticity  8/ ( 1-y)   can be obtained  from
-84(25)              --L =-
1-Y    83
Further we might assume that
(26) A +A < (A +A ) + (A +A2,22) =1-8 1-8 21,21 1,22 1,21 2,21 1,22
so that
(27)    a+B < 1-81-82
1-y      B 3
_L ,   -84
1-y   1-81-B 
and
1-8 -8      84a        12
1-Y  <        8            1-8    -B
+
3           12
In Table 37 the results for (25) and (27) are given for the six
datasets for specification (18)12).
Though the results in Table 37 are very inaccurate they
are, with few exceptions for the estimate (25) for the capital elasti-
city, in accordance with "established knowledge". The rather high
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estimates for the capital elasticity suggest positive returns to
scale. The estimates for (1-81-82)/83 lie between 1.'2 and 2.05
which, assuming that the coefficients A2,21 and A are small2,22
relative to A and Al,22' is further evidence for a positive1,21
Scale elasticity of the p.f.
5.5.3. Comparison with other studies
It seems worthwile to compare the results reported in this
section with the results found in other studies. Of particular
importance  are the studies  o f Rosen and Nadiri  [ 75   ]  ,   Coen  and
Hickman [9 1 and Ringstadt [73 ] . Both Rosen and Nadiri and Coen
and Hickman estimated a multivariate factor adjustment model, Ring-
stadt estimated a labour demand function. Ringstadt's study is based
on a cross section of time series on firm level, the study of Rosen
and Nadiri on quarterly time series for tatal durable goods industries
and the study of Coen and Hickman on annual time series on macro
level. Unfortunately the results of Ringstadt's study were very
unstable for different estimation methods. Since no clear results
were obtained, these will,not reported  here. In Table  38  some  of  the
results found in the first two studies are shown.
The results in Table 38 roughly correspond with our results.
It   is  worthwile  to  note   that   the   low adj ustment coefficients   for
capital in the study of Rosen and Nadiri is based on a quartely time
series model.   The   low adj ustment coefficient for capital   in the study
of Coen and Hickman is based on annual time series and contrasts
with the rather high capital adj ustment coefficients found  in our study.
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5.6. Conclusions
In this chapter the results of an empirical investigation
into the factor adjustment model, specified in the previous chapters,
are reported. The estimates seem  reasonable from a statistical point
of view  and are not very sensitive to different estimation methods.
The estimated parameters of the investment equation suggest
that investment decisions are largely based on long run. considerations
and that cyclical changes in output and prices are of limited
importance. The influence of financial variables on investment decisions
has not firmly been established; no negative relationship between
the debt variable and investments could be found whereas the debt
coverage ratio has only a small positive influence on investment
decisions. Further it could be argued that the D.C.R. is not only a
financial variable but also, as all profit related variables, a proxy
for future profitability and thus a proxy for the entrepeneurs expecta-
tions.
The unimportant role of the financial variables might be due
to the specific specification chosen: only an average effect over all
firms and all years in the sample  has been estimated. In Chapter 2
it is argued that under certain (normal?) conditions the influence
of financial variables is indeed neglegible but that under other
conditions financial variables may have a considerable effect on the
adjustment of the capital input. In our estimations no due attention
could be given to this aspect so that further research on this problem
seems desirable. A further reason for this poor performance of the
financial variables might be the dubious quality of the data for these
financial variables.
The estimated labour demand specifications show an important
role   for the (cyclical) output   vari able   and  the wage drift variable.
The importance of the wage drift variable confirms the importance of
immobility of labour, wage rigidity and oligopsonistic labour markets
for the determination of actual employment levels. Further the factor
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price ratio  (wt/ct)  has some negative influence on labour demand which
is an indication for substitution of capital for labour.
The estimated parameters of the adjustment model support
the commonly accepted idea that labour adjustment is faster than
capital adj ustment. (This implies that labour   is more sensitive  to
short term fluctuations in optimal factor input values than capital) .
Estimates for the the underlying production function parameters are
necessarily very inaccurate but seem to indicate a positive elasticity
of scale.
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Footnotes to Chapter 5
1 )    From  the well known marginal conditions follows  for the optimal labour
and capital input
a a
L* = al(3) 2 (Q*) 3
K* = bl(2)b2 (Q*)b3
where a2 = b2 = -a and a3 = b3 = 1 for a CD-pf. A disadvantage of this
specification is that is does not contain an explicit technical pro-
gress term.
2)  Since the underlying test statistics have only asymptotically, under
suitable regularity conditions, a F-distribution (t-distribution),
the reported F-values (t-values) should be interpreted very carefully.
This warning holds for all other F-values (t-values) to be reported
in this chapter. Further it might be possible tha  due to an imper-
feet correction for  autocrrelation, the estimated variances of the
estimators for the regression coefficients underestimate the actual
variances, which results in misleadingly high  t-values.
3)  In practice this can be done by setting to zero the value of the term
ADCRt/Kt-1 for these units.
4)  The reduced form specification is essentially a specification in pri-
ce variables with the lagged output variable as shift variable. It is
clear that the missing of adequate information on the prices on firm
level reduces the relevance of the reduced form specification for esti-
mation purposes.
5)  In Table 7 the relative importance of the individual variables in the
explanation of It/Kt-1 is given  for some speci fications .  This  rela-
tive importance is for the i-th variable, say Xit' computed as
&2 E X9 7 I &2 E X8
I t  1t   j  J t  Jt
where Oi is the estimated regression coefficient of Xit. Note that
2     2




t o    I    Y.    =         I         I    -ai    al     Xi t    Xjt '
t  «   i,j t
6)  The F-value, corresponding to the test of equal coefficients for
all  subsets,  for the division in large, medium and small firms
in the Construction industry is 2.13 which is too low to reject
the hypothesis of equal coefficients for all subsets.
7)  If specification (11) is used for the W.D.V. then &(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1)
should be replaced by 8(wt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1)' A similar modification
is necessary if the variable
&(Pt/wt)/(Pt-1/wt- 1) is Used as the
price variable in the labour demand function.
8)  An important difference between both specifications lies in the
meaning of the constant term: see Section 4.2.
9)  The procedure Poolmulhetaut is the multivariate analogue of the
procedure Poolunihetaut and is available and documented in the
album Regrplotalbu of the Computing Center of the Tilburg University.
10) In Table 34A the results for specification (17) are given.
11) In Table 36A the results for specification (17) are given.
12) In Table 37A the results for specification (17) are given.
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Table 0, List of Firms
Sector Firm Sample Period
Metal Products VMF-STORK 1965-1976
Interlas 1965-1976






Dikkers + Co 1970-1976
Construction Ogem Holding 1965-1976
Hollandsche Beton Groep  1965-1976
Nierstrasz 1965-1976
Cinda-Key + Kramer 1965-1976
Vihamy-Buttinger 1965-1976
Schokbeton 1970-1976
Van der Vliet Wernink
Beheer 1970-1976
BAM Holding 1970-1976







van   S chupven 1970-1976
Leidsche Wolspinnerij 1970-1976
Macintosh Confectie 1970-1976
Metal Products Construction Textile Metal Products Construction Textile
VARIABLES M=9, T=6 M=8, T=6 M=10, T=6 M=5, - T=19 M=5, T=10 M=5, T=10
-              -             -               -              -             -
X S X S X S X S X S X S
It/Kt-1 0.107 0.075 0.122 0.082 0.089 0.067 0.113 0.084 0.145 0.08 0.104 0.09
8Lt/Lt-t -0.07 0.087 0.014 0.13
-0.014 0.07 0.024 0.103 0.07 0.16 -0.007 0.122
AQt/Qt-1 0.007
0.104 0.06 0.212 0.014 0.10 0·058 0.132 0.106 0.211 0.06 0.157
 At.8 (/t   Nt+Ft) 1 (Kt' qt 3 0.007 0.24 0.027 0.266 O·076 0.203 0 0.354 0.017 0.35 0.036 0.229
A(vt/ct)/(wt-1/ct-1) 0.025 0.102 0.04 0.09 0.027 0.075 O.038 0.10 0.028 0.08 0.039 0.074
I A (vt/9 )/(wt- 1/ct- 1)12 O.01 0.019 O.009 0.011 0.006 0.01 0.011 0.023 O.007 0.01 0.007 O.01
N w /cil 2.02 9.47 3.37 8.73 1.41 7.22 2.91 8.79 2.12 7.76 2.96 6.04
8(vt/Ct)/(Pt 1/ct-1) -0.022 O.046 0.004 0.04 -0.023 O.046 -0.03 0.057 0.007 O·034 -0.03 0.05
(AFt-AEt)/ Kt-t 1303 3417 1790 3978 2087 3518 997 3219 1943 4397 1254 2181      6
-&
ADCRt/Kt. 1 0.625 25·82
104 1213 1.05 33.74 -0.46 3.76 -19.59 1415 0.21 6.36          1
Table  1,  List of Variables, Means and Standard Devietions  for  the Six Datasets.
VARIABLES I   AL  AQ   8(wt/ct)  8(wt/ct) 2 8 (pt/ct) 8(wt  8Ft-AF:t ADCR.t 8Ft-1-8Et-1 8DCRe-1t-1
Kt.-2 -EJ     QZI-         wt-1/Ct-1      [wt-1/Ct-11      Pt-1/ct-1          ct        At-1            Kt- 1 Kt-2
Kt-2
DATASET CORR.COEFF.
Metal Products corr. coe ff. 0.74 0.39 0.36 O.09 -0.12 0.04 0.08 0.60 0.11 0.58 -0.03
M=9, T=6
part.corr.
coeff. 0.60 0.10 0.31 0.12 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19 0.44 -0.09 0.31 -0.14
Metal Products corr.coeff. 0.63 0.58 0.43 -0.03 -0.05 -O.09 -0.05 0.51 -0.36 0.46 0.18
M=5, T=10
part.corr.
coeff. 0.64 0.04 0.35 0.28 -0.27 -0.28 -0.23 0.38 -0.36 0.17 0.20
Construction corr.coeff. 0.23 0.39 0.35 -0.11 0.41 -0.10 -0.16 0.25 0.15 O.46 0.03
M=8, T.6    '
part.corr.
coeff. 0.03 0.19 0.34 0.13 0.02 -0.12 -0.10 C.52 0.55 0.50 0.52





coeff. 0.17 0.11 0.18 -O.01 O.09 -0.03 -0.16 0.30 0.10 0.19 0.15
Textile corr. coeff. 0.55 0.41 0.12 -0.07 -0.12 -0.01 -0.05 0.46 0.14 0.51 -0.05
M=10, T=6
part.corr.
coeff. O.44 0.02 0.24 0.05 -0.10 -0.04 0.07 0.47 0.27 0.43 0.09




coeff. 0.63 -0.10 O.45 -0.23 0.18 0.26 -0.04 0.60 0.03 0.14 .0.23
*)
Table 2, Correlation and Partial Correlation Coefficients between It/Kt-1 and Possible Explanatory Variables
*) The Dartial correlation coefficients are computed for this set of explanatory variables.
T=6
8(w./Ct) 8(Pt./wt)  8(pt/Ct)  (8(wt/Ct) )2 1 8(vt/c )   8(pt/w )  91% /c 1    8(w /c )      w
Variables    wt-1/ct-1  pt-1/wt-1  pt-1/ct-1   wt-1/Ct-1 ct .,-1''C, p,-1/4.1.t- t,11 t.,- ,c:-1 ' ,(t)
Sector
A_»wt. 1                   1 -0.83 O.67 0.36 0.995        1 -0.78 0.71 0.73 0.98 Metal Products
ct ct-1
8-1/3-1                 1 -0.22 -0.12 -0.84                    1 -0.11 -0.64 -0.75
vt wt-1
p. P. 1
8.4.2.                                                                            1 0.25 0.69                             1 0.34 0.72
(t Ct-1
W W
(8-1/_tz-112                                     1          0.35                                         1          0.66
ct ct-1
8(vt/ct)                                                    1                                                       1
W W
8 (_t) »1            1 -O.89 0.50 0.29 0.99         1 -0.90 0.62 0.16 0.99 Construction
 t  Ct-1
_&=1                                             1 -0.06 -0.13 -0.90                    1 -0.24 0.01 -0.89
vt wt-1
811/Pt-1 0.63
Ct ct-1                               1 0.15 0.47                               1          0.14
W W 2
(821»1)2                                           1           0.22                                               1           0.08
ct ct-1
8(vt/ct)                                                    1
W W
ee=.1 1 -0.75 0.62 0,65 0.93         1 -0.66 0.65 0.65 0.99 Textilet -t-1
Pt.Pt-1 -0.50 -0.668-4-                                             1 0.0 6 -0.55 -0.77                   1         0.13
wt wt-1
8·El rt-1                         1 0.24 0.50                                1 0.29 0.65
(t Ct-1
( / < 1)2 ·                                                                                                                                    50                                                                                                                 1                           0.6 0
A(wt/ct)                                                    1                                                       1
Table 3, Correlation Coefficients between Price Variables
UNIT
1             2            3             4            3            6            7            8            9            10                F
COEFF
M=9 106. a -6.2 -0.56 -12.0 5.89 9.13 1.53 16.6 -11.6 13·3 0.99
7i
t-value (-1.34) (-0.20) (-1.40) (2.45) (0,42) (0.60) (2.37) (-2.44) (3.54)
T-6 -0.37 0.003 -0.55 -0.05 0.04 -0.04 0.34 0.0025     0         -          . 1.05
a8i
t-value (-0.88) (1.07) (-2.0) (-1.29) (0.71) (-1.67) (1·51) (3·73) (-1.12)Mptal products
+8.73
M=5  106.a7i
0.78 8.23 -2.87 6.57 - 0.77
t-value (0.34) (1.80) (-0.39) (2.35) 0.61)      _
T=10 -0.14 -O.01 _0.25 -0.05 0.02       -         -                                             1.73
a8i
t-value (-0.40) (-5.09) (-3.21) (-1.07) (0.77)
»8 106. -2.96 -2.49 21.5 -2.04 3.64 7.66 14'85 -2.21                 -           2.24
a7i
t-value (-1.43) (-0.44) (4. to) (-O.18) (1.21) (1.09) (4.54) (-0.43)
T=6 -0.62 0.14 0 0.13 0.10 -0.03 -0.05 -0.004           -                -                    1.93
a8i
t-value (-2.67) (1.20) (6.77) Co.68) (1.53) (-1.64) (-3.11) (-0.77)Construction
M=5  106.a7i
-0.28 -4.41 13·98 11.38 4.62       -                                          -            1.14
t-value (-0.11) (-1.0) (1.97) (1.64) (1.17)
T=10 0.002 0.10 O.00001 0.02 -0.03       -                                          -            1.44pi
t-value (0.007) (2.96) (1.02) (0.94) (-0.75)
6 14.08 21.34 3.44 -13.41 13.75 12.17 5.68M=10 10 6.27 19.4 22.74 13·41'
aii                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      ·3
t-value (0.49) (2.56) (8.41) (3.74) (13.84) (3.04) (4.71) (-3.43) (0·57) (2.60)
T=6 0.007 0.06 -0.18 O.04 0.02 -0.06 0.03 -0.005 0
O.40 3.95
a8i
t-value (1.63) (1.80) (-3.45) (3.13) (8.02) (-O·74) (5.48) (-0.88) (-0.04)
(7.16)
 extile
M=5  106.ay 13.56 14.38 8.04 33.12 22.81       -         -         -          _                      6.54
t-value (2.96) (2.19) (3.33) (11.31) (11.79)
T=10 0.001 -0.03 -0.001 0.045 0.01       -                                             
         14.76
pi
t-value (1.93) (-0.84) (-1.63) (9.65) (3.26)
*)
Table 4, Estimated Coefficients of the Financial Variables Der Unit















t-value          tr    . 10 t.-value
8                                       'r
Metal Products T=6  -0.00019 -1.83 -0.0002 -2.09 1.59 O.84
T=10 -0.0093 -4.44 0.0022 0.90 1.55 0.82
Construction T=6 0.000056 3.36 0.000029 2.20 4.21 1.37
T=10  0.0000047 0.43 0.000007 0.66 2.11 1.03
Textile T=6 0.00056 2.99 0.00024 0.84 3.17 1.56
T=10 0.00027 0.25 0.0018 1.63 1.91 0.40
*)Table 5, Estimatd Coeffi cients  of the Current and Lagged Debt Coverage Ratio
*) The coefficients were estimated in a regression aquation of the form
W W
It/Kt-1 - 00 + 01 It-1/Et-2 + 02 AT,t-1/Lt-2 + a 3 AQt/Qt_1 + 02, 8(-5  )/c -  +t   t-1
AFt-1-AEt-1
ADCR ADCR
t-1+a *'8 Kt." +UR K 82  K          tt-2 t-1 t-2
The restriction that a72,il 0 for each individual unit is not imposed.
VARIABLES Nt   8(wt/ct)    8(wt/ct) )2 61 1
F-test on    L  &(pt/ct) 8 1 F-test on
Qt-1 Wt-1/ct-1 (wt-1/ct-1  ct 414-05-'16-0 Qt-1 Pt-l/ct-1 ct (li.'it.0
DATASET a3      a4            5         a6       F          a  
      a        aA          F    ,
0.28 -0.44 0.14 0.004 0.23 -0.09 +0.000007
a ** 0.43
T=6                                                        0
t-value 4.90 -1.00 0.76 0.91 4.72 -0.70 +0.02
Metal Products
8 0.22 -2.63 0.21 0.03 0.18 +0.09 -0.001
T=10 8.19
0.69
t-value 4.09 -5.57 0.62 5.39 2.05 0.63 -1.35




t-value 5.13 -2.57 1.14 2.34 7.70 1.53
-6.16
Construct%on




t-value 0.39 0.30 1.57 -0.56
0.44 -0.31 -0.79
& 0.12 -0.37 -0.06 0.004 0.16 0.08 -0.0005
T=6 1.83
0.19
t-value 2.48 -0.18 -0.11 2.13 2.90
0.64 -0.71
Textile
0 0.27 0.77 0.24 -0.009 0.26
0.48 -0.02
O.25 1.91T=10
t-value 4.37 1.02 0.35 -1.02 4.63 2.90
-1.66
*)
Table 6, Estimates of the doefficients of the Price Variables
I                                I AL ADCR
*)  The estimated model is Ek- - ao + al 2.=1 + a2 Lt-1 + (output and price variables) + E 1+ utt-1 t-2 t-2
**) In fact the computed F-value was negative (which can be explained fro
m the IV-appraoch).
It-1 ALt-1 Aqt A(wt/ct) 8(pt/ct) ADCR ADCRt        t-1
VARIABLES
termtant Et-2 XI-2-Qt-1 vt-1/ct-1 pt-1/Ct-1 -Et-1 -Kt-2     **
Specification                                a          al a2 a3      04        a&        a8       08%      Fi
R2 8***
estimated coeff. 0.04 0.57 0.13 0.24 -0.02 -0.0002 -0.0002 42.3 0.89 0.20
I       M=9,  T-6
t-value 4.85 7.35 3.98 4.95 -0.70 -1.72 -2.01
estimated coeff. 0.04 0.53 0.14 0.23 -0.01        -          -0.00003 - 46.64 0.88 0.20
II  M=9, T=6
t-value 4.92 6.54 3.82 4.63 -0.26 -0.31     _
estimated coeff. O.04 O.47 0.17 0.14 -0.02 -0.17 63·28 0.85 0.04
III M=5, T610
t-value 3.83 4.38 2.45 1.98 -0.26 -2.85
estimated coeff. 0.05 0.56 0.13 0.19 - -O.0001 -0.0002 57.28 0.88 0.20                        4lo
IV  M=9, T==6
t-value 5.27 7.54 4.23 4.66 -1-40 -1.88
rel.imp. 0.18 0.75 0.02 0.05 0.002 0.002
Table  7, The Final Specification  of the Investment Function  for the Industry "Metal Products and Machinery".
*)   The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero and is computed on the residuals of the transformed model
(see App. D).
*2)  The R2 is computed on the residuals Y-XB of the untransformed model.
***)  8  is the estimated autocorrelation parameter.  The test statistic  on the equality  of the parameter  p.  for all units, which under
ideal circumstances  has a F-distribution  with   (M-1) and M*(T-1)-(M-1)  d. f. respectively, was never larger  than  one.
VARIABLES constant -  - -It-1     Lt-1 AQ+ Atwt/ct) A(Pt/ct) ADCRt ADCRt-1
term Kt-2    Kt-2   Qt-1   Wt-1/ct-1   Pt-1/ct-1   Kt-1     Kt-2
Specification      GO 01 02 a3 04  0   08 aBL 4 R2 - 8*22
estimated coeff. 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.39  -0.40          -         0.00006 0.00003 42.68 0.77 -0.03
I    M=8, T=6
t-value 4.71 2.21 1.06 6.92  -5.31          - 3.45 1.94
estimated coeff. 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.26    -            - 0.00005 0.00002 42.23 0.78 0.03
II   M=8, T=6
t-value 5.71 0.83 2.09 4.85 - 3.37 1.76
rel.imp. 0.49 0.01 0.02 0.20 0.23 0.05
estimated coeff. 0.14 -0.007 0.06 0.01 0.000004 0.000006 116.0 0.80 0.15
III  14=5, 'M=10
t-value 6.11 -0.05 1.64 0.58 0.40 0.52
rel.imp. 0.98 0.01 0.005 0.0008 0.002 0.004
1
Table 8, The Final Specification of the Investment Function for the Construction industry.
13   The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero and is computed on the residuals of the transformed
model (see App. D).
**)  The R2 is computed on the residuals Y-XB of the untransformed model.
    
 a e teh timated
autocorrelation parameter. The test statistic on equality of Pi for all units, HO:p = pi, was never
VARIABLES constant 5=1 2t-1, AQ·t 8(Wt/ct) 8(pt/ct) ADCRt ADM-t-1
term Kt-2 Kt-2 Qt-1 wt-1/ct-1 pt-1/ct-1 Kt-1 Kt-2
Specification                                ao        01     02      a3      04          a&         a8 a81 F'*     R21*    8***
estimated coeff. O.04 0.54 0.10 0.15 -0.03          - 0.0006 0.0004 102.2 0.80 -0.07
I    M=10, T=6
t-value 3.44 5.04 1.78 3.91 -0.50          - 3.16 1.22
estimated coeff. 0.03 0.56 0.08 0.18    -            - 0.0006 0.0003 88.66 0.80 -0.10
II   M=10, T=6
t-value 3.22 5.29 1.42 3.99    -            - 3.20 1.17
rel.imp. 0.26 0.61 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.01
estimated coeff. 0.01 0.69 -0.03 0.23    -            - 0.0003 0.002 87.2 0.83 -0.40
III  M=5, T=10
t-value 1.57 10.31 -0.63 4.34 - 0.29 1.72
rel.imp. O.006 0.76 0.004 0.22    -            - 0.0002 0.01
3
Table 9, The Final Specification of the Investment Function for the Textile Industry
*)   The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero and is computed on the residuals of the transformed model
(see App. D)
**)  The R2 is computed on the residuals Y-XB of the untransformed model
***)  9  is the estimated autocorrelation parameter.  The test statistic  on HQ:p  = Pi  for all units, which under ideal conditions
follows a F-distribution  with  (M-1) and M*(T-1)-(M-1 )  d. f. respectively, was never larger than  one.
It- 1       8Lt-1 Mit A(Wt/ct, 8(Pt/ct) ADCR ADCRt-1
VARIABLES
t tant Kt-2 Kt-2 QIJ vt-1/ct-1 Pt-1/ct-1 KI-1 Et-2 **
Specification     all al c,2 a3 all a  a " a81 4     2
Metal Products estimated coeff. O.04 0.53 0.12 0.16 -0.01 -0.04 - 43·23  0.88
I    M 9, T=6
t-value 4.38 6.62 3.49 4.57 -0.98 -0.04      -
Metal Products estimated coeff. 0.04 0.53 0.13 0.15 - -0.008 0.02 - 42.29  0.88
II   M=9, T=6
t-value 4.35 6.55 3.45 4.38 _ -0.74 0.02      -
Construction estimated coeff. 0.07 0.22 0.11 0.16 -0.01 0·32 _ 56.09  0.82
III  M=8, T=6
t-value 5.36 1.83 1.83 4.30  -0.63          -         1.88      -
Textile estimated coeff. 0.05 0.40 0.21
**** 0.08 -0.02 2.85 - 135.9 0.79
*
IV M=11, T=6
t-value 4.66 3.64 3.89 3.56  -2.00          -         1.62
Table 10, Some Specifications of the Investment Function Based on the Cost of capital Variable ci
*)    The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero and is computed on the residuals of the transformed model
(see App. D).
**)   The R2 is computed on the residuals Y-XB of the untransformed model.
***)  The DCR  in this specification is scaled differently from the DCRt in previous specifications
****)  The  estimates  of this investment function are based  on  11 firms, whereas the other estimated equations are based  on  only
10 firms.
It-1   ALt-1   8Ot &(wt/ct) 8:(Pt/Ct)
ADCR ADCR
t        t-1
VARIABLES constant r- U  -1 vt-1/ct-1 pt-1/ct-1 Kt-1 Et-2term t-2
**
ao        01    %     a3     all         a&       aB       a8,      F*
I    All firms large 0.07 0.34 0.25 0.07  -0.19          -         0.07      -
T=6 (three firms)
medium 0.10 -0.002 ·0.02 -0.003  0.32          -         0.0001 - 5.7
(two firms)
small 0.05 0.43 0.21 0.16  -0.01          -         0.001     -
(four firms)
II   All firms rapid growth 0.10 0.18 0.43 0.22 -0.04          -         0         -
T==6 (two firms)
slow (zero) growth 0.04 0.52 0.13 0.19 -0.01          -         0         -        0.79
(seven firms)
III 5 firms T=6 O.06 0.36 0.24 0.13 -0.02               -              0              -              -                                           3
T=10 0.04 0.47 0.17 0.14 -0.02 -0.17      -                                     1
Table 1 1, Stability  of the Estimated Coefficients  of the Investment Equation  for the Industry "Metal Products and Machinery" .
*)     The F-value corresponds  to  the  test  that the coefficients are equal  for all subgroups.
**) The investment equations for T=6 is estimated under the restriction that the coefficient aBi is nonnegative for
individual units.
VARIABLES
constant It=.1 5=1 21_ &(vt/ct) *pt/ct) ADCRB ADCRt-1
term Kt-2 Lt-2 Qt_1 vt-1/ct-1 Pt-1/ct-1 Kt-1 Kt.2
ao 01 02 03 al,  04 08** a81 *
I   All firms large 0.30 -1.03 -0.08 0.04     -            - 0.35 -0.19
(2 firms)
medium 0.05 0.37 0.27 0.09     -            - 0.01 0.003 2.13
(2 firms)
small 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.24     -            - 0.00005 0.00002
(4 firms)
II   All firms rapid growth 0.32 -1.15 -0.08 0.04     -            - 0.36 -0.19
( 2   firms )
slow (zero) growth 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.25     -            - 0.00005 0.00002 4.25
(6 firms)
3
III 5 firms T=6 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.41     -            - 0.00007 0.00003       -
T=10 0.14 -0.007  0.06 - 0.000004 0.000006
Tabel 12, Stability of the Estimated Coefficients of the Investment Equation for the Construction Industry.
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that the coefficients are equal for all subgroups.
**)  The investment equation  for  T-6 is estimated under the restriction  that the coefficient  a8i is nonnegative for individual units.
constant   ;,-1   :,2-1   2,    w "
ADCR8(.t/ct) 8(pt/ct) ADCR
VARIABLES pt-1/ct-1 Kt-1    1-1
term t-2 t-2 t-1    t-1  t-1
*
00        01     02      03      al,         a&          a8         08 e        F
T    All firms large 0.03 0.79 0.19 0.07     - 0.32 0.19
T=6 ( 3   firms )
medium 0.04 0.50 0.05 0.06 - 0.0005 0.0003 3.86
(5 firms)
Carpet-industry 0.06 0.32 0.29 -0.16     -           - 0.03 0.01
(2 firms)
II   All firms large 0.03 0.78 0.22 0.07 0.31 0.19
T=6 · (3 firms)
medium 0.04 0.50 0.08 0.16     -           - 0.0006 0.0004 7.46
( 7     fi rms  )
3
III 5 firms T=6 0.06 0.20 -0.04 0.08 - 0.004 -
T=10 0.01 0.69 -0.03 0.23     -          - 0.0003 0.002         -
Tabel 13, Stability of the Estimated Coefficients of the Investment Function for the Textile Industry.
*) The F-value corresponds to the test that the coeffi cients are equal for all subgroups.
Metal Products Construction Textile Metal Products Construction Textile
M=9 T=6 M=8, T=6 M=10, T=6 M=5, 9 10 M=5, T=10 M=5, T=10VARIABLES -            -              -
X S X S X S X S X S X S
It/Kt-1 0.107 0.075
0.122 0.082 0.089 0.067 0.113 0.084 0.145 0.08 0.104 0.09
8Lt/Lt-1
-0.007 0.087 0.014 0.13 -0.014 0.07 0.024 0.103 0.07 0.16 -0.007 0.122
8Qt/Qt-1
0.007 0.104 0.06 0.212 0.014 0.10 0.058 0.132 0.106 0.211 O.06 0.157
8At.8(*t Nt+Ft)/(Kt qt) 0.007 0.24 0.027 0.266 O·076 0.203 0 0.354 0.017 0.35 0.036 0.229
8 (vt / et ) / ( Wt 1 / Ct 1 ) 0.025 0.102
0.04 O.09 0.027 0.075 0.038 0.10 0.028 0.08 0.039 0.074
8(Pt/vt)/(Pt 1/vt-1) -0.04 0.08 -0.03 0.08 -0.046 0.05 -0.06 0.06 -0.015 0.07 -0.07 0.05
8(w /ct)/,( .1/ct. 1) 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.023 0.06 0.016 0.12
  ND/<vt-1/<-1) -0.05 0.03 -0.02 0.04 -0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.036 -0.014 0.04 0.023 0.06
8(wt/wta)/(wt-1/w _1) -0.005 0.065 0.011 0.07 -0.001 0.06 0.013
0.06 0.004 0.05 0.016 0.05
W
all- 8(.1)1 -O.01 0.18 -O.04 0.19 -0.06 O.40 -0.005 0.06 -0.001 0.04 0.002 0.06
 4                                                                          -
W
g
811 8(-1.)1 0.30 2.87 -0.40 3.45 -0.92 7,07 -0.027 2.37 0.011 2.77 0.015 0.61
Wt Lt- 1   wt
Table 14, List of Variables, Means and Standard Deviations for the Six Datasets.
It-1 ALt-1 8Qt  8(wt/ct) 8(Pt/vt) 8(,4/ct) A(Pt/"t) Kwt " )  1




DATASET                                                                                                                       t          t
14=9, T=6
correlation coefficient 0.18 0.17 0.48 -O.46 0.60        0 -0.014 -0.45 -O.016 -0.01Metal
Products
M=5, T=10
correlation coefficient O.40 0.41 0.84 -0.29 O.09 -0.25 -0.17 -0.24 -0.09 -0.02
M=8, T=6
correlation coefficient 0 0.06 0.77 -0.006 0.16 0.17 -0.09 -0.19 -0.06 0.21
Construction
M=5, T=10
correlation coefficient -0.16 0.02 0.85 -0.10 0.15 -0.11 0.17 -0.03 0.07 0.19
M=10, T=6
correlation coefficient O.07 0.15 0.42 _0.27 0.40 0.05        0 -0.40 _0,15 -0.14              9
Textile
M=5, T=10
correlation coefficient 0.02 .0.06 O.44 -0.47 0.30 -0.22 -0.17 -0.39 -0.23 -0.16
Table 15, Correlation Coefficients between ALt/Lt-1   and  Possible Explanatory Variables
UNIT
1 2              3             4              5              6             7              8              9         10         2DATASET
86i 0.37 0.02 -1.53 0.35 -25·6 -0.38 1.05 -0.04 -1.54      -
Metal Prod. (t-value) (2.77) (0.07) (.1.27) (1.01) (-3.22) (-0.72) (1.32) (-0.16) (-4.19) - 3.21
M-9,   T-6 B i 0.73 -0.006 -1.41 O.004 -2.24 0.06 0.06 -0.001 -0.14      -
(t-value) (1.75) (-0.85) (-2.23) (0.20) (-2.94) ( 1.18) (1.17) (-0.42) (-4.07) 2.66
Bgi +0.51 -0.63 -1.99 -0.21 -23.52 -1.01 -1.69 -0.87 -1.41      -
(t-value) (1.23) (-2.00) (-3.34) (.0.85) (-2.44) (-2.52) (.-2.78) (-2.18) (-9.50) - 5.20
Metal Pro.
86i
0.10 0.69 0.24 0.52 -1.53 -      0.96
*5, 7=10 BAi 0.26 0.01 0.06 0.02 -0.07 0.75
Bji -O.48 -0.29 -0.81 -0.10 -9.20 0.25
Construe-
tion        86i -0.03
-1.36 -O.51 -1.72 0.20 -0.77 -0.06 -0.92 - -      1.72
»8, T=6    Bgi 0.24 -1.58 -O.004 -0.42 0.02 -0.07 -0.001 -0.23 - -       3.16
Qi 1.14 -1.16 -0.03 2.35 1.11 -0.27 -0·51 -0.97 -      2.95 8
Construe-
tion        86i 1.00 -1.29 -0.28 -7.40 2.23          -                                            -      3.26
M=5, T=10 B i 0.72 -1.31 -0.003 -1·58
0.20          ·- 2.57
BZi O.47 -1.07 -0.59 -8.60 -0.21 -      3.70
Textile B -0.08 -0.15 -0.05 0.27 -0.55 -1.76 -1.39 -0.08 -0.19 -1.67 1.546i
M=10, T=6 BAi
-0.04 -0.03 -0.06 0.02 -0.04 -1.110 -0.13 -0.002 -0.008 -0.83 1.78
82i
-O.32 -1.22 -0.60 -0.32 -0.19 -0.50 -0.70 0.21 -0.40 -0.08 3.18
Textile B -0.37 -0.02 -2.32 -0.20 -0.44 -      1.136i                                                                                                            -      2.80M=5, T=10 B i -0.07
-0.02 -1.20 -0.03 -O.04
Bgi -0.78 -1.39 -3.77 -0.26 -0.50 -      2.58
Table 16, Estimated Coefficients of the Wage Drift Variable per Unit**
1)  The F-value refers to the test on equal coefficients for all units
**)   The coe fficients are estimated  in the ·regression model:
AL                             I                   BL                   AQ                A{wt/ct)
  = BO + 81 2·3  + B2 Let·1 + B3 e + 84 vti,/4-1 ' 86i(WDV)t + Bt
UNIT
2            2          3          4           5           6          7           8           9       10      FDATASET
Bi
0.53 -0.50 -1.15 0.57 -25·06 -0.38 2.36 -O.04 -0.84     -
Metal Prod. (t•value) (2.31) (2.23) (-1.36) (2.10) (-3.23) (-0.78) (2.38) (-0.11) (-2.74) - 2.97
4=9,  '[ 6 8, 1.25 O.009 -0.75 0.03 -1.36 -0.04 1.04 -0.002 -0.076i
(t-value) (2.59) (1.95) (-1.27) (1.88) (-3.35) (-0.53) (2.25) (-0.16) (-2.64) _ 2.54
Bgi O.49 -0.58 -2.02 -0.21 -23·88 -1.03 -1.73 -0.83 -1.42
(t-value) (1.21) (-1.83) (-3.57) (-0.84) (-2.50) (-2.65) (-2.96) (-2.06) (-9.74) - 5.45
Metal Prod. B 0.14 0.63 0.25 0.50 0.55 0.346i
M=5,     T=1 0 B i 0.32 0.09 0.07 0.02 0.03         -                                 -       -       0.68
B" -0.51 -0.29 -0.98 -1.84 -5.366i O.40
Construction B 0.84 -O.60 -0.32 -0.92 0.16 -0.66 0.11 -0.61 -       -       0.806i
M=8, T=6       BAi
0·92 -0.80 -0.03 -0.21 0.02 -0.05 0.01 -0.15 -       -       0.73
Bgi +1.19 -1.11 -0.30 1.37 0.12 -0.48 -0.57 -1.06 _       -       2.72
Construction B 1.09 -1.05 -0.12 -7.5 2.27                     -           -           -       -       3.326i
M=5, T=10      8 i O.79 -1.03
-0.001 -1.63 0.21         -          - _       2.53        2
Qi +0.69 -1.18 -0.72 -9.67 -0.12 -       -       4.17
Textile        8 0.47 0.38 0.30 0.64 -0.07 -1.13 -0.63 0.41 -0.04 -1.32 1.966i
M=10, T==6 86i
0.04 0.03 0.09 0.05 -0.02 -1.04 -0.09 0.02 -0.004 -0.66 1.95
Bgi 4.31 -1.21 -0.56 -0.33 -0.20 -0.50 -0.74 0.22 -0.40 -0.10 3.35
Textile        86i
-0.28 0.007 -2.30 -0.11 -0.35                                              -        -      1.26
1*=5, T=10      BAi -O.05 -0.01 -1.16 -0.01 -0.03 -      3.06
Bgi -0.66 -1.43 -3.68 -0.27 -0.48 -      2.89
Table 17, Estimated Coefficients of the Wage Drift Variable per Unit**
*)  The F-value re fers to the test on equal coefficients for all units
**) The coefficients are estimated in the regression model:
I         AL         AQ        &(pt/wt)
E t· - BO + 81 Kit,1 + 82 Lt 2: + 83 QQ ·1 + 84 pt-1/wt-1 + 86i(WDV)t + nt
AQ·t 8(wt/Ct) 8(wt/ct) 2 8Qt 8(vt/ct) Mt     A (pt/wt)
VARIABLES
9t. 1 Vt. l/ct-1 (Vt-1/ct-1 Qt.1 vt-1/et-1 Q(-1 pt-1/."t-,
DATASET                                              3        84            85                 3        84              83         84B                                                B
M 9, T-6 estimated coefficieht 0.28 -0.52 0.24 0.26 -0.50 0.33 0.72
t-value 3.85 -7.44 O.63 3.34 -7.44 5.56 8.53
Metal Products
M,5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.66 -0.29 0.25 O.66 -0.26 0.73 0.28
t-value 12.11 -3.81 0.70 11.98 -4.13 13·14 2.94
M=8, T=6 estimated coefficient 0.60 -0.42 0.19 O.60 -0.41 0.58 0.66
t-value 13.12 -4.43 0.22 13.59 -4.71 12.93 6.33
Constvuction
M=5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.58 -0.37 -0.08 0.58 -0.38 0.56 0.46
t-value 8.56 -2.85 -0.08 8.65 -3.05 7.43 3.08                 ,
%
1*=10, T=6 estimated coefficient 0.38 -0.02 -0.72 0.32 -0.09 0.39 0.42                1
t-value 5.39 -0.17 -0.88 6.68 -1.21 9.19 4.18
Textile
M=5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.40 -0.35 0.31 0.39 -0.34 0.44 0.47
t-value 4.17 -1.58 0.25 6.19 -1.87 5.47 1.65
Table 18,Estimated Toerticients of the Price Variables< 
8                               69
*) The estimated regression model is: irt  - Bo + 81 It-1  8  -2  + 8 -14 (Price Variables) + Bg 81--1-K a- 1 + nt
t-1        -  :t 2   2 Lt-1    3 Qt-1 Lt- 1   Wt     vt
8Qt      &(W /ct)    8(W /ct)       AQt
a(wt/ct) Apt     8(pt/w )VARIABLES    -    ( ·             -
 -1   -1/ct-1  w -1/Ct. 1 Qt-1   w -1/C t-1       Qt-1    pt-1/wt-1
DATASET'
83       84           B              B5              3       84            BJ        BA
M=9, T=6 estimated coefficient 0.23 -0.12 -0.36 0.23 -0.11 0.24 0.07
t-value 3.27 -1.26 -0.30 3.30 -1.28 3.47 0.29
Metal Products
M=5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.56 -0.26 0.14 0.56 -0.25 0.60 0.11
t-value 9.51 -2.34 0.10 9.79 -2.62 7.96 0.53
M=8, T=6 estimated coefficient 0.53 -0.04 0.22 0.53 -0.01 0.54 0.26
t-value 13·84 -0.32 0.15 13.79 -0.13 14.10 1.52
Construction
M=5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.47 -0.29 -2.91 0.54 -0.37 0.52 0.58
t-value 6.76 -1.52 -1.10 8.51 -2.13 8.05 2.34
M=10, T=6 estimated coefficient 0.48 0.07 0.53 0.48 0.10 0.48 -0.27           Fi
t-value 11.20 0.91 0.70 13·64 1.47 13.77 1.37
Textile
M=5, T=10 estimated coefficient 0.49 -0.10 1.95 0.39 -0.12 0.46 -0.41
t-value 3.61 -0.49 -0.60 4.51 -0.65 5.08 -0.85
Table 19, Estimated Coefficients  of the Price Variables  
AL             I         AL        AQ                             &(wt/w )*) The estimated regression model is: L t  = BO + 81 Kt-1 + 82 L t ' + 83 rt_ + (Price Variables) + Bg , c   + nt




VARIABLES constazit »   »
1- 81 -1.-                Fl            3**      RZ





DATASET                 B        B
0        1      82      83      84       86
*9, T.6 8.      -0.0001 0.03 0.50 0.26 -0.50 0.003 37.60 -0.65  0.31
t-
value -0.01 0.58· 7.93 3.54 -7.43 1.18
Metal Products rel.imp.  0.0003 0.005 0.40 0.13 0.46 O.006
*5, T=10 8. -0.03 0.13 0.17 0.66 -0.26 0.01 83·29 -0.02 0.841
t-
value -3.04 2.06 3.15 11.98 -4.13 3.05
rel.imp. 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.74 0.06 0.05
*8, T=6 ii
-0.01 -0.01 0.16 0.60 -0.41 -0.008 65·03 .0.26 0.66
t-
value -0.84 -0.14 2.52 13·60 -4.71 -1.94
Construction  rel.imp.   0.006 0 0.02 0.86 0.08 0.03
1*•5.   T= 10 Bi 0.03 -0.25 0.29 0.58 -0.38 -0.008 63·62 -0.44  0.73
t-
value 1.80 -2.66 4.52 8.65 -3.05 -1.49
rel.imp. 0.03 0.06 0.10 0.75 0.03 0.02
1*•10, T=6 8. -0.03 0.10 0.34 0.32 -0.09 -0.005 25·27 -0.20 0.14
t-
value -3.46 1.24 4.68 6.68 -1.21 -2.24
Textile rel.imp. 0.20 0.03 0.16 0.31 O.008 0.29
M•5, T=10 8 -0.004 -0.09 0.19 0.39 -0.34 -0.02 5.12 -0.34  0.28
t-
value -2.61 -0.83 1.37 4.19 -1.87 -1.0
rel.imp. 0.002 0.02 0.11 0.68 0.15 0.04
Table  20, The Final Specication  of the Labour Demand Function
*)   The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
17)  The R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model u=Y-X B
*12) E is the estimated autocorrelation coefficients, the test statistic on equality of °i for all
unitf. HO:oi = 0, which under ideal conditions follows a F-distribution with (M-1) and
M*(T-1)-(M-1) d. f. respectively, was never larger than one.
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It-1 AL, 84 8( /ct) 8(vt/v:)VARIABLES
  tant    EIS    EIS       C    vt- t /Ct- 1     vt.1 / - 1
Fl  Rr En
DATASET                    BO       81    82    83     B4         Bg
M=9, T=6        Bi
-O.02 0.12 0.41 0.21 -0.12 -0.91 30.33 0.55 -0.51
t-
value -2.96 2.60 6.27 2.94 -1.30 -7.83
Metal Products  rel. imp. O.08 0.05 0.25 0.08 0.01 0.53
80•5,  T= 10 8 -0.015 0.002 0.34 0.56 -0.25 -0.28 85·15 0.75 -0.23
t-
value -1.62 0.04 6.35 9.64 -2.57 -2.17
rel.imp. 0.03 0 0.20 0.71 0.03 0.03
*-8, T=6        8 -0.02 -0.03 0.25 0.53 -O.01 -0.68 49.26 0.76 -0.20i
t-
value -1.42 -0.36 5.12 12.72 -0.14 -5.70
Construction rel.imp. 0.02 0.001 0.07 0.77 0 0.15
M•5, T=10 8 0.03 -0.22 0.33 0.50 -0.35 -0.41 47.89 0.69 -0.45
i
t-
value 1.76 -2.06 4.67 7.70 -1.95 -1.94
rel.imp. 0.05 0.07 0.17 0.67 0.02 0.02
410,26 8 -0.03 0.11 0.31 0.48 0.10 -0.43 71.26 0.36 -0.25
i
t-
value -5.66 2.07  6.15 15.37 1.53 -6.67
Textile rel.imp. 0.18 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.01 0.14
45. T=10 8 -0.008 -0.04 0.19 0.40 -0.12 -0.72 6.75 0.31 -0.27
i
t-
value 0.58 -0.44 1.54 4.46 -0.64 -3.36
rel.imp. 0.01 0.006 0.09 0.65 0.01 0.24
Table 21, The Final Specification of the Labour Demand Function
1)   The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
**)    6  is the estimated autocorrelation coe fficient.  The test statistic on equality  of p .  for
all units, which under ideal conditions follows a F-distribution with (M-1) and M*(T-1)-(M-1)
d. f.   respectively, was never larger  than   one.
***) The R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model u=Y-XB.
81 wt'?t)                                                                          XVARIABLES
constant  t-·1   t-1 3- vt-1/ct-1 81712term Kt-2    Lt-2    Qt-1 t  t-1
W
St
DATASET                                                            B o      B 1      B2      B 3         B4            B6
I    All firms  (3 firms) large -0.01 0.08 0.27 0.48 -0.35
-0.03 15·84
T=6 ( 2    fi rms ) medium 0.01 0.15 1.60 0.16 0.24 -0.31
(4 firms) small -0.02 0.11 O.09 0.69 -0.34 0.03
Metal Products II All firms  (2 firms) rapid growth -0.05 O.15 0.18 0.81 -0.38
-0.03 .3.62
T-6 (7 firms) slow (zero) growth -0.01 0.09 0.39 0.29 -0.4
1 -0.0001
III 5 firms T=6 -0.02 0.05 0.13 0.73 -0.36
0.03              -
T=10 -0.03 0.13 0.18 0.66 -0.26 0.01              _
I    All firms  (2 firms) large 0.17 -5.2 0.01 0.58 -0.22
-0.68 5.44
T=6 (2 firms) medium -0.03 0.19 -0.18 1.0 0.36 -0.24
(4 firms) small -0.03 0.03 0.11 0.52 -0.22 -0.0
04
Construction   II   All firms  (2 firms) rapid growth 0.20 -1.22 0.05
0.60 -0.22 -0.69 7.31
T=6 (6 firms) slow (zero) growth -0.03 0.05 0.10 0.53 -0.38 -0.005
III 5   fi rms )6 -0.006 -0.07 0.20 0.60 _0.25 -0.006
T=10 0.03 -0.24 0.28 0.59 -0.37 -0.008             -                5
I           All   fi rms (3 firms) large -0.06 0.26 0.06 O.44 0.08 -0.22
1.12
T=6 (5 firms) medium -0.05 0.42 0.43 0.33 -0.38
-0.006
(2 firms) carpet-ind. 0.03 -0.26 0.63 0.46
0.12 -0.07
Textile        II   All firms  (3 firms) large -O.04 0.12 0.40 0.49 0.07 -0.33
0.99
T=6 (7 firms) medium -0.02 0.13 0.41 0.43 -0.11 -0.002
III 5 firms T=5 -0.002 -0.16 0.44 0.45 -0.18 -0.05
T=10 -0.006 -0.09 0.18 0.40 -0.32 -0.03
Table 22, Stability of the Estimated Coefficients of the Labour Demand Function
*) The value corresponds to the test that the coefficients are equal for all subgroups.
It-1 8Lt-1 Agt  8(w /et)  8(vt/W:)VARIABLES
 tent RIS C.7   vt-1/ct-1 vt-1/w -1   F':
DATASET          Bo 8 1 82 3 84  86B
I    All firms  (3 firms) large -O.09 0.003 0.41 0.50 -0.35 -0.36 3.89
T=6 (2 firms) medium -0.10 0.58 0. Oq 0.26 0.39 -0.02
(4 firms) small -0.02 0.06 0.39 0.46 -0.11 -0.46
Metal Products II   All firms  (2 firms) rapid growth -0.04 0.13 0.11 0.80 -0.43 -0.74 1.07
T=6 ( 7   firms)    slow (zero) grovth -0.04 0.15 0.21 0.15 -0.01 -0.93
III 5 firms T=6 -0.02 , 0.05 0.36 0.60 -0.24 -0.16
T=10 -0.02 0.004 0.36 0.55 -0.25 -0.28
I    All firms  (2 firms) large 0.22 -1.37 -0.02 0.63 -0.10 -0.54 2.41
T=6 (2 firms) medium 0.006 -0.19 0.31 0.37 0.05 -1.03
(4 firms) small -0.03 0.02 0.21 0.49 -0.01 -0.54
Construction   II   All firms  (2 firms) rapid growth 0.21 -1.37 -0.003 0.62 -0.07 -0.57 5.37
T=6 (6 firms) slow (zero) growth -0.02 -0.01 0.26 0.49 0.07 -0.60
III 5 firms T=6 -0.01 -0.02 0.15 0.52 -0.06 -0.53
T=10 0.03 -0.23 0.33 0.50 -0.35 -0.42
2
I    All firms  (3 firms) large -0.03 0.08 0.24 0.48 -0.10 -0.77 2.25
T=6 (5 firms) medium -0.06 0.46 0.39 0.45 -0.14 -0.69
(2 firms) carpet-ind. O.04 -0.22 0·72 O.0006 0.13 -0.70
Textile        II   All firms  (3 firms) large -0.03 0.08 0.27 0.50 -0.08 -0.77 0.98
T=6 (7 firms) medium -0.03 0.18 0.34 O.49 0.12 -0.41
III 5   fi rms T=6 -0.014 0.06 0.40 0.51 -0.10 -0.67
T=10 -0.01 -0.04 0.19 0.40 -0.12 -0.72
Table 23, Stability of the Estimated Coefficients of the Labour Demand Function.
*) The value corresponds to the test that the coefficients are equal for all subgroups.
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VARIABLES con- »  11 1 21=1 AA  ·55  71-1 Fi   R22*
stant   t-2   Lt-2  Qt-1 Qt-2 t   Kt-1      t-2
term
DATASET 00    al      a2    a3 a31 '32   '81        '82
a. 0.02 0.67 0.07 -    0.08  0.08 0 -0.0002 58.30 0.90
1
t-
value 2.53 7.42 1.75 -    1.45  2.88 0 -1.48
Metal Products  with a. 0.04 0.56 0.13 0.23 - - -0.0002 -0.0002 50.88 0.88
M=9, T=6 t.
-1.73I.V. value 5.03 7.29 3.96 4.94 - -  -1.45
witi a 0.04 0.56 0.13 0.17 - - -0.0001 -0.0002 59.34 0.88
hout  t 
I.V. value 5.35 7.49 4.38 5.67 - - -1.26 4.68
a. 0.05 0.50 0.25 - -0.13 0.20 0.00003  -0.00002 133.71 0.59
t-
value 3.96 6.64 4.11 -    -2.85 2.62 1.79 -1.0
Concstruction with a. 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.26 - - 0.00005 0.00002 42.23 0.78
M=8, T=6 I.V.  t-
value 5.71 0.83 2.09 4.85 - - 3.37 1.76
wit-
ai
0.09 0.004 0.14 0.19 - - 0.00004 0.00002 46.18 0.80
hout  t-
I.V. value 6.89 O.04 3.16 6.76 - - 1.86 1.69
a. 0.03 0.53 0.20 - -0.02 0.20 0.0004 O.0003 142.88 O.81
t-
value 2.72 4.70  2.74 - -0.72  4.63 1.46 0.68
Textile with a. 0.03 0.56 0.08 0.18 - - 0.0006 0.0003 88.66 0.80
--
M= 10, 'r=6 I.V.  t-
value 3.22 5.29 1.42 3.99 - - 3.20 1.17
Wit-  ai O.04 0.48 0.13 0.14 - - 0.0006 0.0004 223.42 0.80
hout
t-
I.V. value 4.03 4.52 2.59 6.52 - - 2.93 1.16
Table 24, Estimated Specifications of the Investment Equation with and without Instrumental
Variables
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero.
12) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model.
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It-1 8Lt-1  A&t-1 AQt-1 8(wt/ct       1VARIABLES constant                            AA
term Kt-2 Lt-2 Qt.2 Qt-2 t  wt- 1 /et- 1   81 Ic
2    R:*
Lt
8(vt/4)1
DATASET      80  81 82 83 831 B32 84  BA
a. 0.01 0.10 0.31 -    0.18  0.04 -0.51 -0.001 10.66 0.23
1
t-
value -1.04 1.43 2.48 -    1.57  1.16 -5.88 -0.42
Metal
Products  with a. -0.0001 0.03 0.50 0.26 - - -0.50 0.003 37.60 0.31
1
M=9, T=6  I.V.    t-,
value -0.01 0.58 7.93 3.54 - -7.43 1.18
Wit-
hout a. -0.007 0.05 0.46 0.38 -0.44 0.001 47·96 0.371
I.V.    t-
value -0.96 0.97 8.30 8.30 -7.46 0.65
a. -0.02 0.10 0.25 .    0.06  0.18 -0.16 0.008 4.94 0.10
1
t-
value -1.05 0.68 1.77 0.45  3.29 -0.88 1.96
Con.truc-
tioo with a. -0.01 -0.01 0.16 0.60 - - -0.41 -0.008 65.03 0.66
1
14=8, T=6 I.V.   t-
value -0.84 -0.14 2.52 13.59 -4.71 -1.94
Wit-
hout a. -0.02 0.03 0.13 0.56 -0.43 -0.004 75.79 0.671
I.V     t-
value -1.41 0.33 2.17 15·67 - - -5.22 -1.12
i -0.03 0.07 0.26 - -0.05 0.12 -0.21 -O.01 5.61    0***
t-
value -2.54 0.64 2.08 -0.64  3.65 -2.59 -2.21
Textile   with
ai -0.03
0.10 0.34 0·31   - _ -0.09 -0.005 25·28 0.14
M=10,
-
I.V.    t-
T=6 value -3.46 1.24 4.68 6.68 - - -1.21 -2.24
Wit-
hout
ai -0.03 0.09 0.30 0.31 -0.13 -0.01 19.60    0
/*/
I.V.    t-
Value -3.26 1.01 4.12 8.01 -1.80 -3.70
Table 25A, Estimated Specification of the Labour Demand Function with and without Instrumental
Variables
2)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
12)  R2 is computed fer the residuals of the untransformed model
81) In fact R2 vas negative
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It-1  ALt-1  t  8Qt. 1 8(v /Ct)   b(.t/v )
VARIABLES




B.    -0.04  0.17 0.13 0.28 O.007 -0.09 -1.0 13·34 0.48
t-
value -3.34  2.68 1.43 3.06 0.19 -0.81 -8.90
Metal Products with B. -0.02 0.12 0.41 0.23 -0.11 -0.90 31.98 0.56
*9, T=6 I.V.  t-




-0.025 0.11 0.37 0.37 -0.06 -0.83 51.18 0.61
I.V.  t-
value -3.13 2.57  6.90 8.03 -0.79 -7.85
B.    -0.025 0.11 O.40 0.02 0.25 0.12 -0.69 6.31 0.18
1
t-
value -1.16  0.64 2.85 0.20 4.71 0.60 -3.07
Construction with B. -0.02 -0.03 0.25 0.53 - - -0.01 -0.68 49.40 0.74
*8, 96 I.V.  t-
value -1.43 -0.37  5.14 13.79 -0.14 -5.99
Wit-
hout B. -0.02  0.01  0.24  0.51                 0 -0.67 50.53 0.74
I.V.  t-
value -1.87  0.12  5.06 16.21                 0       -6.03
B.    -0.04  0.14  0.25 - -O.04 0.14 -0.11 -0.36 5.86 0.29
t-
value -3.20 1.29 2.07 -0.50 3.84 -1.16 -3.27
Textile with B. -0.03 0.11 0.31 0.48 +0.10 -0.42 66.20 0.36
M=10, T=6 I.V.  t-
value -5.71  1.98  6.02 13.6K 1.47 -6.59
Wit-
hout B. -0.03 0.12 0.28 0.41 0.05 -0.44 24.62 0.40
I.V.  t-
value -4.43  1.80  3.86 9.49 0.63 -5.20
Table 258, Estimated Specifications  for the Labour Demand Function  with and without  I. V.
*)  The F-value carresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
22) T.t2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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VARIABLES constant   21=1 5- 8(vt/ctl 81--1   1% 11 * Eterm
Lt-2       Lt-2       Qt- i       vt-1/ct-1          v   Lt- 1
't
8(-1)1DATASET                                                                   w
t
*=9,   T= 6
Bi -0.009 0.06 0.44 0.37 -0.37 0.0002 41.48 0.38  -0.52
t-
value -1.24 1.27 7.52 5.25 -5.57 -0.10
Metal Products
34=5, T=10 8. -0.03 0.19 0.12 0.66 -0.28 0.02 44.54 0.86  0.051
t-
value -3.20 2.52 2.05 10.10 -4.08 3.78
M=8, 26
di    -0·02    _001   0.25   0.41 0.24 -O.001 47.55 0.43  -0.20
t-
value -2.07 -0.19 5.32 7.30 -2.47 -0.48
Construction
M=5, T=10 B. 0.01 _0.17 0.19 0.66 -0.21 -O.01 57.04 0.78  -0.311
t-
value 0.78 -1.68 3.05 10.07 -1.55 -1.74
M=10, T=6
Bi
-0.03 0.11 0.28 0.33 _0.05 -O.01 31.84 0    -0.05
t-
value -3.97 1.31 4.15 9.68 -0.56 -3.70
Textile
M=5, T=10 8i    -0.004   -0.10   0.21   0.40 -0.31 -0.02 5.26 0.25  -0.38
t-
value -0.25 -0.95 1.44 3.92 -1.33 -0.67
Table 25C, Estimated Specification of the Labour Demand Function with an Alternative Set of I.V.
*) The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
n) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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VARIABLES conitent  =.1 ALA, 1 8(V /ct) 8(vt/v:)  Fl  RU i




-0.03 0.19 0.34 0.31 -0.05 -0.93 41.63 0.63  -0.40
t-
value -3.18 2.76 5.35 4.00 -0.62 -5.49
Metal Products
M.5,   T. 10
Bi
-0.02 0.01 0.31 0.56 -0.26 _015 80.42 0.75 -0.22
t-
value -1.64 0.17 5.60 9.20 -2.65 -1.57
M-8, T=6
Bi
-0.02 -0.01 0.26 0.52 -O.04 -0.78 49.08 0.74  -0.19
t-
value -1.52 -0.08 5.0 7.90 -0.23 -2.06
Construction
*•5,   T= 10
6. 0.01 _0.13 0.26 0.52 -0.31 0.28 57.67 0.67  -0.391
t-
value 0.50 -1.03 3.42 9.32 -1.78 0.75
1410, T=6
8. -0.03 0.14 0.26 0.46 0.02 -0.53 36.12 0.39 -0.191
t-
value -4.95 2.12 4.0 10.03 0.20 -5.19
Textile
M.5, T=10 8. 0.003 -0.04 0.32 0.34 -0.28 -1.09 6.76 0.31 -0.351
t-
value 0.16 -0.33 2.24 3.29 -1.26 -2.55
Table 25D, Estimated Specification of the Labour Demand Equation with an Alternative Set of I.V.
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
U) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
Correlation coefficients between AQ·t/Qt-1 and
DATASET bot-1 AA ADCRt
Mpt/ct) 4pt/wt)   8/t-1    AL *_1=1 MCD
Q             t      K
t-1 Pt-1/ct-1 Pt-l1vt-1   K         Lt-2 t-2 t-2
M=9,T=6       r 0.12 0.17 0.12 -0.015 -0.05 0.10 0.09 0.61
Metal Products
M = 5, T = 10      r 0.26 0.33 0.18 -O.36 0.05 0.27 0.24 0.75
M=8,T=6       r -0.06 0.48 -0.29 0.07 -0.24 0.01 0.06 0.80
Construction
M = 5, T = 10      r 0.04 0.45 -0.22 0.05 -0.05 -0.10 0.02 0.61
M= 10, T=6      r -0.23 0.22 -O.08 -0.17 0.04 -0.14 -0.05 0.66
Textile ....A
M = 5, T = 10      r 0.26 0.28 0.34 -0.23 -0.01 0.25 0.17 0.70
3
Table 26, Correlation Coefficients and Multiple Coefficient of Determination for AQ·t/Qt- 1
*) The Multiple Coefficient of Determination is computed between AQ.t/Q and all variables int-1
the model except It/Kt-1 and ALt/Lt- 1 and the constant term.
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VARIABLES constant  It-1 4Lt-1 -Nt 8('.t/et) ADCR 
aDCR
K        t-1               F.*           R:*        8
term Kt.2  Lt-2 Qt-, vt-1/ct-1 Kt-1 t-2
DATASET
M=9, T=6
a. 0.03 0.62 0.12  0.35 - -0.0002 -0.0004 37.47  0.88  0.10
t-*alwe 2.20 5.95 1.65  3.37 - -0.81 -1.25
Metal Products  rel.imp. 0.01 0.82 0.02  0.14 - 0.005 0.01
M=5, T=10
a. 0.06 0.33 0.21 0.18    -                  -        23.52  0.84  0.17
1
t-value 2.83 2.62 2.55  1.79    -        -
rel. imp. 0.15 0.53 0.16  0.16    -        -
M=8, T=6
:i
0.11 -0.08 0.19  0.26 - 0.00004 0.00003 16.58  0.80  0.19
t-value 4.71 0.56 2.54  3.66 _ 3.17 2.91
Construction rel.imp. 0.15 0.01 0.08  0.35 - 0.24 0.16
M=5; T=10
Oi
0.12 0.02 0.12  0.08 - 0.000007 0.000007  11.36  0.79  0.16
t-value 3.89 0.12 1.6 0· 0.8 6 - 0.70 0.75
rel.imp. 0.75 0.002 0.11 0.09 - 0.02 : 0.02
M=10, T=6
a. 0.06 0.32 0.19  0.16 - 0.0005 0.0003 11.30  0.78  0.35
t-value 3.44 2.57 1.83  1.71 - 1.47 0.52
Textile rel. imp. 0.15 0·54 0.07  0.11 -- 0.11 0.01
M=5, T=10
ai
0.04 0.43  -0.02  0.37 - -0.001 ·0.001 14.24 0.81 0.17
t-value 1.83 3.33  -0.26  3.40 - -0.74 0.55
rel. iip. 0.03 0.46 0.001 0.49 - 0.01 0.006
Table 27. Errorcom Estimates of the Investment Equation
2)     The   F-value   corresbonds   to  the  te9t   that all coefficients   are   zero.
11) R2 is computed for the residual.s of the untransformed model.
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VARIABLES constant  1-1   t-'  P«
,(.''c,)
8 -1- ¢ 8term




M.9,   T.6
 i
-0.02 0.19 0.06 0.20 -0.43 0.003 5.64 O.45 0.18
t-value -0.94 1.24 0.59 1.27 -4.49 0.73
Metal Products rel.imp. 0.02 0.22 0.01 0.13 0.61 0.02
M=5, T=10
Bi -0.03 0.21 0.10 0.64 -0.26 0.07 34.38 0.86 0.30
t-value -1.82 2.21 1.67 8.63 -3.75 5.15
rel.imp. 0.02 0.08 o.oi 0.72 0.06 0.11
M•8, T=6
Bi
-0.01 0.06 0 0.56 -0.37 -0.006 13·86 0.68 0.24
t-value -0.50 0.35 0 6.09 -2.46 -1.57
Construction rel.imp. 0.002 0.005 0 0.89 0.08 0.03
*5, T=10
8 -0.02 -0.10 -0.03 0.67 -0.23 -0.010 21.74 O.81 0.35i
t-value -0.50 -0.59 -0.34 4.57 -1.57 -1.50
rel.imp. 0.004 0.01 0.0001 0.94 0.01 0.03
3*=10, T=6
Bi
-0.02 0.05 0.10 0.39 -0.14 -0.0007 2.18 0.26 0.24
t-value -0.93 0.30 0.79 3.14 -1.23 -0.60
Textile rel.imp. 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.85 0.07 O.01
M=5, T=10
8 0.006 -0.20 -0.06 0.49 -0.54 -0.08 3.20 0.31 0.08i
t-value 0.19 -0.98 -0.44 3.04 -2.18 -0.26
rel.imp. 0.0008 0.08 -0.006 0.69 0.22 0.002
Table 28, Errorcom Estimates of the Labour Dema.id Equation
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
U) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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It. 1 8Lt-1 Bqt 8(Vt/et) 8('t/K)
VARIABLES constant    -   - F*     R *     8
term It-2 Lt.2 9*-1 vt-1/vt -1 vt-1/' ..1
DATASET
*9, T.6 8 -0.05 0.29 0.04 0.03 0.05 -0.98 10.25 0.56 0.22
t-value -2.31 2.14 0.46 0.21 0.44 -7.41
Metal Prodcts rel.imp. 0.04 O.28  0.003 0.001 0.002 0.67
1*•5, T-10
8 -0.02 O.09 0.16 0.56 -0.23 -0.01 lg.42 0.78 0.24
t-value -0.97 0.75 2.12 6.06 -1.80 -0.07
rel. imp. 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.88 0.03        0
1*=8, T=6
8 -0.01 -0.02 0.12 0.51 -0.03 -0.75 19.78 0.75 0.24
i
t-value -0.32 -0.15 1.46 7.93 -0.15 -4.45
Sx:st,ruflim           rel.imp. O 0 0.02 O.78 0 0.20
*=5, T= to
8 0.05 -0.19 -0.01 0.55 -0.14 -0.51 19.06 0.78 0.35
t-value 1.05 -1.05 -0.10 5.08 -0.70 -1.65
rel.imp. 0.02 0.05 0 0.89 O.004 0.03
1*=10, T=6
B -0.03 0.06 O.17 0.43 O.04 -0.49 4.50 0.40 0.23
i
t-value -1.33 0.43 1.44 3.81 O.31 -3.46
Textile rel.imp. 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.64 0.003 0.28
M=5, T=10
8 0.01 -0.15  0.0002 0.47 -0.39 -0.93 3.86 0.36 0.08
i
t-value 0.19 -0.78 0 3.08 -1.53 -2.99
rel.imp. 0       0.05 0 0.61 0.07 0.27
Table 28A, Errorcom Estimates  o f the Labour Demand Equations
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients are zero
22) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
UNIT        1         2         3         4         5         6        7         8        9       10
DATASET
M=9, T=6 r -0.05 -0.47 -0.38 -0.32 -0.21 -0.50 0.66 -0.33 0.3912
Metal Products
M = 5, T = 10 r 0.74 -0.15 0.25 0.43 -0.1912
M= 8, T=6 r -0.57 0.16 -0.02 -0.61 O.65 -0.29 0·36 0.4112
Construction
M = 5, T = 10 r -0.26 0.39 -0.13 -0.09 0.0212
W
M= 10, T=6 r -0.28 0.07 0.56 O.13 0.58 0.93 -0.05 -0.12 0.05 0.13    112
Textile
M = 5, T = 10 r 0.44 0.51 -0.37 -0.12 0.7712
Table 29, Interequation Correlation Coefficients per Unit of the Residuals of the Transformed
Model*.
*) The interequation correlation'coefficients are computed for the residuals of the transformed
model (18).
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It- 1       8Lt- 1      8Qt      8 (vt/et) 8DCR ADCRt- 1            -VARIABLES
 I tont E;3 Iis  Q·t-1 vt-1/ct-1 Kt-1  25-  F.    Rr  3
DATASET
H=9, T=6
i 0·04 0.54 0.15 0.19 - 0.02 -0.00005  66.67  0.88  0.20
t-
value 6.07 8.05 4.03 5.30 0.57 -O.61
Metal Products rel. imp. 0.20 0.72 0.03 0.05 0.0003  0.0002
M=5, T=10
ai 0.05 0.38 0.15 0.21 0.51 O.01 65·68 0.86  0.24
t-
value 3.92 3.03 2.13 3.38 4.55 3.41
rel. imp. 0.26 0.35 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.19
M=8, T=6
 i 0.05
0.44 0.11 0.09 0.23 -0.00002 125.94  0.67  -0.45
t-
value 4.07 3.65 2.05 2.00 2.16 -1.20
Construction rel. imp. 0.30 0.46 0.03 O.04 0.03 0.14
M=5, T=10
ai 0.13 -0.01 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.000005 53.12  0.78  0.19
t-
value 4.77 -0.06 1.47 1.38 0.47 0.48
rel. imp. 0.97 0.0002 0.01 0.01 0      0.003
M=10, T=6
ai 0,03 0.54 0.12 0.17 0.34 -0.0004 65.77 0.80  -0.14
t-
value 3.23 4.95 1.73 3.92 4.72 -1.23
Textile rel.imp. 0.20 0.62 0.11 0.05 0.11 0.009
M-5, T=10
8. 0.02 0.61 0.03 0.15 0,08 0.001 46.37 0.83  -0.201
t-
value 3.17 8.54 0.76 3.48 1.66 1.07
rel.imp. 0.06 0.85 0.002 0.07 0.001 0.005
Table 30, Poolmulthetaut Estimates  o f the Investment Equation in Model  (17)
2)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients in both Investment and Labour Demand
Equations are zero
U) 82 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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It-1   8Lt-1 8Qt 8(.tict)        1VARIABLES
 tant 23 EIS C vt-1/ct-1 81-StcLt-1







4 -0.Od 0.04 0.51 0.37 -0.47 0.003 66.67 0.32  -0.64
t-
value -0.68 0.76 10.46 6.64 -10.41 1.34
Metal Products rel.imp. 0.003 0.004 0.38 0.23 0.37 0.009
1*=5, T=10
8       -0.03 0.11 0.22 0.64 -0.28 O.01 65.68 0.84  -0.14
t-
value -3.00 1.71 3.63 10.48 4.27 2.76
rel.imp. 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.73 0.08 0.05
M=8, T=6
9i
-0.008 -0.005 O.13 0.58 -0.47 -O.006 125·94 0.67  -0.27
t-
value -O.71 -0.08 2.44 15·27 -6.29 -1.47
Construction rel.imp.  0.003 0 0.02 0.85 0.11 0.02
M=5, T=10
Bi
0.04 -0.30 0.40 0.40 -0.35 -0.0004 53.12 0.60  -0.45
t-
value 2.37 -2.76 5.64 5.56 -2.64 -0.07
rel.imp. 0.09 0.12 0.27 0.47 0.04 0.00005
M=10, T=6
8 -O.02 -0.02 0.28 0.17 -0.19 -0.01 65.77 0 -0.02i
t-
value -2.10 -0.23 3.94 2.89 -2.9( -6.81
Textile rel.imp. 0.04 0 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.83
1**5, T=10
8 -O.008 -0.007 0.23 0.29 -0.36 -0.02 66.37 0.25  -0.38i
t-
value -0.55 -0.07 1.78 3.98 -2.23 -0.92
rel.imp. 0.01 0.0002 0.20 0.55 0.21 0.02
Table 3 1, Poolmulhetaut Estimates  of the Labour Demand equation in Model   (1 7)
*)     The   F-value_corresponds   to  the   test  that all coefficients   in both Investment and Labour Demand
Equations are zero
12) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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VARIABLES constant    1=1     21::1    8Qt    8(vt/ct)      ADCRe      ADCRt-1      2         Rn     8




0.04 0.055 0.14 0.20 - 58.83  0.88  0.20
t-
value 4.0 7.78 5.02 5.30
Metal Products rel.imp. 0.21 0.72 0.02 0.05
M=5, T=10
a. 0.07 0.27 0.28 0.07 73.18  0.89  0.24
t-
value 5.05 2.28 6.15 1.18
rel.imp. 0.60 0.21 0.17 0.02
M=8, T=6
 i
0.08 0.15 0.11 0.26 - 0.00005 0.00002 74.57  0.78  0.03
t-
value 6.05 1.37 2.16 5.78 3.40 1.72
Construction rel.imp. 0.44 0.03 0.02 0.22 0.23 0.05
M 5, T=10
6. 0.14 -O.04 0.06 0.03 -     0.000005 0.000008  58.43  0.78  0.21
t-
value 5.74 -O.25 1.50 0.73 0.44 O.70
rel.imp. 0.98 0.002 0.007 0.002 0.003 0.007
*10,  T=6
6. 0.04 0.54 0.08 0.16 - 0.0006 O.0004 196.91  0.80 -0.04
t-
value 3.92 5.33 1.69 7.09 3.33 1.31
Textile rel.imp. 0.23 0.63 0.005 0.04 0.07 0.01
M=5, T=10
 i
0.01 0.65 -0.09 0.33 - 0.0004 0.0014 52.40  0.81 -0.41
t-
value 1.64 0.74 -1.71 5.81 0.34 1.20
rel.imp. 0.01 0.70 0.01 0.27           0        0.01
Table 32, Poolmulhetaut Estimates of the Investment Equation in Model ( 18)
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients in both Investment and Labour Demand
Equations are zero
11) R2 is computed for the residuals of the untransformed model
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It-1   8Lt-1 6Qt 8(4/ct) 8(vt /  )VARIABLES constant - - - F. R:* 8term
Kt.2 Lt-2 Qt-1  wt-1/ct-1 vt--1/v -1
DATASET
»9, T=6
Bi       -0.02
0.11 0.47 0.23 -0.12 -0.92 58.83 0.52 -0.51
t-
value -2.64 2.48 7.98 3.50 -1.55 -8.76
Metal Products rel.imp. 0.06 0.04 0.30 0.08 0.01 0.51
M=5, 910
8 -0.02 0.002 0.34 0.56 -0.24 -0.23 73.18 0.75 -0.23i
t-
value -1.85 0.03 6.61 10.36 -2.74 -1.96
rel.imp. 0.03 0 0.20 0.72 0.03 0.02
14=8,   T=6
8 -O.01 -0.06 0.29 0.51 O.04 -0.64 74.57 0.73  -0.19i
t-
value -1.30 -0.83 6.97 15·06 0.44 -6.32
Construction rel.imp. 0.01 0.005 0.10 0.75 0 0.13
p'=5, T=10
Bi
0.03 -0.25 0.33 0.49 -0.38 -0.31 58.43 0.68  -O.43
t-
value 1.83 -2.26 4.84 7.70 -2.23 -1.53
rel.imp. 0.05 0.08 0.17 O.65 0.03 0.01
M=10,  T=6
Bi -0.03 0.11 0.31 0.47 0.09 -0.43 196.91 0.37 -0.25
t-
value -6.03 2.16 6.80 16.37 1.61 -7.18
Textile rel.imp. 0.19 0.04 0.11 0.50 0.01 0.14
M=5, T=10
8 -O.01 0 0.20 0.39 -0.29 -0.74 52.40 0.32 -0.27
t-
value -0.58 0 1.65 4.89 -1.71 -3.85
rel.imp. 0.01 0.09 0.6i 0.05 0.24
Table 33, Poolmulhetaut Estimates of the Labour Demand Equation in Model (18)
*)  The F-value corresponds to the test that all coefficients in both Investment and Labour
Demand Equations are zero
n) 82 is computed for the residuals of the etrans formed model
The matrix (I-A) The matrix A
X
1-all -812 _a21    1-822       11        2
M=9,T=6 0.55 0.14* 0.11 0.472 0.63 0.39*
Metal Products
M = 5, T = 10 0.27 0.02 0.34* 0.22
*30:
0.28* 0.39
M= 8, T=6 0.15 0.11 -0.06 0.29* 0.22- 0.22+
0.04i 0.04i
Construction
M = 5, T = 10 -0.04 0.06 -O.25 0.33*      0        0.33
M=10, T = 6 0.54* 0.08 0.11 O.31* 0.57 0.28
Textile ro
9.
M = 5,  T = 10 0.65* -0.09      0 0.20 0.65 0.20
Table  34, The Estimated Adjustment Matrix with Corresponding Eigenvalues .
*)   The symbol2 indicates that the t-values of this coefficient is larger than 2 or smaller than -2.
**)  The estimated coefficients are based on model (18), estimated with the procedure Poolmulhetaut.
***) The estimhtes ofthese coefficients in the procedure Poolunihetaut were 1-all = 0.53, -812 = 0.14,
_8·21 = 0·02, 1-a22 = 0.34, where the t-values of 1-all' -812 and 1-a22 were larger than 2.
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The matrix (I-A) The matrix A
DATASET
1-all   -a12
-a 1-8       A        A21     -22      1        2
T=6 0.54*  0.15
*
0.04 0.51* 0.60 O.45
Metal Products
*T=10   0.38* 0.15 0.11 0.22 O.45 0.15
T=6 O.44* 0.11 -0.005 0.13 O.43 0.14
Construction
T=10 -0.01 0.07   -0.30 0.40* 0.05 0.35
T=6 0.54*  0.12   -0.02 0.28* 0.53 0.29
Textile
T=10 0.61*  0.03   -0.007 0.23 0.61 0.23
Table   31IA, The Estimated Adjustment Matrix with Corresponding Eigenvalues'* 
*
*)  The symbol indicates that the t-value of this coefficient..is larger
than  2 or smaller  than  -2.
**) The estimated coefficients are based on Poolmulhetaut estimates of model
(17)·
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PERIOD Cll C 12           c21          c22
1 0.50000 -0.15000 -0.10000 0.70000
2 0.23500 0.03000 0.02000 0.19500
3 0.12050 0.04425 0.02950 0.06150
4 0.06467 0.03135 0.02090 0.02287
5 0.03547 0.01911 0.01274 0.01000
6 0.01965 0.01105 0.00737 0.00491
7 0.01093 0.00626 0.00418 0.00258
8 0.00609 0.00352 0.00235 O.00140
9 0.00340 0.00197 0.00131 0.00077
10 0.00190 0.00110 0·00073 0.00043
11 0.00106 0.00061 0.00041 O.00024
12 0.00059 0.00034 0.00023 0.00013
13 0.00033 0.00019 0.00013 0.00007
14 0.00018 0.00011 0.00007 0.00004
15 0.00010 0.00006 0.00004 0.00002
16 0.00006 0.00003 0.00002 0.00001
17 0.00003 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001
18 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000
19 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000
20 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
-             -
t-1
0.50 -0.15
Table 35A, The Matrix Ct= A(I-A)   , with A =
-0.10 0.70
-            -
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period    c 11          912          c21         c22
1 0.40000 -0.15000 -0.10000 0.70000
2 0.22500 0.01500 0.01000 0.19500
3 0.13650 0.03825 0.01550 0.06000
4 0.08572 0.03195 0.02130 0.02182
5 0.05463 0.02244 0.01496 0.00974
6 0.03502 0.01493 0.00995 0.00517
7 0.02251 0.00973 0.00649 0·00304
8 0.01448 0.00630 0.00420 0.00189
9 0.00932 0.00406 0.00271 0.00120
10 0.00600 0.00262 0.00174 0.00076
11 0.00386 0.00168 0.00112 O.00049
12 0.00248 0.00108 0.00072 0.00032
13 0.00160 0.00070 0.00047 0.00020
14 0.00103 0.00045 0.00030 0.00013
15 0.00066 0.00029 0.00019 0.00008
16 0.00043 0.00019 0.00012 0.00005
17 0.00027 0.00012 0.00008 0.00003
18 0.00018 0.00008 0.00005 0.00002
19 0.00011 0.00005, 0.00003 0.00001
20 0.00007 0.00003 0.00002 0.00001
-                                                                                I.
0.40 -0.15
Table 35B, The Matrix Ct = A(I-A)t-lfor A =
-0.10 0.70
-         -
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DATASET                  ao         Bo
Metal Products T=6 O.04 -0.02
T=10 0.07 -0.02
Construction T=6 0.08 -0.01
T=10 0.14 0.03
Textile T=6 0.03 -0.03
T=10 0.01 -0.01
Table 36, Estimated Constant Term in Model (18).
-84    -84 1-81-82 1-Bl-82    84 +
DATASET                            38    1-81-82     83         83     1-81-82
Metal Products T==6 0.50 0.29 1.83 1.54
T=10 0.50 0.36 1.18 0.82
Construction T=6 -0.08 -0.05 1.51 1.56
T=10 0.78 0.41 1.88 1.47
Textile T=6 -0.20 -0.16 1.23 1.39
T=10 0.75 0.36 2.05 1.69














Table 36 , Estimated Constant Term in Model (17)
-84       -84    1-8 -82   1-81-82     84+
B      1-81-82     8         8       1-8 -BDATASET                    3         3  3    1  2
Metal Products T=6 1.27 1.04 1.22 0.18
T=10 O.44 O.42 1.05 0.63
Construction T=6 0.81 0.54 1.50 0.96
T=10 0.88 0.39 2.25 1.86
Textile T=6 1.12 0.26 4.35 4.09
T=10 1.24 0.47 2.66 2.19
Table 37'1, Estimated Production Function Parameters, Based on Model  ( 17)
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Elasticity Capital Hicks Adjustment Coefficients
of scale elasticity  neutral
t.p.
a 1 1   a 1 2 a21    a22
*
Rosen and Nadiri        -          -         -      0.12 -0.05 -0.09 O.44
Coen and Hickman'* 0.3 0.23 0.02 O.16 - -    0.76
**le
Table 38, Estimated Parameters in Other Studies
*)   Rosen and Nadiri estimated a logaritmic quarterly factor adjustment
model  in six factors;  only the adjus.tment coe fficients for labour and capital
are revorted here.
**) Coen and Hickman assume a. logaritmic adjustment model of the form
a
11 *     822
(K/K_1) = (K*/K_1)    and (L/Lt-1) = (L /L_1)
***) Blanks indicate that no results were reported.
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a p p e n d i c e s
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Anpendix A
Properties of a System of Second Order Difference Equations with
Begin and Endpoint Conditions.
1. The solution of the system of difference equations
Let the system of n difference equations be given by
(1)       BY    + (A-(1+8)I)Y +Y  =A Y  ,t= 0,1,2,...
*
-t+2 t+1   t
where 0<B<l,A i s a non-singular nxn matrix·,with negative roots
and n linearly independent characteristic vectors. Further we define
the begin and endpoint conditions
(2)       Yo = Y(0)
(A-(1-B)I)YT + (1-B)Y = AY*T-1
Firstly we consider the homogenous part of (1)
(3)       BY    + (A-(1+B)I)Yt+1 + Yt = 0t+2
and try a solution of the form Yt = At c where c is a vector and A a
scalar. Since we are only interested in non-trivial solutions the,Toots
li and corresvonding vectors ci can be found from
(4)       At|I + (A-(1+B)I)1 + BA2II = 0
or from
t+1
(5)       A   |A - YI  = O
where y = (1+8) -81 - 1-1. From the fact that A is a non singular matrix
with negative roots and n linearly independent characteristic vectors
follows  that  all y which satis fy   ( 5) are negative  and that there exist
n linearly independent vectors ci which are the characteristic vectors
of  A,  corresponding  to the roots  Yi  of  (5) ·
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-1For the function f(X) = (1+8) - BA - A   we find
f(A)>0, A<0,1<X< 1/B
f(A) =0,   X=1,A= 1/8
f(A) <0, 0<A<1,1>1/8
and the sign of the first derivative in the relevant region of A is
f'(A) >0 , 0<1<1
f'(A) <0 , A > 1/B
Thus for each Yi (Yi < 0, i = 1,....,n) we find two roots (Ai, Xi+n 
where
(6)       0 < Ai< 1
Ai+n  > 1/8
Thus we can write the general solution, Y , of the system
of homogenous difference-equations (3) as
(7)      r  = ill di X  ci + ii, an+i Ali qi = CAl d, + CA2 d2
where Al is a diagonal matrix with elements Ai (i = 1,....,n) and
A2 is diagonal matrix with elements A  . (i = 1,0...,n). C is the matrixn+i
of characteristic vectors c. (i = 1,...,n) and dl' d2 are vectors with1
elements di, an+i (i = 1,....,n) respectively which are constants to
be determined from the begin and endpoint conditions. A particular
solution of the system (1) is given by Y2 so that the solution of
this system is
(8)       Yt = Y  + Y*
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Substituting (7) and (8) in the begin and endpoint conditions
we find
(9)       C(dl + d2) = Y(O) - Y
*
[ (A-(1-8)I)CA' +(1-B)CA -1]dl+[ (A-(1-B)I)CA +(1-B)CA -i]d2   0
We can write (9) more compactly as
-                   -  -       -
*
(10)         C         C      dl   =   Y(0) - Y
T-1
81 AT-1   82 A2      2
d 0
-        - - - -    -
where
81 =A C A l- C((1-8)Al - (1-B)I)
(11)
82 =A C A 2- C((1-B)A2 - (1-8)I)
Since A C=C r where r i s a diagonal matrix whose elements Yi are
the roots of (5) we can write for Bl' B2
(12) 81 = C[rA 1 - (1-B)Al + (1-B)I]
82 = C[rA2 - (1-B)A2 + (1-B)I]
From (6) and (12) follows that Bl and B2 are nonG,singular matrices:
(13) 81 = -8 ((A2 - 2 Al + I) = -B C(Al - I)2
82 = -8 C(A2 - 2 A2 + I) = -8 C( A2 - I)2
From the non-singularity of 81 and 82 follows that dl and d2 can be
solved uniquely  from  ( 10), since the matrix  in  the  left  hand  side  of
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(10) is non-singular. From the beginpoint conditions  in (10)
follows
(14) dl = C-1 (Y(0) - Y*) - d2
Substituting (14) in the endpoint conditions in (10) we find
(15)
81 A -1 C- 1 (Y(0)-Yi ) + (82 AI- 1 - 81 AT- 1)d2 = 0
Since (15) holds for all T and since Bl and B2 do not depend
on T w e find from (15) for T+ =




(17) lim d2 = 0
T-
Combining (17) with (14) we find
(20) lim d  =C
-1 (Y(o) - Y*)
T-*co






lin    4    -     0    4     d,
T·+00
where dl is determined in (20).
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Solution (8) with dl and d2 determined from (14) and (15)
is an uniquely determined solution of the system of difference equations
(1) with boundary conditions (2). Thus, using a constructive method,
we have shown that the system (1) with boundary conditions (2) has
an unique solution. Further we have shown that the solution depends
on T and that for T + oo only the stable part of the homogenous solution
Y t  is  left  over.
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2. The dependence of the first period decision on the finite time
horizon
The system of difference equations (1) with boundary condi-
tion (2) can be rewritten in a cumulative fashion as
-     -  -      -
I-A
-BI   0     0  ...   0       0       AY         A(Y(o)-Y*)
-A I-A
-BI                             AY         A(Y(o)-Y*)2
(23) 3 = (O)-Y*)
-A    -A I-A -BI                        AY         A(Y
-A    -A   -A    -A I-A
-BI      AY         A(Y(O)-Y<)T-1
-A   -A  -A -A -A   (1-8)I-A    AY         A(Y
T           (0)-Y*)-- - -
where A is the matrix defined in A. 1. Since the matrix in the left hand
side of (23)  is a non-singular matrix for any T the vector (AY 1,· · ·,8YT)
can be solved uniquely.
A simole algorithm to solve Arl from (23) consists of com-
bining the rows of the matrix so that all elements in the last row
vanish except the first elementd
(24)
01 T AY 1 = D2T<YO - Y<)
where DlT and D2T depend on T. For AY2,...,AYT a solution can be obtained
in   a  similar  way.
To analyse the behaviour of D and D if T varies we formu-l T     2T
late the following lemma which can be proved by using the complete
induction theorem.
Lemma
Let k = T-2, then AY1 can be solved from the following matrix
expression
(25)
D2k+2 8Yl = D2k+1 (YO - Y<)
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where
D eD + 1/B D   A D = 1/B D2k - D2k+12k+1 2k-1 2k 2k+2
with starting matrices
01 =A+ 1/8 ((1-B)I-A)A D2 = 1/8 ((1-B)I-A)-Dl
Further, since A=C r C-  where r i s a diagonal matrix with
negative elements, the following results can be obtained
(26)      D =C L (r)c-12k+1 2k+1
D =C L (r)c-12k+2 2k+2
where L (r) is a polynomial expression in the diagonal matrix r and2k+1
is a diagonal matrix with negative elements and L (r) is also a2k+2
Dolynomial expression in the diagonal matrix r and is a diagonal ma-
trix with positive elements.
From the lemma and (26) follows that AY1 can be obtained from
(27) Y  = c(L2k+2(r))-1 L2k+1(r)(_1 (YO - Y2)
Since L and L are both diagonal matrices we can restrict our2k+2 2k+1
investigation of the behaviour of the matrix product in (27) as function
of k to an investigation of the behaviour of the elements of the pro-
duct L-1 L as function of k.2k+2 2k+1
Let V  be a diagonal element of L corresponding to the2k+1
root  y  of A (element  y  of  I')   and  let  X   be the corresponding element  of
L      for k = 0,1,....,T-2. From (25) and (26) we then cbtain2k+2'
(28)      V    =V k+ 1/8 y X k'    k= 0,2,3,...k+1
Xk+ 1    =    1/8   Xk   -   Vk+1
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with initial conditions
(29) VO =7+ y/B (1-8-y)
XO = 1/8 (1-y)2 - 1
In (28) and (29) we have defined a system of first order difference
equations with initial conditions. This system can be analysed
using standard techniques.
We can rewrite (28) to
--- ---
V
k+1 1   y/B    Vk
- =0
Xk+1 -1    (1-y) /8       Xk
-    -   - - -  -




-1     -lp - a
or
(31)
(1-a)(12   -    a)    +   i  =0
or
02-  (1  + 181)    +  .i. .0
so that
(32) ai 2-4(1+ .1=i--) 11 4(1+ -12)2 - . C-
Since (B+( -Y))2 - >0 for all y>0 and 0<8<1, both roots
are real and further we find
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(33) 0<a2<al anda >1
The solution of the system (29) can be written as
-   -
(34)      Vk kk
=a 1 a l Z l+a 2 0 2 Z 2'k= 0,1,2,...
Xk
-   -
where Zl' Z2 are the characteristic vectors corresponding to al and
02. These characteristic vectors can be solved from
- -  -
1-ai    Y/B    Z i 1
=0,  i= 1,2.
1   1-1 _ .-.  Z.
a    ul   12-     - - -
which yields for i = 1,2:
(35) Zil = 1
Z= - B (1-a.1
i 2     y '   1'
The constants al and a2 can be obtained from the initial conditions
(29).




Vk   al al + a2 a2 .=I




(37)       S =   1   
  2 a1                                       zI
a B
Xk  al(1-al) + %(1-02)(' 2)k
If T + - and thus k + co we obtain for the quotient V /Xk
V
(38) lim - =
k -Y
k-*©O Xk   8(1-al)
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Using (38) we can obtain a solution for AY1 if T + =. Combining
(27) and (38) we obtain
(39) lim Ay1 =C F C-1 (Y  - Yi)
T+CO
and F is a diagonal matrix with element f..:11
(40)     f     
   -Yi
ii = 8(1-a  )
i 1
where y. is the i-th root of A and ail is defined in (32) for y  = Yi·1
An analytic analysis of the behaviour of Yk/Xk is extremely
difficult and not very promising so that we will confine ourselves
to a numerical analysis for y = -0.5, B = 0.9. For y = -0.5 and B = 0.9
we find for al and 02' Zl' Z2 and al' a2:
al = 2.15  ; Z11 =
1
;  Z21 =
1
;  a1 = -1.48   73-
0 83
02    =   0.52        ;    Zi'2   =    -2.07       i        Z22   =    0 '864        ;        82   =    -0 ·1 5    1:57
and for k=O w e find
Va _         al + 82 . =I = -0.5556
XO - al(1-al) + a2(1-02)   B
Vl     al al + a2 a2
. =I  =   -0.50
r1 = 81(1-al)al + a2(1-a2)a2 B
22
V2 = al al + % 02 0. jI = -0.487
X2   al(1-al)a2 + a2(1-a2)02
V





lim -- = -0.4783
k+. Xk
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In this example the convergence of V /Xk to its limit is quite rapid.
Though this approach is more adequate to analyse numerically
the behaviour of 871 if T varies then the approach in Section A. 1,
we have not been able to obtain general statements based on an anhlytical
analysis of exnression (37). In Table 1 we will give additional numerical
results for several ¥. Finally we will show in Section A. 3. that the
apnroach in this section iis basically the same as the approach in
Section A. 1.
TAble 1 shows the results for Y = -0.1 and B = 0.9 (corre-
sponding to very high adjustment costs  and thus  to  a low adjustment
speed of Yt to Y ) and y = -2 and B = 0.9 (corresponding to low ad-
justment costs   and   thus   to   a  high adj ustment speed   of   Yt   to   Y*).
y  =  -0.1  and   B   = 0.9 y   = -2 and  B   = 0.9
i, =  .66          a2  = 0·76 01  = 4.055   a2  = 0,275
211 =
'
Z21 = 1 Zll =
1
Z21 = 1
Z   = -4.14 Z   = 2.16 Z12 = -1.375  Z22 = 0.32612                 22
61  = 0,38 a2 = -0.54     al  = -6.76   %2 = -0·098
V
<             =
-2.6 7 t  =  -'.,4




V /X  = -0.3233   3
v4/xh = -0·282
75/x5 = -0.262
lim Vk/Xk = -0·24
lim  i   =   -0.7274k-
Table 1
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3. A comparison«of the results of Section 1 and 2.
Tn Section 1 we obtained an expression for Y1 for T + co, see
(22).
(41) Y  =C A
*
1 dl + Y
where dl = C-1(Y(o) - Y*) so that since YO = Y<0)
(42 )     Yl-YO = C Al c-1 (Yo-Y*) - (yo-y*)
or
(43) AY 1 = C(+1 - I)C-1 (yo - Y*)
where Al is the matrix of stable roots of the homogenous system of
difference equations (3) and C is the matrix of corresponding characte-
ristic vectors.
In Section 2 we obtained for AY 1 and T + - the expression,
see (39)
(44) AY4 =C F C_1(YO - Y*)
where F is defined in (40).
Since both methods are equivalent the following result must
hold
(45) ((Al-I)C-1 =C F C-1
or
(46)     Al -I=F
Since both matrices are diagonal matrices we can redefine (46) in terms
of its diagonal elements as
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(47)     1.-1- f.. , i = 1,...,n1        11
or
-i.
(48)     Wi -1= 8(1-al ) ,i- 1,...,n
i 1
where A. is defined in (6); Y. is a characteristic root of A and a1                   1                                 il
is defined in (32) for y = Yi.
Exnressing Yi and ail in terms of Xi we find, dropping the
sur'Fix i
01 =   (1 + 1_1 + 1 l A - 1 1XB'  2    XB
For  l A  -  · 1  we can write, since  0  <  A  <  l  and 0  <  B. <1,
 1 -_LI=L- A
AB    AB
so that
71 = 1-8
For (48) we find
-1




(A-1)(B-A-1) =B A-B+ A-1 -1
or
(A-1)(B-A-1) = 8(A-1) - A-1 (A-1)




The Existence of an Optimal Solution for an Infinite Horizon Medel
In  Chapter 1, Section  4 and in Appendix A we have
analysed the behaviour  of  the adj ustment process   if  T  + oo. Implicitly
it was assumed that the optimization problem defined in Chapter 1
is well defined for T + -. In this appendix we will show that this
assumption is satisfied.
Define the optimization problem as
Maximize
T               T+1
(1)       7  At NR(Xt) +  -8  NRT(Xp)
t=1
under the restrictions
Xt = Xt-1 + 8Xt
X  €S
t
where  S  is a compact subset      of  B' and NRt(Xt) is defined  as
(2) NR(Xt) = Yt - A(Axt)- w'Xt - q' Axt '   t= 1,...,T
NRT(XT) - YT - w'XT
From (2) and the definitions of the function Y, A(8Xt) given in
Chaoter 1 follows that the (net revenue) functions NR and NR  are uni-
form continuous differentiable functions for Xt E S. This implies that
NR and NRT are bounded for all X  E S, and that the discounted net
revenue
T               T+1
(3)                      I      Bt   NR (X t)   +  1=r  NRT (XT)       '      Xt  E   St=1
is bounded·for all T > 0.
We now define the vector (X) as the vector (Xl'X2'...'Xt,. .)
so that Xt E S for all t 1 1. An optimal solution for the infinite
horizon problem is defined as the vector (X) such that
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( 4) V (X), VE> 0, VT> 0, f T , T:
T               T+1            T               7+1
I  B·t NR( t) + B-8  NRT< T) 2  I  Bt NR(xt) + B-8- NRT(XT) - E
t=1 t=l
For a similar definition for a continuous time model see Halkin [29 , p. 269] .
Further we define the sequence of vectors (X)T=(XlT'
X2'T'"''Xt,T'...) as the sequence of optimal solutions of the finite
horizon Droblems. Now suppose that there exists a vector (X) such that
( S) lim (2)'I' =(-X)
T+00
in the sence that
(6) V n>O,R T>0:
V t i T 1-Xt - it T| < R
Let (X) satisfy (5 ) and (6) then follows from the uniform continuity
of NR and NR 
(7) V £1,0,  VE  > O,R T >0:2
V t S T  NR(i) - NR(it,T)|  <E l
and    |NRT(Ar) - NRT(RT,T)|  < 62
From (6) follows that (X) defined in (5) and (6) satis-
fies the definition (4)s o that  (X) is an optimal solution of the
infinite horizon problem.
That (i) defined in (5) and (6) satisfies (4) follows
from: choose an (X), then for each T>0
T                 T+1              T               T+1
(8)
E      Bt   NR (i t, T )   +  1-8-  NRT (ET,T)   2.     I      St   NR (X t)   +    -8--  NRT (XT)t=1 t=1
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where (X)T = (-21,T' X2,7'... 'Xt,r'...) is the optimal solution for
the  Droblem with horizon T. Further follows  from  (  5,)   and   ( 7-)   that   for
alle>Oand forall T>O,E T>T:
T+1 T+1
(9)
1 (ImtNR(Xt)+1·-BRRT(XT))-(IBtNR(Xt,T)+ - -B--NRT(XT,T)) | < E
Combining ( 8) and ( 9)we conclude that (X) = (Xl'  2'...''Xt,"')
s ati s f i e s    (   4  ).
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Appendix C
The Forming of Expectations and the S·pecification of Expectational
Variables
1. Introduction
In Chapter 4 we derived a system of factor demand equations
under the assumption that the firm based its decisions on expected
values of relevant (exogenous) variables. In this appendix we will
study the process of forming expectations and analyse the statistical
consequences of different specifications of the expectational variable.
Finally we will give the (stochastic) specification of some important
expectational variables of the model derived.in Chapter 4.
The analysis in Sections 2 and 3 will be based on the follo-
wing model
(1) Yt=a+BX +Yzt+nt
where  X   is  the expectational variable,  Zt  is an exogenous variable
and nt is an error term. < is the expected value of X in peliod t
at the end of period t-1.
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2. Extrapolative models
Widely used in econometric models are extrapolative
expectations models, where the value  of  depends  only  on the history  of
X itself; i.e.  on observed values Xt-1' Xt-2'., . Simple specifications
are arithmetic or geometric means of past observations such as
(2)       X  = I wi Xt-1-i ' w. > 0, I w. = 11- 1
or
W.
(3)             xE =  M  x 1 w. > 0, I w. = 1t   1  t-1-i ' 1- 1
If we assume that wi are geometrically declining weights, i.e. wi =
1(1-1)1 we can rewrite (2) as the well-known adaptive expectations
zodel  <or 1earning model )
(4)      ](t= A Xt-1 + (1-1)4-1
and for (3) we obtain similar results. It is intuitively clear that the
value of the parameter A in (4) will depend on the time pattern of
the observed variable and on the specification of the loss function
of the entrepeneur.   See  e. g. Hadley  [ 28]  . In general  we  will
assume that the entrepeneur chooses those weights wi which satisfy
some apriori restrictions  (e. g. geometric declining weights) and which
minimize an empirical loss function (e. g. squared error loss function) .
More sofisticated extrapolative models are the so-called ARIMA-models
introduced by Box and Jenkins. The parameters of these ARIMA-models
are also obtained empirically, using a quadratic loss function.
To  estimate the parameters of model  ( 1) from a sample
(Yl'...'YT)  we can compute the values  of  X   for  t  = 1,...,T, using  an
appropriately estimated extrapolative model. An alternative procedrue
is to substitute the extrapolative model in (1) and then simultaneously
estimate the parameters of model (1) and the parameters of the
extrapolative model. This procedure is often more attractive since it
gives more insight in the lagged influence of X on Y. An advantage of
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the first approach is that the expectations generating mechanism and
the original model specification can be tested seperately, thus avoiding
the "joint hypothesis" problem,  see eg. J. Thomas [ 89 ] .
The statistical differences between both approaches can be
illustrated in the following case. Let the model be
Yt = ax  + Et ,  E - N(0,02I)
  =  Ew. X .
Iwi = 1t      1  t-1-1
In the first approach we estimate wi minimizing over T sample observations
T
E (Xt - Ewi Xt-1-i)
t=1
and we estimate a minimizing
E(Yt - a  )2
where  X   =  Iwi  Xt-1-i.   In the second approach we estimate  a  and  wi
simultaneously, minimizing
E(yt - a  Ewi Xt-1-i)2
Under the classical assumptions both procedures yield consistent
extimators; the estimators in the second procedure are in addition
unbiased and the M. L. estimators. Intuitively we. may expect that the
first procedure is less efficient than the second, since X  is an
unobservable variable so that to estimate v. and a we have to deal with
1
two  sources of errors,  et  and  X   -  X .  This  can be illustrated by
substituting 4 in the model Yt = a X  + Et' we obtain
Y, - a X: + Er, + ac<K  - X )
where (X  - 1  ) depends on the measurement errors (X  - X ), t = 1,....,T
in the regression model of 4  on  Xt'  Xt-1 ' " '  '
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3. Rational expectations models
In a rational expectations model expectations are formed
in a way which is consistent with the underlying economic model. This
implies that rational expectations are, in general, not purely extrapo-
lative  but also depend on other ( exogenous   as   well   as ( lagged)
endogenous) vari ables   in the model.    Muth, who originally proposed   the
rational expectations hypothesis, stressed  the  "as if" character  of
the hypothesis: economic agents form their expectations as if all
relevant information following from the economic model is used.
We can formalize the rational expectations model where X 
is the (rational) expectations of Xt and nt-1 contains all relevant
information about  Xt    at  the  end of period  t-1,  and . assuming  a
multivari ate probability function  of (X ' ilt-1)'   as
'5'X;  =  4 Xt I nt-11
so that, defining
nt= Xt -X:
the random variables  nt  and  X are orthogonal  to each other,   ie.
1)
(6)           E[ nt X:]  = 0
Analogously to (5) we ddfine weakly rational expectations (or extrapola-
tive expectations) as
(7)       X  = E[Xt|history of Xl = Iii][t'Xt-1' Xt-2,"'1
Let ut = Xt - X  then we can write
X: = El Xr + Ut 1 nt-11 = i *+ Ei u Knt- 11 = X:* + U:
(8)       and
Xt = , < * +4* 't
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where u  is the part of X 
which does not follow from the past
observations Xt-1 ' Xt-2 '... but can rather be obtained from the complete
information set Of-1. Further we find using the properties of conditio-
nal expectations          '
Fi ¢ ,<1  -  Et xr<X -x *)1  = Et ¢ 41  - Et (¢)21  =
=  E{  X *  41 Xt-1,  Xt-1,···1}  -E[(X *)21  =
= E{X *. E[ X I][t-1, Xt-2'...1 ) - E[ (xz)21  -
= E[ (]¢*)21 - E[ (4*)21 = 0
and
Ef xf*  Atl   =  E{d X 2(Xt  -  x )lxt-1,  x               ]  }t-2""
= E{X * E[ (Xt - X ) 1 Xt-2 ' xt-2" I '1 3 =
=  El X:*.01   =  0
and
3 4 nt:1  =E[x   Titl  -E[ ]¢t n   = 0-0= 0
or
(9)
Et <11. u l   -  0,  Et X *  Ti*l   -  0.  E[ u   Ti*l   -  0
so  that X. consists  of the orthogonal components  X ,   ut  and  nt '
See Nelson [ 62 ] for a similar derivation.
Though rational expectations which use all disposable
information about the structure of the economic system ought to be
more efficient than extrapolative dodels, the superiority of the rational
expectations approach is not yet empirically established (e.g. fore-
casts based on econometric models are in many cases not superior to
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forecasts based on extrapolative models such as ARIMA-models).
This is probably caused by the substantial specification and estimation
errors in most econometric models.
Remark 1
In articles of L. Johansen [ 39   ]  and L. Johansen and
T. Hersoug  [ 40 1 so called "optimal forecasts" are defined which
are optimal in a policy decision model (based on a linear econo-
metric model with the classical distinction in target, instrumental
and other variables and using a quadrati c penalty function).    Let  X
be a vector of target variables, X2 be a vector of initial forecasts
such that X and X< have a joint probability distribution with
covariance matrix
I 11   I 12
E.
E21   E22
and mean E[ X]  and E[ 121. The vector of optimal forecasts X is than found
to be given by
(10)
x =  E[ X]  +  E 12  x2   [ X  -  E[ X1 ]]
-
or for the element x.
1
(11)
xi  =  E[ xi]   +  ti 12E  SJ  [ X*  -  EIX*] 1
which is precisely the linear regression function, including a constant
term, of x. on X*.
11
If the conditional expectation of xi given X* is linear for
all i (a sufficient condition is that (X, X*) have a multivariate
normal distribution), then the conditional expectation and the linear
regression function are the same so that
(12) x=   E[ x Ix*l
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-
Johansen  [    39 ] remarks:   "Thus the certaintity equivalent xi which
should replace xi in the calculation of the optimal policy decision
is simply the regression value, in the joint probability distribution
of X and X , of x. on all forecasts  x:: This appears natural in view1                           1
of the fact that this, under linearity, is  the  same  as E[xi   ]21,  i.e.
the conditional expectation of the variable xi for given values of the
forecasts  X ".
-
It is now easy to see that if X = E[X,; IX ] rational expecta-
tions are optimal in the sense of Johansen. Let X be initial forecasts
and assume further  that  X are rational expectations,  then  X   is
the conditional expectation· of X for given nt-1 in the multivariate
probability distribution of (Xt' Rt-1)
'11'
.
I:  =  M X t 1 nt - 11
.,
where  Rt- 1   contains all relevant information  at  the  end of period  t-1.
-
Then we obtain for Xt
(14)
x  = EI x  lx 2l
= Et < + .,141  =
=  Et 41,0  +  Et,t 1 4}  =  '<·
-
Finally we note that Xt and (Xt - Xt) are uncorrelated, ie.
E[xt. (Ft - xt)']  =0,   and that E[Xt]  = E[xtl .
Remark 2
J.   Thomas  [ 89 1 studies the case where the economic agent
forms his expectations rationally but does not know the values of the
parameters of the economic model. Let the variable xit depend on the
vector of variables Zt as follows
(15)      xit = Zt B + Et
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then the rational expectations for period t+j at the end of period t-1
are formed as
*
(16) t xi,t+j = Zt+j Bt
where Bt is a vector of estimates of B at the end of period t-1. Thomas as-
sumes that  knowledge of B is subject to a learning process and that
B is reestimated every period, applying OLS on all past observations
of xi and Z. After some manipulations he finds for t xt+j
* 2
(17) ' = At,j(Xt-1 - t-1 Xt-1)t xt+j - t-1 xt+J
where
(18) At 'j   =   zt+j (Z L  Z  t, -1    zl
and where'Zt is the matrix of past observations on Z. He concludes that
even rational expectations have a strongly extrapolative character.
Unfortunately At,  is not constant over time nor it is possible to
prove   that    At ;j   z   0   or   that    | A. ,j| .1   1.
In this context  two more remarks   can  be made. Firstly  in
many econometric studies values of expectational variables are obtained
using extrapolative models whose estimated parameters are based on
the same sample period as the sample period used to estimate the
parameters of the original model. Given the assumption that the para-
meters are subject to a learning process this is obviously not correct.
If we apply this analysis to the theory of optimal forecasts
of Johansen we can again show striking analogues between these optimal
forecasts and rational expectations. Assume a multivariate model
(19) xt=Zt B+et
where  X   is a vector of (target) variables explained by the vector
of vari ables   Zt'   B   is a matrix of unknown coefficients   and  et  is   a
vector of random terms, satisfying the usual assumptions. B can be
estimated on the end of period t-1 using the matrices of past
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observations on X and Z,Xt and'Z  so that we obtain
(20) Bt = (2 4 Zt)-17 4 Xt
and the rational expectations for period t+j at the end of period t-1
are
(21)     X*   =Z    t t+j t+j  t
Further we define the optimal forecasts as
(22)        x   =   x* . 8t t+j t  t+J  t
where  t  X j  82  is the estimated linear regression function2)  of  X
on X  at the end of period t-1 so that
(23) 8, = (/(t'/(t)-'3(<'/t
-
wherex  is the matrix of rational expectations forX using Bt' i.e.
(24)
,  -7,  8,
Combining (19)-(24) we find
(25) X = X* (Xx'X*)X*(Tt t+j t  t+j   t   t  t At
or




t Xt+j . t Xt.j
so that also in this model rational expectations are optimal in the
sense of Johansen.
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4. The estimation of rational expectations models
Let the model be defined as
(26) Vt= a + BX +Zt Y + nt
where X  is the unobservable rational expectations variable of Xt.
Thus we have to replace X  by a proxy, which introduces the errors
in variables problem. We will discuss some suggested solutions.
a)   The   variable   < is replaced  by the purely extrapolative expectation
X ,   ie
X  = E[Xt'Xt-1, Xt-2,'''1
The statistical consequences of replacing 4 by X  can be demonstrated
for model (26). Instead of (26) we  get
(27) Yt=a+BX +Zt:Y+nt+8(4-4)
From the definition of 4 and X follows that (4 - 4) is uncorre-
lated with X . However if X.  and thus X depends on Zt' the term
C X   -  X )  will be correlated  with the regressors  Z    so  that  the
classical assumption that the error term is uncorrelated with the
regressors is violated (  which implies that OLS will yield in-
consistent estimates.). However in general when  Xt  and ]   do not
devend  on the. regressors  Z     the  use of extrapolative expectations
instead of rational expectations will still yield consistent
estimates of the model parameters. Instead of replacing X  by XI
we might prefer to replace X  by an extrapolative scheme, i.e. we
specify instead of (27)
(28)
rt =a + 8(Iwi Xt-i) + Zt Y+ nt + 8(4 - Iwi Xt-i)
b)   The   variable   4 is replaced  by an estimated   vari able X ' which   is
obtained by regressing Xt on Rt-1. Assuming that
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X    =   E[  Xt Int- 1]        nt- 1    6
and
Xt = nt-1 6 + vt
;3) -      E
we find Xt = nt-1 0 ' Since under very weak conditions P lim Xt = Xi
we would expect this procedure to yield consistent estimates.
p              -
Instead of replacing X  by Xt we might prefer to replace X  by
nt-1 6 so that we specify for (26).
(29) Yt -a+ nt-1(86) +Z t Y+n t
The rational expectations parameters 6 are estimated jointly with
the model parameters.
c) Replace X  by Xt and estimate the model parameters using an
Instrumental Variables appraoch. As instruments we could
use the extrapolative expectation < or the estimate Xt.
The differences between the procedure proposed in c) and
those proposed in a) or b) are not dramatic. In fact lf (Xt - Xt-T,
T>0)   would be uncorrelated  with  Xt-·r  then   (Xt  - XI) would  be
uncorrelated  with   ]<   so  that   Plim        )< 'X    =  Plim  *( X  +   (X t  -   XI))   =
1 .-P'
Plim E xt XI which implies that the procedure under a) and the IV-
appraoch with X as instrumental variable are asymptotically similar'4) .
Analogously, since under weak conditions Xt is asymptotically uncor-
related with (X  - <) we find Plim 1 -X' X  = Plim   X· (4 + vt) =T t t
1 F.' _E
Plim ¥ X   A.t so that asymptotic equivalence between the procedure
under b) and the IV-appraoch with Xt as instrumental variable can be
expected.
Remark: We could modify our rational expectations assumption as follows.
Assume that the expectations formed by firms, X , are only
partly rational, i.e.
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4-4. Et  .  M X  E.,1 -0
so that the model should be specified as
(26.a)    yt =a+B x t+z t Y+n t
If we would wrongly use model (26) we would get
(26.b)    Y t=a+8 4+Z t Y+ (nt +B Et)
Since the error term is still uncorrelated with the regressors
using specification (26.b) instead of (26.a) still yields
consistent estimators.
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Footnotes to A·opendix C
1) This result follows  from the theory  o f conditional expectations;
given the multivariate distribution of (v,w) then
E[ Eviv|w][ v-Ev[ v |w l]l=   E[ Ev  v|w]  .    v]    -   E[  (E v I v l w] )2 1
= Ew[Ev{Evi vlw].vlwj] - Ev[ (E[ vlw] )21
= Ew[(E[ v|wl )21 -- Ew[ (E[vlwl)21 = 0
9.e.d.
2; Without problems we can generalize this regression function to
include a constant term.
3) Following J. Thomas we should compute Xt by regressing (Xt-1,"''XO;
on( t_2'"''R_1) which gives 6t-1 and it = nt-1 6t-1, i.e. the
estimate 3 is updated every period.
4)   Let the IV-estimator  be de fined  as the solution  of the "normal
e quat i on s"
ral
(30) P'Y = P'[l, X,Z]|'B.j
ly]
where P = H(H'H) H'[ 1, X, Z]
-1
and  either  H  =  [  1,   X ,   Z]   or  H  I[  1,X,   Z] .   Note that since
H(H'H)- H' is an idempotent matrix the normal equations (30) are
identical to
/4
P,Y   =   P,P      B.1.
Y
which further stresses the similarity of a) or b) and c).
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Appendix D
Instrumental Variable Estimators Applied to Pooled Time Series Cross
Section Models
1. Introduction
In many econometric textbooks instrumental variable estimators
(I.V.E.) are Droposed if the error term in the regression model is
correlated with one or more regressors. Let the model be defined for
an endogenous variable Yt, a row-vector of corresponding values of the k
regressors Xt' a column-vector of k regression coefficients B and an
error term Et:
(1) Yt = xt 8 + ft  , t = 1 '...,T
with
4 Et]  = 0
-   2
E[ Et ETI =l a t=T
LO   t#T
and further
FIEt xt] 0 0
0)and assuming that Plim   I Et Xt exists
Plim ,; E st X, 0 0
Rewriting the model in matrix notation we find
(1.a) Y = XB + E
with
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var[ El = 02 I
where Y is the Txl vector (Yl'...'YT)'' X is a Txk matrix with the
t-th-row vector being Xt and £t is the Txl vector (El'...'ET)'·
To estimate 8 the use of an instrumental stochastic matrix
pl )  is Dronosed which is strongly linearly related with the matrix of
regressors Y but uncorrelated, at least asymptotically, with E, i.e.
(2)      Plim   P'E = 0
The I.V.E., B, for B is then defined as a solution of the normal equations
(3)      P' TB = P'Y
Assuming  that   P'X converges in probability  to a non-singular matrix
R we obtain
(4)      Plim B„8
For a Droof see Schonfeld.[78, Vol II, Appendix C.41.  If we make, in
addition, the usual assumption with respect to the asymptotic distri-
bution of - P'E , i.e.
,/9;
1- PIE .I' N(O,S)
,/F
then we find
(5)                  6(B-B)      N(O,R-1   S(R')-1)
The main problem in this approach is of course to find an
appropriate instrumental matrix P, uncorrelated with E and strongly
related with X. In the following sections we will study how such a
matrix can be obtained. We will start with a simultaneous equation model
where the choice of the instrumental matrix is straightforward.
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2. The I.V.-approach in a simultaneous equation  model
Almost all simultaneous equation  estimators can be shown to be
I.V. estimators. The analysis is as follows. In a recent article
D. Hendry [ 34] has shown that almost all Simultaneous equation estimators can
be interpreted as numerical approximations to the solution of the
FIML estimator. Thus we can treat the first order conditions for the
FIML estimator, based on normally distributed errors, as "estimator
generating equations".
2)
Let the system of g simultaneous equations be specified as
(6) Y A' + Z C' = U
and with i-th equation
Y. = X. B. + U. i = 1,...,g1      11      1




- - -- --
Y              X      O            B              U
1                                  1                                               1                                  1
Y= : ,   x.     '·       ,  B=  :    ,  U=  :
Y              0       X            B              Ug                                             g                         g                             g
--  - -   - --
For the vector U a multivariate normal distribution is assumed:
(7)      U - N(0, I 2 IT)
where I is gxg contemporaneous covariance matrix. The FIML estimator
for A, C and I-1 follows from the solution of the following first order
conditions of the loglikelihood function L
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(8) --- = TA - Y'(YA' + ZC')I-1 = 0
AL      -1
 A'
-BIL = -Z,(YA' + ZC')I-1 = 0
3B'
3L
-3 = TI - (YA' + ZC')'(YA' + ZC') = 0
3I
These conditions can be rewritten as
A- 1 CZ'
(9) (YA' + ZC')I-1 = 0
-Z'
or in the "vectored" notation
Q'(I-1 Q IT)i = Q'(E-1 9 IT)XB
with
(10) Q 1     0
R =    '.      and Qi = [Z(-A-lc)I, Zi]
0Qg
-          -
The I.V. interpretation of (10) is now obvious' by interpreting
Q as instrumental matrix. Depending on the way we estimate the matrix
A-  C in Q we can obtain the 3SLS estimator or (if we use an iterative
-1
procedure to estimate A, C, A C and I) the FIML estimator. As long
as the matrix Q is consistently estimated this will not affect the
asymptotic effi ciency of the estimators. (See D. Hendry [341). Further
it is possible by choosing for Qi the specification
(11)
Qi  = I Zili,  zil
with
H = (Z'Z)-1 Z,Y
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, where H is the matrix of reduced form coefficients and Hi an appropriate
3)
submatrix, to show that
(12)     Qi xi = xi z(Z'Z)- Z'Xi = Qi Qi
so that the 2SLS estimator defined by the "normal equations"
(13)     Qi Yi = Qi Qi Bi
is   equivalent  with   the   I. V. E. with "normal equations"
(14)      i Yi = Qi Xi Bi
This two-stage approach to I.V. estimators will be discussed in the
next section.
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3. A two-stage approach to I.V.E.
3.1. A two-stage approach in models with scalar covariance matrix
Let the model be defined as in Section 1
(15) Y I XB + E
with
COV(E) = 02 IT and with Plim 4 X't 0 C
We now proceed as follcws. Given a matrix of instrumental variables
Z, i.e. variables uncorrelated with the error term e but strongly
related with the matrix of regressors X, we determine the (perpendicular)
projection of X on Z
(16) R = Z(Z'Z)- Z'X
The matrix X can be used as instrumental matrix, the matrix P in
Section 1. The I.V. estimator for B is found by solving the "normal
equations
.
(17) X'Y = X'X B
However since X is the projection of X on Z we find
(18)     R'x = R'X
so that the "normal equations" (17) are equivalent to
(19) X'Y = 2,2 B
which are the normal equations following from applying OLS to the
model
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(20) Y=X B+ (E+ (X-X)8)
where (E + (X-X)8) is the error term.
Thus  we can propose  as a special  case  of  the I.V. estimator
defined in Section 1 a two-stage estimator. Replace X in (1) by R so
that we get model (20), where
(21) (X-R) 8 1 X
The next stage consists of applying OLS to (20) and solving the normal
equations (19). Since the residual (X-2)8 1 X the projection of Y on
X is not influenced by the term (X-X)8. The resulting estimator B for
B can be written as
(22) B = (X'X)- R'Y
or
8=8+ (R'X)- R'E + (R'R)- X'(x-R)B
or
8=8+ (X'R)- X'e
Assuming suitable asymptotic behaviour of the matrices (Z'Z)/T and (Z'X)/T
so that Plim(X'R)/T is a non-stochastic, non-singulan matrix R and Plim
(X'E)/T = 0 we find
4)
(23) Plim B=B
and under the usual conditions with respect to the asymptotio distribution
of (2'E)/  we find
(24) /F( -B)   N(0,02 R-1)
The choice of R for the instrumental matrix P seems a very
reasonable one. Given a large number of possible instruments, i.e.
variables uncorrelated with e but possibl> related with X, an attractive
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choice of P ssems the projection of X on all these instruments: the
projection X will be asymptotically uncorrelated with E and will,
according to the least squares criterium, as strongly be related with
X as possible.
3.2. A two-stage approach in models with a non-scalar covariance matrix
The two-stage I.V. approach of the preceding section can be
generalized to models with a non-scalar covariance matrix. Let the
model be
'25; Y = X8 + u
with
Cov(u) = 02 n and 0-1 = F F'
and with
Plim   X'u 4 0
We might proceed in two different ways to define a two-stage I.V.
estimator for B.
a) Replace X in (25) by the matrix R defined in Section  3.1 .
Replacing X in (25) by X gives
(26) Y=R B+u+ (X--2)8
As a next step we transform (26) as follows
(27) F'Y = F'XB + F'u + F'(X-R)8
or
Y* = 228 + u2 + (f -2*)B
where
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Cov(u*) = F'F'-1 F-1 F 02 = c2 IT
and
(X -2*)' f = (X-X)' F F'R= (X-R)-1 A-1 R 0 O
From  ( 27) follows  that   (X<-2<)   is no longer perpendicular  to  R*  so  that
we are no longer sure that OLS applied to the model specified in (27)
yields consistent estimators5). This approach seems  not very attractive.
b) Transform model (1) by premultiplying with the matrix F'.
Premultiplying (25) with F' gives
(28) Y* = X28 + u*
with
Y* = F'Y, X* = F'X and u* = F'u
so that
Cov(u*) = 02 IT
As a next step we project X< on Z*, where Z  is defined as
(29) Z< = F'Z
which gives
(30) P = Z*(Z*'Z*)- Z*'X*
and replace X* in (28) by 1* defined in (30)
(31) Yi = 28 + ul + (X*- )8
Model (31) satisfies all properties of model (20) defined in Section
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(3.1), so that definition of the I.V. estimator and the derivation of
its properties is straightforward.
We might be interested to see whether this approach yields the
.A2SLS estimator which is defined in Hendry 84 ] as a numerical approxi-
mation to the ALIML estimator.
The corresponding simultaneous equation model equation can be written as
(32) y = XB + U
with the elements ut of u following from a weakly stationary
process defined by
ut = Put-1 + Et   '   |p| < 1, t = ...,-1,0,1,...
and
2
COV(E) =C  I
We can write the transformed model for (32), where the suffix 2 denotes
a lag of one period and where the length of the vectors Y, Y£ etc. is
adapted, as
(33)     Y=Y£P+X S-X£o B+E
where only the matrix X is correlated with u. Projecting X on the space
generated  by the matrix of predetermined variables  [ Z,   X£,  Y£]    and
replacing X in (33) by its projection X we find
(34)     Y=Y£O+X B-x t p B+E+ (X-X)B
with
(x-x)' [Y£, 2, x£] = 0
To estimate (B,p) we apply non-linear least squares on model (34) or,
equivalently, iterative least squares. The iterative least squares
method starts with a consistent initial estimate p for p and forms
the transformed model
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(35) (y-BY£) = (R-PX£)8 +E+ (p-6)ug + (X-X)B
Applying OLS on the transformed model (35) we find an estimate for
B and a new estimate for p. We iterate this procedure till convergence
occurs. This gives exactly the A2SLS estimator as defined by Hendry  [ 34]
or Fair [ 161
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4. Instrumental least squares estimators
The two-stage I.V. estimators defined in Section 3 can also
be derived from a generalized  least squares formulation. Let the
model be defined as in Section 1
(36) y = XB + E
with
Cov(E) = 02 IT
and
Plim   X'E 0 0
and let Z be the matrix of instrumental variables defined in Section 3,
then we trans form model   ( 36)   as
Z'Y = Z'XB + Z'E with Cov(Z'E) = Z'Z  a
2
The GLS estimator for B can be found from minimizing
(Z'Y-Z'XB)'(Z'Z)-(Z'YI- Z'XB)
which is exactly equal to minimizing
(37) (Y-XB)'(Z(Z'Z)- Z')(Y-XB)
The corresponding normal equations are
(38) X'Z(Z'Z)- Z'Y = X'Z(Z'Z)- Z'XS
which, since Z(Z'Z)-Z' is an idempotent matrix, gives us exactly the
two-stage I.V. estimator defined in (19), Section 3.1. We will call the
estimator 8 which minimizes (37) the Instrumental Least Squares estimator
(I.L.S.).
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The generalization of this I.L.S. estimator to models with
a non-scalar covariance matrix is straightforward. Let the model be
(39) Y = XB + U
with
cov(u) = 029, n-1 = F F'
and
Plim     X'u 4   0
We transform model (39) to
(40) Y* = X<B + u*
with
Y* = F'Y, X< = F'X, u< = F'u
and
Cov(u*) = 02 IT
*
Defining the matrix Z  as
(41) Z* = F'Z
-*
we can define the Generalized ILS estimator for B as the vector B
which minimizes
(42) (Y*-X*B) 'Z*(Z<'Z<)- Z*'(Y<-X B)
-iThe corresponding normal equations for B  are
(43) X"Z*(Z*'Z )-  Z*'   'Y*  =  X '   Z (Z"   Z )-  Z*'   X<B
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which is equivalent to
(44) 2*' y*= R*'R*B
The normal equations (44) are equivalent to the normal equations
following from applying  OLS to model  ( 31) in Section 3.2 which establishes
the equivalence between the IV estimator defined in Section 3.2 and
the G.I.L.S. estimator defined in this section.
The generalized least squares approach to I.V. estimators does
not lead to different estimators for linear models. However this
approach has decisive advantages for defining I.V. estimators in non-
linear regression models. See Dhrymes and Taylor  [ 13] .
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5. An application of I.V.E. ta the pooled time series cross section
model
5.1. Introduction
In this section we will apply the I.V. technique, discussed
in Section 3.2, to the pooled time-series cross-section model. Since,
in general, the parameters of the non-scalar covariance matrix of the
error-term are unknown we have to replace these parameters by estimated
values.
5.2. The classical approach
5.2.1. Model specification
The classical model specification in the pooled time-series
cross-section model can be written for the t-th observation at the i-th
unit as
(45) Yit = Xit B +
u i = 1,..., n, t = 1,...,Tit'
with u from a weakly stationary process defined byit
uit = Pi uit-1 + Eit ,    'Pil < 1, t = ...,-1,0,1,...
and
Var[ Eil  - a  IT' E[ Ei Eil  = 0 for   it j
where Ei = (<i 1 " " 'EiT  ''
Further we. assume that the matrix of regressors X includes one or more
stochastic regressors which are correlated with the error term u,
where X and u are defined in
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(46)     X=   X11  '  Y=  Y11   '  u =  ull   '  ut =  ulo
X
lT          XlT ulT ulT-1
X              Y               u                unl          nl           nl            nO
X              Y               u
nT nT nT unT-1
--  -- -      -
or X=  X   ,  Y=  Y1  ,  u=  ul  '  ug =  ult
X            Y            u             un                        n                         n                           ng
We can write (45) more compactly as
(47) Y = XB + U
with
91 IT        0
U=
Ug + E
0       Pn IT
and
2c I  0
1      T
COV(E) = . n
2
0      an IT




(48) Plim   Z'u = 0
or assuming that Z is a non-stochastic matrix
(49) E[  Z'u]    =   Z'E[ u]    = 0 for all T
and such that for all realizations of X and Z
(50) r(Z) 1 r(X) for all T
5.2.2. The feasible generalized instrumental variable estimator
(F.G.I.V.E.)
To estimate B in model (46) we propose a two-step estimator.
In the first step we apply a suitable I.V.E. on (47) which yields con-
sistent estimators of p. and 02 for i = 1,...,n. In the second step11
we construct a transformed model using the consistent initial estimates
2
for p. and a., i = 1,...,n, obtained in the first step.11
(51) Y<< =  X2*B + 11*2
with
r** =  (yl:.....yl:.....y::.....y:;:) '
and
y" = 1
it   -  (Yit - 81 Yit-1), i = 1....,n, t = 2,....,T
ai
Similar transformations hold for X   and u2<. Further we define the ma-
trices X , Z  and the vectors u: as
11   1
--
, " 2   X,2   ,   *2 = A   Z,2 - '   u, "  ' - -u-12 - · i = 1,...,n
1                      1                      1
X                  Z
iT                iT               UiT
-  - --   --
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and the matrices X<, Z< and the vector u< as
-- -- --
X1' =  t  ,  Z* =  Z1  ,  U* = 4
3-   3-    --
Further we construct an instrumental matrix P** as
--





P * = Z<(Z*'Z*)- z*'X* - 8i X:, i = 1,...,n
9.*
The construction of P is similar to the construction of the instrumen-
tal matrix (2 - p X£) in the A2SLS procedure, described in Section 3.2.
Substituting (52) in <51) we get
(53) Y** = P<*B + u<* + (X** - P'1)8
with
pil'(X**-p**) = O
The F.G.I.V.E. 8* for B is now defined as the OLS estimator of B in
model (53) which gives




-   ..  -   A.  -
pi = ui£ ui / uit ui£
and
e = y** - x** 81
Further we can define an iterative F.G.I.V.E. for B by iterating over
3. (i = 1,...,n) and 82 defined in (54).
1
Remark 1. The G.T.S.L.S.R. estimator proposed by Ray, Srivastava and
Ullah  (RSU)  in [ 72]   for a model with random coefficients
and corresponding heteroscedastic covariance matrix can be
derived along similar lines. In the first step we apply
TSLS on the original model, not taking into account the
specific heteroscedastic structure of the error term and use
the results of the first step to estimate the unknown covari-
ance matrix parameters.  In the second  step we trans form the
original model, using the estimated covariance matrix, analo-
gously to the transformation in (53) and we apply OLS to the
transformed model. This estimator turns out to be equivalent
with the G.T.S.L.S.R. of R.S.U.
Remark 2. Instead of the matrix P*< defined in (52) we could specify
-**
a alternative instrumental matrix P with submatrices
F** = 1/8i(Zi(z'z)- z'x - Bi Xig),  i = 1,...,n
See Section 3.2., procedure a) for the problems connected
with this approach.
5.2.3. Asymptotic properties
Theorem. Let the model be defined in (45) and let the matrix of instru-
ments Z satisfy (48) and (50) and let 32 and Bi be consistent initial
estimates   for  02  and  p.   (i  = 1, . . . . ,n) . Further  let the matrices1
4 Zi Zi,   Z; Xi,   Zi Xit'   Xi£ Xit and   X; ui have finite non-
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stochastic probability limits for i = i,...,n, then
a) the matrices   Z<'Z<, i  Z 'X< and i  P**'P*< have finite non-stochastic
Drobability limits
** 21
Let, in addition, the probability limit of the matrix   P  'P   be a non-
singular matrix, then
b) 32 defined in (54) is a consistent estimator of B
Proof.- n n
ad   a)    Z2 'Z<   =       I       Z*' Z*   =        I       -1-   Z.  I Z.
i=1
1 1
i=1 82  1  1
1
15*The existence of Plim R Z 'Z follows from the existence of
Plim 1/32 and Plim J Z: Z., i = 1,...,n.'1' 1 1
The  proof  for the existence  of    Z*' X is analogous.
n
p**'plf  =        I     p/*'p:*  =
i=1
1    1
n
= X*'Z*'(Z*'Z*)-( I (Z 'Z )XZ*'Z*)- Z*'XS 
i=1
n n
-  I  8  X:' Z*(Z*'Z*)- Z"X* -  I  1[*'Z*(Z<'Z*)- Z*'X*  Biltl   11£1
i=1 i=1
+ I 52 x*, X*i it ig
i=1
1      **.   12
The existence of Plim ¥ P  'P   follows from the existence of
Plim Bi, Plim 82, Plim 1/32 and the probability limits of the
1matrix products    Zi Zi,  4  Zi Xi,   Zi X. and -X:  X1£ T 12 il
for i = 1,...,n. n




1  -**' u**  =  V*,z*    zi,z*    Zi(Ui-Bi  U:,)   -  8.   X:i.(ui-ai  U:£)T  i 1 .1-r (T       T         i       T
Since
Plim  (Z*&(u -Bi u*£)) = Plim · 2 Plim · (Zi(ui - Bi Uit)) =
1
= Plim  F Plim   Zi ui - Plim    Plim Fi Plim ·   Zi uil = 0
C.                     ai1
and
plim   x2;(112 - Bi ut£) = Plim 12 Plim 4 X: 1.(ui - Bi uit) =
ai
11
Plim - Plim - X' (£i + CPi - Bi)u..) =82      T  it                1x
1
Plim  2(Plim ·  X: 1 Ei + Plim(pi - pi) Plim ·  X £ uit) =
C.
1
12(0 + 0 Plim   xit uit) = 0
1
we find Plim   Pr' 14* = O, i = 1,0..,n, so that
n
Plim 82 =8+ Plim(  P**'P**)-  I  Plim(  pr' ur) =B
i=1
q.e.d.
The derivation of the asymptotic distribution  (a.d. )  of the
F.G. I.V.E. 8* defined in (54) is camplicated and tedious. It is well
known that non-iterative I.V. estimators in simultaneous equation mo-
dels with an autoregressive error term are not efficient and that i-
terative feasible I.V. estimators have an a.d. which differs from the
a. d. of the I.V. estimator if the autoregressive error term parameters
were known7). We will not try to derive the a. d. of the non-iterative
nor that of the iterative F.G.I.V.E. Due to the highly complicated
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structure  of this model it would require tedious computations. Instead
we might use the covariance matrix of the a.d. of the I.V. estimator
in the case that the autocorrelation parameters are known as a rough
approximation of the the covariance matrix of the a. d. of the F.G.I.V.E.
Under suitable regularity conditions with respect to the
asymptotic behaviour of X and Z and with respect to the moments of
E it can be shown that the F.G.I.V.E. 8* of B in model (45) if the Pi
are   known    and   02 are unknown    i s a cons istent estimator    and   that
1
,/T(B*-B) 1  N(O,M-1)
n
with M = Plim     I   Pr'  Pr and pr defined in  ( 52)  with Pi replaced
i=1
by Pi.
5.3. A special case
The special case of the model defined in (45) in Section 5.2
is obtained by specifying instead of the general autoregressive
structure of the error term u:
(55) U. = p U.- + E. |p| < 1,  i = 1,...,n1      1X    l
with
E[ Ei Ej]  = 1 'ai IT    ,    i=jO   , itj
Thus the special case is obtained from the general one by assuming
(56) Pl = P2 "' = Pn = P
The F.G. I.V.E. for this case is essentially a modified A2SLS
8)estimator (see  Hendry  [ 341 ),   modified for heteroscedasticity  of  the
error  term  and the antocorrelation structure  o f the error  term  per  unit.
The resulting MA2SLS estimator is asymptotically  equivalent
to the A2SLS estimator except for the heteroscedastic transformation.
If the true values of the heteroscedastic parameters 02, i = 1,....,n,
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were known the a. d. of the MA2SLS could easily be derived and would be
equal to the a. d. of the A2SLS estimator applied to the model after
the heteroscedastic transformation (the loss of the n observations due
to the autocorrelation structure of the error term is asymptotically
negligible9) ). Since, in general,  the use of consistently estimated
values instead of the true values of the heteroscedastic parameters
does not affect the a.d. of the estimator we might expect that the
a. d. of the MA2SLS estimator is identical to the a. d. of the A2SLS
estimator.
5.4. The error components approach
5.4.1. The model
The model specification in an error components model is
(57) rit = Xit 8+ uit +a i  ,  i= 1,....,n, t= 1,....,T
where uit and a. are stochastic components with1
(58)
E[ uitl     0
E[ u.       u.    1 =f  02    ,    i   =   j, t = TltJTly
l O   ,  elsewhere
and
E[ ai]  = 0
f 2
E[  ai    a j l     = .l a w       ,        i=    j
l O       ,     elsewhere
and
EI a 1 = 0, Vi,j,ti ujt
so that
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Cov((uit + ai), (ujt + aj)) = 02 + 02  ,i = j
LO      , elsewhere
Rewriting model (57) as
(59) Y=X B+u+D a=X B+n
--
withn=u+Da,  Y=  7 1,X=  X1  'n= nl , D is a matrix of
y           x           n
n                               n                                  n
aDDropri ately chosen dummy's,   a  -   (&1,· ··,a )'-andy.    =   (Y        .        Y     )'1     il' "' iT
etc., we find for Cov(n)
-     -
(60) Cov(n) =0=0 2  A     0
A
0      A
trith A a TxT matrix, specified as
-        -
A-  1  p  ...  p
0  1  ...  P
P  P  ...  1
and  with   02  =  02  +   02   and  p  =   02/(02  +  02)   =   02/02
1 v 11  W v' ' 1
We can decompose A-  as
(61) A-1 = FF'
with
F. . 71:32 IT - .4ti: 4' E + 4,-  . T, 4, E
where  E  is   a TxT matrix  with all elements equal  to  one.
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Using the matrix F' defined in (61) we can transform ( 59) as
(62) y* = X B + ni
with
Y< = (I  Q F')Y, X< = (I  R F')X, n< = (I  B F')n
n                                                      n                                                      n
and
* 2
cov(n ) =a  InT
To estimate B we can apply ordinary least squares on (62) which is
equivalent to the GLS estimator for B in model (59).
Usually we do not know the true value of p so that we have
to use a Feasible GLS estimator based on a consistent estimate of p.
Widely used is the so-called "Two-Round Procedure" proposed by Nerlove
[ 63] . This Two-Round Procedure proceeds as follows.  In the first round
a covariance estimator (Least Squares Dummy Variable (LSDV) estimator)
is used to estimate the parameters of model (57), under the assumption
of fixed a.-effects. Estimates for c2, 02 and p can be computed, given1 -
the estimates B for B and Oi for a. from1
T   n
(63) -2 =
1
I   I  |Yit - Xit B - Sil2v   nT-k-n t=1 i=1
-2 1 n           l n.
cp    =   n       I       (S i   - 3)2, where    E   -n       I       ai
i=1 i=1
3 =82/(82 + 829U U V
We use the estimated 8 and corresponding transformation matrix F to
construct a transformed model, as described  in  (62 ).  In the second
round we compute the FGLS estimate of B by applying ordinary least
squares to the transformed model.
The properties of the LSDV and the FGLS estimator are derived
in   Maddala  [47]. The asymptotic properties   of  the LSDV estimator   are,
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under certain regularity conditions, equal to those of the FGLS estima-
tor. However in simulation experiments the two-round FGLS estimators
perform better  than  the LSDV estimator in small samples.
For a model without lagged dependent variables Swamy and Arora
1 931 derived some finite sample properties. They find that for small
n and T the OLS estimator of model (57) is most efficient if p is smaller
than   0.2. For small  n   and  T   and p greater  than   0.2  the LSDV estimator
is most efficient and for large n and small T the two-round FGLS
estimator is most efficient.
Remark  1.  In a recent article Mundlak [ 61] states that  if the statisti-
cal dependence between the quantitative variables and the
effects is explicitly taken in account, the random effect
approach and the fixed effect approach yield the same .
estimates for the slopes: the "within" estimates 10) Adopting
model specification (57) he introduces the following auxiliary
regression in order to take explicit account of the relation-
ship between the effects and the quantitative variables
(a) a. = X H + wit' i= 1,...,n, t= 1,....,T1   it
Averaging over t for a given i gives
(b)  a. = R. H + *.
111
Further he assumes that
2
(c)       E[ Dil     =    O,    Var (  i )    =    w l
However specification (a) is then a rather unorthodox one
and difficult to justify. If we would specify instead of (a)
(a') a.  =X.  H+wlt    lt      it
with
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E[w.  1  -  0,  Var[witl  =  w2,  E[w.    w.  ]  =  0,  t  0  T1t lt  l T
then (a') will give us (b). However replacing ai by ait in
modelspecification (57) of this section gives
(d)  Yit = Xit( B+H) + (uit + wit )
which is the classical linear regression model.
Unless we would be interested in separate estimates of B and
H   ,   the  relevance of Mundlak' s approach  is  then  not very clear
A different approach could be to adopt (b) as specification
of a. without reference to (a). However it seems difficult
1
to justify specification (b) in that case. We have to con-
clude that Mundlak's specification of the effects ai does not
appeal to us.
Remark 2. The correspondence between the fixed effects model and
the random effects model of this section can also be demonstra-
ted by the following transformation. Let the fixed effeCtL
model be specified as
(a)  Yit = xit B  + ai + uit' i = 1,...,n, t = 1,....,T
where the nT vector u has a scalar covariance matrix,
Var(u) = c InT' Model (a) can be transformed by subtracting
11)the unit-averages which gives
(b)  (Y   -Y ) = (X - X. )8 + (uit -ui.)it i. it    1.
where the nT vector (u-u.) has covariance matrix
(c)  Cov(u-u.) = 02 [In a (IT -  eT N.)]
The GLS estimator for B in model (b) is the LSDV estimator.
(See Schonfeld [ 78, Section 7.2.5] .)
Further let us assume as specification for the random ef-
fects model, the model specified in (57) and (583 of this
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section. Applying the same transformation as on model (a)
we obtain model (b). GLS for B in model (b) yields the LSDV
estimator. Thus the GLS estimator for B in the transformed
model is different from the GLS estimator for B in the origi-
nal model (57). Schonfeld [78, ibid 1 explains this from the
singularity of the transformation matrix [ IT -   eT e,i.] which
imnlies a loss of efficiency. However for increasing T this
loss of efficiency is getting less and less important so that
the LSDV estimator and the GLS estimator for the original
model will have the same a.d.
Finally it seems interesting that premultiplying Mundlak's
model with the transformation matrix [ In Q (IT -   eT efi·)]
we obtain model (b) so that the GLS estimator for B in
Mundlak's original model and the GLS estimator for B in the
transformed model are both the LSDV estimator. Apparently
the singularity of the transformation did not result in a
loss of information in Mundlak's model.
Remark  3.  In a recent article Hsiao [ 37] studies some estimation methods
for a random coefficient model. He proposes a covariance
estimator, which can be seen as a generalization of the
covariance (LSDV) estimator for the stochastic intercept
model  of this section,   and   a   feas ible Generalized Least
Squares (GLS) estimator which is a generalization of the FGLS
or Two Round estimator of Nerlove. Hsiao concludes that under
suitable regularity assumptions "the covariance estimator is
asymptotically (n,T increase without bound, while n/T remains
finite) the same as the two-step GLS estimator". This conclusion
corresponds with the results of the stochastic intercept model.
Further Hsiao doubts "if for small samples the two-step GLS
estimator is more accurate than the covariance estimator based
on the fixed effects assumption".
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5.4.2. I.V. estimators in error-components models
The implementation of IV estimators in error-components models
is straight forward.    Let the model be specified  in  (59 )
Y = X8 + Da + u
where X is a matrix of regressors, some of which are correlated with
the   error  term  u.   We will define the Feasible Generali zed Instrumental
Variable Estimator (FGIVE)   as an Instrumental Variable Two Round
estimator.
In the first round we apply  an  IV Dummy Variable  ( IVDV)
procedure, which is defined as the OLS estimator for B and a in the
model
(64 ) Y = 28 + Da + (u + (X-R)8)
where X is the projection of X on the matrix [Z,D], with Z a matrix of
instrumental variables, so that the error component (X-2)8 is orthogonal
to the matrix of regressors:
(65) B '(X-X)' (X, D) = 0
Under the usual regularity assumptions with respect to Z and u specified
in (58), the IVDV estimator yields consistent estimates of B and a.
In the second round we use the estimate B of p and the corre-
-
sponding estimated transformation matrix F to construct the transformed
model
(66) 9*   =    P      +    4 1,   +    (P-   P) B
where
P   =    (I·     a   -P' )Y,    -P   =    ( *      a   F' )x,       71    =    (Ilj   e   -F'  )11n              'n
and
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2 = £*(2,2*)- 2*, 2*
where
Z* = (In 2 9')Z
12)
so that
B'(-2- Xi)'X = 0
The FGIV estimator of B is now defined as the OLS estimator of B in
model (66).
5.4.3. Asymptotic properties of the I.V.D.V.E. and F.G.I.V.E.
In Section 5.4.2 we have seen that the IVDVE reduces to the
LSDV estimator for the model
(64a) Y = XB + Da + u
and that the FGIVE reduces to the (FG)LS estimator for the model
(66a) Y* = X*B + id
13)
respectively . The asymptotic properties of the IVDVE and the FGIVE
can thus be found as the asymptotic pia*rtifds of the LSDV and ( FG)LS
estimators for models (64a) and (66a) respectively. See Section  5.4.1.whe-
re  the asymptotic properties of these estimators are discussed.
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Footnotes to Appendix D
0.  Unless otherwise stated the symbol E indicates the summation over
t
t = 1,...,T; the symbol Plim indicates the probability limit for
T + ao.
1.  The elements of the matrix P may depend on the index T, thus instead
of P we should write P . For simplicity of notation the index T
(T)
is suppressed.
2.  Y is a Txg matrix of g endogenous variables, Z is a Txk matrix of
predetermined variables, U a Txg matrix of error terms, A' a
gxg matrix of parameters and C' a kxg matrix of parameters. Further
is X. a Txki matrix of regressors in the i-th equation.1
3.  Since Z(Z'Z)- Z'Z. = Z. we ·can write for Q
1      1                            i
Qi  =   Z(Z'Z) -   Z'X i   =[ Z  iIi,   Zi]  ·
4.  Since X = Z(Z'Z)Z'X, Plim (R'E)/T = 0 follows from the assumption
that Plim (Z'€)/T = 0.
5.  For consistency of the IV estimator in this case is required that
Plim 4· 2*'(u* + (2 - 2)8) = 0
From the definition  of the instrumental variables Z follaws,   assu-
ming suitable asymptotic behaviour,
Plim   2*' u<= 0
However additional assumptions with respect to the relationship
between X and Z have to be made to assure that
Plim   R*'(X*-Ri) = Plim 4 2, 9-1 (X-2*) = O
Further we note that (the covariance matrix of) the asymptotic
distribution of the IV estimator, if it exists, is rather compli-
cated since it involves both the term
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1/ 6(2' 0-1 u)
and the term
1/6(X, 0-1(X-X) )
instead of only the first term.
6.  The non-stochastic regressors in X can be used as instruments in
the matrix Z.
7.   See eg.  Fair [ 161 , Dhrymes and Taylor [ 13] , Hendry [ 34] . contrary
to the case of unknown autoregressive parameters, FGIVE based on
estimated heteroscedastic parameters has . under suitable regulari-
ty conditions the same a.d. as the IVE based on the true values
of the heteroscedastic parameters.  See eg. Hendry [ 341 , Dhrymes
and Taylor [ 13] ,  RSU [ 72] .
8.  This estimator is available as an Algol 68 procedure, at the
Computing Center of the Tilburg University, under the name Pool-
unihetaut.
9.  Instead of the one observation, as usually, we are losing n obser-
vations through the autoregressive transformation, one for each
unit. For asymptotic results  with  T  +  oo  and n constant  we  may  neg-
lect this loss of n observations.
10. Mundlak's "within" estimator is the LSDV estimator, defined in
this section.
11. This transformation can be performed by premultiplying with the
transformation matrix [In 2  (IT -   eT e,I,)]
12. In the special case that X and Z are bloc-diagonal matrices, with
the first bloc of each Zi-bloc being the unit-vector, we find the
remarkable result that
2* = 2*(2*' 2*)- 2*' P = 2*(X'Z)- Z'X = (I  Q F')2n
whre X is the projection of X. on Z. See Sch6nfeld [78, Vol. I,
Aufgabe 5.4.1.].
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13· Since the terms (X-R)8 in (64) and (P -P)8 in (66) are orthogo-
nal to the matrix of regressors (R,D) in (64) and P in (66),
these error-terms"  do not influence the estimation results  of  the"
least squares estimators applied on (64) and (66) respectively.
This implies that the LSDVE applied on (64) is equivalent to the
LSDV estimator applied  on  (64. a),  the same result holds  for  the
least squares estimator for (66) and (66.a).
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe interne en externe
factoren de aanpassing van de productiefactoren arbeid en kapitaal aan
hun evenwichtswaarden, bepaald door de bekende marginale conditie mar-
ginale factor opbrengst = marginale factor kosten, beinvloeden. In
Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de veronderstelling, dat voor veranderingen in het
niveau der productie-factoren de productie van aanpassingsdiensten ver-
eist is, uitgewerkt. Door een convexe aanpassingskostenfunctie te in-
troduceren in een dynamisch ondernemingsmodel met statische toekomst-
verwachtingen is het mogelijk een multivariaat aanpassingspad voor de
factor-inputs af te leiden. Als de toekomst-verwachtingen vervolgens
worden onderscheiden in korte termijn en lange termijn verwachtingen,
dan wordt aangetoond dat de aanpassing der productie factoren een ge-
wogen gemiddelde is van de aanpassing aan het korte termijn evenwicht
en de aanpassing aan het lange termijn evenwicht.
In Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 wordt de invloed van onzekerheid met be-
trekking tot toekomstige opbrengsten en de invloed van imperfecties op
de factor markten     op het aanpassingspad nagegaan.
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden financi6le variabjlen in het dynamisch model
van Hoofdstuk 1 geintroduceerd. Verondersteld worden een apriori
vastgestelde dividendpolitiek en een constante interne disconterings-
voet. Voorts worden voor de financiering van nieuwe investeringen
naast ingehouden winsten ook externe fondsen gebruikt; de onzeker-
heid m.b.t. toekomstige opbrengsten van de onderneming en eventuele
imperfecties op de kapitaalmarkt komen tot uiting in toenemende mar-
ginale kosten van vreemd vermogen. Aangetoond wordt dat deze stijgen-
de marginale kosten van vreemd vermogen vertragend werken op de aan-
passing van de productiefactor kapitaal aan zijn (lagere) evenwichts-
waarde.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het dynamisch model van Hoofdstuk 1
uitgebreid met de veronderstelling van een imperfecte arbeidsmarkt,
resulterende in een niet volledig elastische aanbodfunctie van arbeid
op ondernemingsniveau. Tesamen met de veronderstelling dat de onder-
nemer streeft naar stabiele beloningsverhoudingen in de tijd, leidt dit
tot een dynamisering van het klassieke micro-economische oligopsonie-
model. Het belangrijkste resultaat is dat oligopsonistische arbeids-
markten een negatieve invloed op de werkgelegenheidscreatie kunnen
hebben.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een econometrische specificatie van de
theoretische aanpassings-modellen van de voorgaande hoofdstukken voor-
gesteld. Uitgebreid wordt ingegaan op de specificatie van de niet-ob-
serveerbare verwachtingsvariabelen. Het gespecificeerde stelsel vraag-
vergelijkingen voor arbeid en kapitaal wordt geschat met behulp van
gecombineerde tijdreeks-doorsnede data voor individuele ondernemingen
in drie Nederlandse bedrijfstakken. De structuur van de storingsterm
in een dergelijke steekproef wordt bestudeerd en enige adequate schat-
tingsmethoden worden ontwikkeld.
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de resultaten van de schattingen gege-
ven. Deze schattingen ondersteunen de resultaten met betrekking tot
het multivariate aanpassingsmodel dat in Hoofdstuk 1 is afgeleid.
Weinig steun kan worden gevonden voor de hypothese dat financiole
variabelen vertragend (kunnen) werken op de aanpassing van de produc-
tiefactor kapitaal. Daarentegen lijkt de negatieve invloed van oligopso-
nie op de arbeidsmarkt op de werkgelegenheidsontwikkeling in bedrijven





Het houden van integrale tellingen zoals de Volks-
telling is niet op statistische gronden te verdedi-
gen en is uit het oogpunt van de bescherming van de
I privacy zelfs scherp af te keuren.
Zelfs bij een Walrasiaans evenwicht tussen vraag en
aanbod op de goederenmarkt zijn zogenaamde "quantity                                                       V
signals" en "spill-over effects" van belang bij de
totstandkoming van een evenwicht tussen vraag en
De snelle stijging van de overheidsuitgaven in de
aanbod op de afzonderlijke deelmarkten voor arbeid. zogenaamde kwartaire sector is beter te verklaren
uit de belangen van de (potentiole) producenten
dan uit de behoeften van de (potentiole) consu-
II
menten van de te produceren diensten.
Het bewijs van Theorem 2 in Section 4.4 van het boek
Econometrics van Peter Schmidt is, in tegenstelling VItot de suggesties van de auteur, alleen correct als
er geen vertraagde endogene variabelen onder de re- Een argument tegen de in Nederland zo populaire
gressoren voorkomen. geleide markteconomie is de geringe economische




De op zelfbestuur gerichte democratiseringsbeweging
Akkina specificeert, ter beschrijving van het ver- van de late zestiger jaren is in de zeventiger
band tussen de matrix van regressoren op micro jaren overspoeld door de toenemende overheidsregu-
niveau, Xa, en de corresponderende matrix op macro lering en de daarmee gepaard gaande centralisatie.
niveau, X, het volgende model
X  =X C +Z D a = 1, ..., n
a            a            a                                                                                                                                                                    VIII
met Xa en X (T x k) matrices, r(X) = k en Z een
T x (T-k) matrix, T het aantal steekproefwaarne- Uit het oogpunt van een mededingingsbeleid zou de
mingen, zodanig dat X'Z = 0 en met Da een stochas- overheid beroepsorganisaties moeten verbieden hun
tische  (T-k)  x k matrix  met  E[Dal=  0,  E[Da  Da']  = Oa, leden te verbieden reclame te maken.
& Da = 0.
Door de lengte van de steekproefperiode te varioren
is eenvoudig in te zien dat dit model geen deugde-
11jke beschrijving van de relatie tussen micro en
macro niveau kan geven.
Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift van J.M.G.Application of Random Coefficient Regression Models
to the Aggregation Problem, Akkina, V.R., Econome- Frijns: A Theoretical and Empirical Study of the
trica, Vol. 42, no. 2, March 1974 Demand for Labour and Capital.
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